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4 This issue of ergo is all about connec-
tions. The Maurer School of Law network 
extends to every state in the union and 
throughout 55 countries around the world. 
Whether nearby or far away, longstanding 
or newly re-established, each connection 
tells a story. You’ll read about some of them 
in these pages. You’ll also meet some of the 
members of the Law School faculty and 
staff who have taken their connections — 
and their expertise — with them, becoming 
valued leaders at Indiana University.
 We also celebrate in this issue the 
generosity of the more than 2,000 alumni 
and friends who made 2017 an outstand-
ing year. We received $3.3 million in total 
contributions, a $100,000 increase over 
last year. Included in this total is $1.2 mil-
lion in gifts to our annual fund, the Fund 
for Excellence, a $46,000 increase over 
2016. In addition, we received $7.7 million 
in planned gifts and pledges in 2017. The 
Class of 2017 achieved a record 82 percent 
participation rate as part of its 3L pledge 
campaign.
 Your support is moving us steadily 
toward our $60 million goal as part of 
Indiana University’s $2.5 billion Bicenten-
nial Campaign. As of December 31, we have 
raised $44.5 million in gifts and pledges. 
Over $1 million of that total is from faculty 
and staff.  
 The past fall and winter have been 
filled with activity at Baier Hall. Our 
inaugural Bradley Fellows speaker series 
launched in January with a lecture from 
Indiana Attorney General Curtis Hill, Jr., 
before a capacity audience. The series 
honors the late Craig Bradley, a longtime 
professor of criminal law. We expanded our 
longtime partnership with Sungkyunkwan 
Graduate School of Business in Seoul to 
include full-tuition scholarships for up to 
ten JD/MBA students each year. Our stu-
dent-run Volunteer Income Tax Assistance 
program is in full swing, preparing income 
tax returns at no charge for hundreds of 
Monroe County residents. The Center for 
Intellectual Property Research expanded 
its reach, with designation by the US Pat-
ent and Trademark Office as the patent hub 
for the Commonwealth of Kentucky. 
 In the fall of 2017, we launched a joint 
MS degree in cybersecurity with the Kelley 
School of Business and the School of Infor-
matics, Computing, and Engineering.  
A new Intersession course in Chicago 
during fall break attracted eighteen 
students. And our third annual Winter-
session, a week-long series of hands-on 
courses between the fall and spring 
semesters, returned by popular demand. 
Special thanks go to Michael Asensio, 
Hon. Elaine Brown, Stephen Burns, Jim 
Carlino, Greta Cowart, Dan Currell, Randy 
Kiser, Bill Mooz, Hon. Jose Rodriguez, 
John Seddelmeyer, Phil Terry, and Hon. 
Nancy Vaidik for teaching the courses, and 
to Prof. Bill Henderson, Katy Hunt, and 
Chelsey Browning for organizing them. 
Finally, our popular Live from Baier Hall 
series continued, with a cellist and harpist 
from the Jacobs School of Music entertain-
ing the Law School community during the 
lunch hour.
 The Law School’s faculty continued 
to achieve significant milestones in 
2017. Prof. Hannah Buxbaum, academic 
director of IU’s Europe Gateway in Berlin, 
was named the university’s vice president 
of international affairs. Several faculty 
members received substantial grants to 
further their research, both within the 
legal profession and in interdisciplinary  
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5studies. Keith Buckley was named director of the Jerome Hall Law Library and senior 
lecturer following the retirement of Linda Fariss, and Ashley Ahlbrand was appointed 
associate director. And Prof. Dan Conkle achieved a different kind of milestone: He took 
emeritus status in December after thirty-four years, two Gavel Awards, and two Leon H. 
Wallace Teaching Awards for his outstanding work in the classroom. Although he has re-
tired, we are grateful that he remains an active member of our community, coming in early 
most days, teaching classes, and staying actively engaged. Finally, Prof. Earl Singleton 
is retiring at the end of the academic year after twenty-nine years. Look for a salute to Earl 
in the next ergo.
 Our admissions staff is hard at work, attracting highly qualified, motivated members 
of the class of 2021. We are seeing increases in applications, but competition for top-flight 
students remains fierce, and we are committed to maintaining our academic standards, 
even if doing so results in smaller classes. We are encouraged by strong turnouts at both of 
our Admitted Student Day events this winter and look forward to reporting incoming class 
statistics in the next issue of ergo. 
 Over the past few months, I have enjoyed my alumni visits in several cities around the 
country, including Chicago, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Miami, Naples, New York, 
Phoenix, and San Diego. Your insights and suggestions about the school are always welcome 
and appreciated, and your willingness to support our students, faculty, and programs 
is inspiring. I look forward to our continued connections in the months and years to come.
Sincerely,
Austen L. Parrish
Dean and James H. Rudy Professor of Law
DEAR ALUMNI
IT IS MY PRIVILEGE TO SERVE 
AS PRESIDENT OF THE LAW 
ALUMNI BOARD THIS YEAR. I LOOK 
FORWARD TO WORKING WITH 
DEAN PARRISH, THE BOARD, 
AND THE OTHER TALENTED 
MEMBERS OF THE LAW SCHOOL 
COMMUNITY TO HELP ADVANCE 
THE SCHOOL’S MISSION.
 
THIS ISSUE OF ERGO FOCUSES 
ON CONNECTIONS. 
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7 If your experience at the Law School has been similar to mine, you’ll agree that the 
connections we made in law school have been among the most valuable ones of our 
professional lives. Over the years I have called on my classmates for advice on legal 
issues, help with referrals outside my home territory, and just for support when things 
got a little rough. 
 My continued involvement with the Law School since graduation has also provided 
many rewarding connections. As an Alumni Board member, I have visited campus frequent-
ly over the years and have had the opportunity to mentor students, catch up with faculty, 
and hear about the challenges facing today’s newly minted lawyers. I have learned much 
from these new connections in Bloomington, and I hope everyone that I had the pleasure to 
meet has been enriched as well.
 As Indiana Law alumni, you, too, have a wonderful network of connections that you 
can turn to every day. The alumni directory on our website links you with more than 11,000 
fellow professionals around the world. Each year Dean Parrish and the alumni relations 
staff host receptions in some two dozen cities throughout the United States. If you are a 
more recent graduate, our Young Alumni Steering Committee is at your service in more than 
20 cities, ready to help you network and get settled. And our specialty advisory boards — 
LGBT, Latino, and BLSA — together with our stalwart Board of Visitors, provide additional 
counsel and connections to the school’s alumni and leadership. For more information 
about these many networking pathways, you can contact Dean Parrish or Andrea Havill at 
lawalum@indiana.edu.
 I invite you to make your own connections with Indiana Law. Whether networking 
with students over coffee in your city, sharing your professional experiences at the Law 
School’s Career Choices sessions, or making your firm available for on-site interview walk-
arounds, your time and advice will be greatly appreciated. And I promise that your 
investment in these connections, whether new or old, will be rewarded many times over.
Sincerely,
Susan C. Lynch, ’93
President, Law Alumni Board   
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9 Law students come and go. Every year a new class arrives. In the three or four years 
they’re here, students create connections, build a library of memories, and create leg-
acies that sometimes last forever. For many, graduating from the Maurer School of Law 
is a sad, but necessary part of life. With degree in hand, these students find themselves 
personally and professionally connected to their alma mater as soon as they cross the 
stage, ready to look back with fondness, and pay forward their gains. 
 For others, though, the connection isn’t immediate. The stress from the previous 
years of academic rigor, perhaps a bit of debt, and preparation for the biggest test of 
them all — the dreaded bar exam — come faster into focus than any institutional fond-
ness. Fortunately, many of those students find themselves reconnecting later in life. 
For Harry Gonso, Bill Hunt, and Denice Torres, the road back to Indiana Law wasn’t the 
fastest route, but in the end, even after remarkably successful careers, coming home 
has been one of their greatest sources of pride.
Bill Hunt chuckles when you ask him when and why he “recently” reconnected with 
the school he graduated from in 1969. 
 “You’ve got to define ‘recently’ in terms of almost 50 years, I guess,” he said from 
his Florida home. “For the first 35 years after I left, I wasn’t very connected at all.”
Which isn’t to say he wasn’t a fan of the school; he just had other things going on. From 
an early age he knew he wanted to be an attorney. His mother was raised by an uncle 
— William Waldschmidt — who not only had the distinction of being Indiana Law’s 
oldest living alumnus at one point in time, but who also went into his law office every 
day until he passed away at the age of 96. Waldschmidt’s son, another William, ’34, 
was blessed with the same genetics, practicing well into his 90s. Seeing that kind of 
work ethic and dedication to the profession resonated with the young Hunt, who made 
his way to Bloomington as an undergraduate in the College of Arts and Sciences. Even 
then, his major was listed as prelaw.
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 Indiana Law was a natural exten-
sion of his academic career, and so 
Hunt began to fulfill a lifelong destiny 
that would eventually see him become 
a success in everything he touched, 
whether it was corporate litigation or 
serving as an executive to a host of 
major companies or chairing a capital 
management firm.
 In 2001 then-IU President Myles 
Brand asked him to serve the university, 
so Hunt volunteered his time with the 
IU Foundation and the Kelley School of 
Business. But a chance encounter with 
Lauren Robel, ’83, changed everything. 
Hunt said she didn’t give him a sales 
pitch, she just wanted to broaden the 
perspectives of the school’s Board of 
Visitors. Because Hunt had practiced 
law and then pursued a career path 
in business, Robel thought he could 
represent alumni who didn’t necessarily 
follow the traditional trajectory of a law 
school graduate.
 Hunt accepted Robel’s invitation to 
chair the Law School’s capital campaign 
with longtime friend Bob Kassing, ’64, 
and accepted an invitation to join the 
Board of Visitors. 
 Since then, Hunt has gained incred-
ible insight into the school’s administra-
tion, faculty, staff, and students. 
 “They’ve all reinforced my belief 
that the decision to reconnect with the 
Law School was the right one,” he said. 
Hunt has donated more than $4 million 
in scholarships for students, served on 
boards and campaigns, and even come 
back to teach with his former colleague 
Stephen F. Burns, ’68, during the 
school’s Wintersession week in January.
 For a man who spent the summer 
between his 1L and 2L years working in 
a factory, giving current students the 
chance to pursue their dreams is partic-
ularly meaningful for Hunt. 
 “I’m so happy for the current stu-
dents that they’re having these kinds 
of opportunities,” he said. “From my 
perspective, the Law School is having its 
best times in history right now. Lauren, 
Hannah (Buxbaum), and Austen (Par-
rish) have been an incredible succession 
of leaders. The school seems fully appre-
ciated by the university and plays a vital 
role in campus life.”
Growing up in Gary, Indiana, Denice 
Torres, ’84, learned from an early age 
that she had to find opportunities to 
better herself. The daughter of a steel 
mill worker, Torres was brought up to 
believe that education was a vital part 
of becoming successful. She didn’t 
have the best opportunities as a young 
student. Class would let out at 1:30 p.m. 
Math was almost an afterthought. Torres 
was behind.
 She worked hard in high school, 
earning a place at Ball State, where she 
began studying an emerging interest 
— psychology. That interest, combined 
with a few episodes of popular court-
room dramas on TV, got her thinking 
about law school. 
 Bloomington was a perfect fit.
 “I couldn’t believe it,” she said. “Here 
I am, from a family of three kids and not 
much money. And I’m standing on my 
front lawn, and in my hand is a letter 
from Frank Motley. There was a minority 
fellowship and the school offered it to 
me. I was so blessed!”
 Torres loaded up a truck, made 
her way down I-69, over to SR 37, and 
prepared for life in law school. She was 
terrified.
 “I was so intimidated. The students 
were all going to be so smart. Would I 
be able to hang with them?” she remem-
bered thinking. 
 Her first year was hard. When Pro-
fessor Doug Boshkoff misread her title, 
and cold-called “Mr. Torres,” she froze 
up. But recognizing her hesitance — 
and his own mistake — Boshkoff gave 
Ms. Torres a chance to compose herself 
and respond. It was a moment symbolic 
of her first year: Intimidating, but ulti-
mately rewarding. 
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 “Law school was not easy for me,” she said. “I was devastated when I saw I’d earned 
a C+ at one point. It wasn’t that I didn’t enjoy it, I just really had to get to the point of 
retraining part of my brain.”
 While she wasn’t the most successful student, Torres had found a tool that became 
invaluable as she climbed the corporate ladder to staggering heights.
 On one afternoon not long after she earned her degree, Torres was running in 
Crown Point when all of a sudden she was overcome with emotion.
 “I just broke down and started crying,” she said. “I had done it. I’d graduated from 
law school.”
 After practicing in Michigan, Torres followed up on interests in marketing and 
corporate management, which she pursued at Johnson & Johnson. Her internal drive 
pushed her back to Michigan to pursue an MBA at the highly acclaimed Stephen M. Ross 
School of Business in Ann Arbor. 
 From there, Torres embarked on a 15-year career at Eli Lilly and Company in 
Indianapolis that took her through marketing, planning, sales, and general 
management. After the birth of her daughter, Torres and her spouse moved east to 
Johnson & Johnson, where she rose through the ranks to become president of several 
companies and eventually helmed J&J’s McNeil Consumer Healthcare subsidiary, 
which, at the time, was struggling to deal with the recall of Tylenol and other over-
the-counter products.
 She regained consumer confidence. She helped lead employee engagement to 
record highs. She led one of the biggest turnarounds in the company’s history. She 
was named Woman of the Year by the Healthcare Businesswomen’s Association and 
Working Mother of the Year by J&J/Working Mother. 
 Not bad for a law student who used to fret over a C+.
 In April, the school honored her with induction into its Academy of Law Alumni 
Fellows, opening a new line of connections between Torres and the Law School.
 “After I left law school, I’d always had a sense of gratitude to it but wasn’t much 
involved,” she said. “I didn’t keep up with the relationships like I could have. Didn’t 
keep up with classmates. I still had this sense that people would reject me. When I 
received the call that I was going to be honored into the Academy, it was just one of 
those moments where I had to stop and tell myself I’ve done a great job, which is some-
thing we often fail to do.”
RELATIONSHIPS 
MATTER TO ME. 
MAKING A 
REAL IMPACT 
ON PEOPLE 
MATTERS TO ME.
DENICE TORRES
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 Torres uses that self-awareness and desire to empower others in her latest 
venture, The Ignited Company. There she serves as a consultant to managers, helps 
invigorate employees, and shares lessons in leadership she’s learned along her 
distinguished career.
 “One day when I was in my 20s, I asked my dad if he remembered his last day at 
work,” she recalled. “And I asked him, ‘When you walked under that steel arch for the 
last time, what did you say to yourself?’ He said, ‘What the hell was that all about?’ 
And that got me wondering what I wanted to say to myself 40 years later. I wanted to 
make a difference and be that kind of person. Relationships matter to me. Making a 
real impact on people matters to me.”
 Torres is writing a book on her experiences. It’s called “Beyond Badass: How to 
Succeed without Selling Your Soul.” One can only assume it will be on display down in 
the Career Services Office.
For a man whose every throw, run, or leap was measured down to the tenth of a second 
and inch, it’s a bit surprising that Harry Gonso was never much of a numbers guy. An 
incredible high school athlete — the man could run a 10.2 100-yard dash — Gonso, ’73, 
was destined to be a star on whatever field he took.
 At IU, it was of course the gridiron that would serve as his proving ground. But even 
before he led the Hoosiers to their first and last Rose Bowl, Gonso was thinking about 
life beyond sport.
 “As an undergraduate, my initial thought was that I wanted to be a doctor,” he 
said. “There were no professionals in my family up to that point. My grandfather was a 
minister. I thought I needed to be a professional in some noble profession.”
 The College of Arts and Sciences beckoned, until he discovered Spanish would be 
a critical component of his core curriculum. Then, a chance meeting with the late law 
professor Bill Oliver changed everything.
 “Here’s this tax professor urging me to look at business or accounting,” he said. 
“It completely changed my trajectory. I thought finally serendipity was working for 
me at last.”
 It wasn’t necessarily a happy serendipity, though.
 While he stuck with the accounting program, he knew numbers weren’t for him.
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 “That’s when I started thinking about law school. My athletics career was coming 
to a close, and the university was kind enough to provide me with a fellowship that 
launched my legal education.”
 Much like Hunt, Gonso found himself working with Dr. Herman B Wells in the 
university’s central administration to earn extra cash. Gonso was married in school 
and needed all the help he could to support his family.
 As a student, Gonso found himself for the first time really diving into the academic 
challenges law school poses. 
 Just as Torres would a decade later, Gonso would stand in front of the bulletin board 
when grades were released, sobbing when he failed to meet his own high expectations. 
 “It was the first time I became a really good student,” he said. “I became fully 
immersed and just loved it. It wasn’t easy, but it became easier and a lot of fun. I loved 
being a law student.”
 He and classmates would grill each other on business and antitrust matters as 
they ran around Memorial Stadium.
 After graduating, Gonso embarked on an illustrious career that took him to Bing-
ham Summers Welsh & Spilman (now Bingham Greenebaum Doll). He envisioned 
himself focusing on business matters within the firm, and did so until Ice Miller came 
calling in 1980.
 He’s been there ever since, minus a few years serving as Indiana Gov. Mitch 
Daniels’ chief of staff in the mid-2000s. 
I WISH I’D CONNECTED EARLIER...
I’D ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE 
OPPORTUNITY IF THEY WANT 
TO HAVE A RELATIONSHIP WITH 
THE SCHOOL.
BILL HUNT
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 All the while, Gonso’s allegiance to the university and Law School were strong. 
He served on the university’s Board of Trustees from 1976 through 1994, and was 
reappointed to the Board in 2017. He was a member of the Law School’s Board of Visitors 
from 1997-2004.
 Despite extensive professional obligations, Gonso always found a way to stay 
connected.
 “There was a point in time where I was trying to keep my head above water with the 
Law School, but I’ve always managed to keep up with fellow classmates and profes-
sors. Going on the Board of Trustees just three years out of law school was wonderful, 
because I had a ball keeping in touch with my old teachers. I have such an incredible 
fondness for professors I genuinely came to love like Roger Dworkin, Tom Schorn-
horst, and Bill Oliver.”
 Years ago, an old friend from the School of Medicine happened to mention to Gonso 
the work of the Center for Constitutional Democracy. Gonso was intrigued and joined 
the center’s advisory board.
 “I’m so glad I did,” he said. “David and Susan Williams are so incredibly impres-
sive and all of the projects they’re working on literally around the world are providing 
such tremendous opportunities to help foreign countries and their citizens deal with 
democratization. It’s been amazing to see.”
 Gonso’s connection to the school is familial as well — his daughter Ellie graduated 
from Indiana Law in 2016 and has launched a successful career in New York at 
Mayer Brown.
Though the road has been long, the journey back to Indiana Law has been rewarding on 
many levels. But Hunt encourages those who might be lost to make themselves found.
 “I wish I’d connected earlier,” he said. “I’m not sure how many opportunities 
I missed when I was practicing. I’d encourage people to take advantage of the opportu-
nity if they want to have a relationship with the school. We have such a high level 
of volunteer support, from adjunct professors to moot court advisors to helping 
with career searches, that it’s a testament to the law school experience they had. Get 
involved. Nobody should sit at home waiting for the phone to ring.”
To discover ways to reconnect 
with the Maurer School of Law, 
we invite you to contact our 
Assistant Dean for External 
Affairs and Alumni Relations, 
Andrea Havill, at 812-855-3015 
or ahavill@indiana.edu.
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Indiana Law faculty and staff have taken their expertise 
with them for the benefit of the entire university 
18
 The Law School’s website says that a law degree is “the most versatile and powerful 
degree in the world.” In recent years, more than a dozen of the school’s faculty and staff 
have proven the truth of this assertion. 
 Several faculty members have moved from the classroom into administrative 
positions at the Law School. Once their managerial effectiveness became known, they 
found themselves moving across the alley from Baier Hall to Bryan Hall.
 Following a distinguished career as professor, associate dean, and the first woman 
to serve as the Law School’s dean, Lauren K. Robel, ’83, was named provost of Indiana 
University Bloomington and executive vice president of IU in 2012. As dean, she hired 
top-flight faculty, launched innovative programs and research centers, and secured 
more than $90 million in funding for the Law School as part of the university’s 
Matching the Promise campaign. Major gifts to the school included $25 million from 
Lilly Endowment Inc. for faculty support and the landmark $35 million gift from 
Michael S. (Mickey) ’67 and Janie Maurer for student scholarships.
 As provost, Robel initiated a strategic planning process aimed at reimagining 
and invigorating academic programs across the Bloomington campus in anticipation 
of IU’s Bicentennial in 2020. The Bicentennial Strategic Plan for Indiana University 
Bloomington includes ambitious initiatives for the Bloomington campus. The 
plan also calls for initiatives to promote student and faculty success in a variety 
of areas, from financial literacy and career development to work-life balance and 
diversity recruitment.
 As the chief academic officer for the Bloomington campus, Robel oversaw the 
campus-wide implementation of the 2011 New Academic Directions report. The rec-
ommendations outlined in the report led to the formation of several new schools and 
programs on the Bloomington campus, including the Center for Rural Engagement, the 
Media School, the School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering, the School of 
Public Health, the School of Art,  Architecture + Design, the School of Global and 
International Studies, the Integrated Program in the Environment, and the Office of 
Scholarly Publishing. Robel’s capable chief of staff, Catherine Dyar, joined her from 
the Law School upon her appointment.
 Fred H. Cate, distinguished professor of law and C. Ben Dutton professor, is an-
other example. An internationally known expert in information privacy and security 
law, he served as founding director of IU’s Center for Applied Cybersecurity Research. 
Cate’s successful leadership of the CACR caught the attention of IU President Michael 
LAUREN K. ROBEL
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A. McRobbie, who appointed him the 
university’s vice president for research 
in 2015. During his tenure, IU research-
ers have a received a record $1.7 billion 
in funding for 2,698 awards. Cate is 
spearheading the university’s Grand 
Challenges program, which is providing 
$300 million in funds for large-scale, 
complex problems that require collab-
oration across disciplines, industries, 
and communities, such as addiction, 
environmental change, and precision 
health. Cate has written more than 
150 articles and books, most recently 
Bulk Collection: Systematic Government 
Access to Private-Sector Data (Oxford 
University Press). Co-edited by Cate 
and James Dempsey of the University 
of California – Berkeley School of Law, 
the book compiles six years of research 
conducted across a dozen countries.
 Another longtime Indiana Law 
faculty member and administrator will 
be taking up residence in Bryan Hall this 
summer (see related article on page 38). 
Hannah L. Buxbaum, John E. Schiller 
Chair in Legal Ethics, has been named 
the university’s vice president for inter-
national affairs. This appointment is a 
perfect complement to Buxbaum’s ex-
pertise as an international law scholar, 
and an ideal extension of her experience 
as a law school administrator.
 Buxbaum’s research is in the areas 
of private international law and inter-
national litigation and jurisdiction, and 
HANNAH L. BUXBAUMCATHERINE DYAR / FRED H. CATE
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is published in leading US and Europe-
an journals. Her most recent work has 
focused on the jurisdictional issues 
presented in cross-border securities and 
antitrust litigation. She is also the co-
author of a leading casebook on interna-
tional business transactions. Buxbaum 
served as the Law School’s associate 
dean for research, as executive associ-
ate dean for academic affairs, and, from 
2012–2013, as interim dean. She is vice 
president of the American Society of 
International Law, and in 2015 she was 
appointed academic director of the IU 
Europe Gateway in Berlin. 
 Walter W. Foskett Professor John 
S. Applegate is a prolific scholar and 
highly regarded teacher in the area of 
environmental risk assessment and 
policy analysis. Applegate’s organiza-
tional skills and ability to follow through 
led him to an appointment as the Law 
School’s executive associate dean from 
2002–2009. In 2007 he was appointed 
IU’s first Presidential Fellow, serving in 
the administrations of retired President 
Adam Herbert and President McRobbie. 
The following year, he was named IU’s 
vice president for planning and poli-
cy. After serving as vice president for 
university regional affairs, planning, 
and policy, and executive vice president 
for university regional affairs, planning, 
and policy, he was appointed executive 
vice president for university academic 
affairs in 2013. He served as acting pro-
vost of IU Bloomington for three months 
during 2015.
 Applegate’s office advances academ-
ic excellence, public safety, and admini-
strative effectiveness and efficiency at 
Indiana University. The office exercises 
leadership and promotes collaboration 
among all IU campuses in the areas of 
academic affairs and faculty relations, 
government relations on academic 
matters, public safety and institutional 
assurance, student and academic sys-
tems and services, policy, and strategic 
planning. Applegate has special respon-
sibility for the advancement of Indiana 
University’s regional campuses as an 
excellent and integral part of IU and of 
Indiana’s system of higher education.
 Another Law School faculty member 
is helping IU lead the way as one of the 
world’s premier global universities. 
Appropriately for her role as director 
of IU’s PhD Minor in Human Rights  
Program (2014–2017), Prof. Christiana  
Ochoa focuses the majority of her 
scholarship on the question of how eco-
nomic activity intersects with human 
well-being. Her scholarship in this area 
has been published widely, and her first 
documentary film, Otra cosa no hay/
There is Nothing Else, was completed in 
2014. The same year, Ochoa was named 
ETHAN MICHELSON
JOHN S. APPLEGATE
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IU’s associate vice provost for faculty 
and academic affairs, where she was 
responsible for developing faculty 
careers, enhancing faculty productivity, 
recognizing faculty excellence, culti-
vating academic leadership, providing a 
nurturing campus climate, and defining 
faculty rights and responsibilities on 
the Bloomington campus. She held this 
position until 2017, when the university 
appointed her academic director of IU’s 
Mexico Gateway. Currently Ochoa also 
serves as the Law School’s associate 
dean for research and faculty affairs. On 
the other side of the world, Prof. Ethan 
Michelson, a member of the Department 
of Sociology faculty and an affiliate 
associate professor at the Law School, 
serves as academic director of IU’s 
China Gateway in Beijing.
 Several Law School faculty and staff 
members have leveraged their close con-
nections with students for the greater 
good of the university. Professor Emerita 
Julia Lamber, ’72, is one of the nation’s 
first scholars of employment discrimi-
nation law and women and the law. Her 
expertise proved invaluable when the 
university named her dean for women’s 
affairs (1993–1998) and interim direc-
tor of the Office of Affirmative Action 
(1996–1998). She is also an expert on 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 
1972 and has written and spoken exten-
sively on this topic. Lamber also served 
as executive associate dean for academ-
JULIA LAMBER CHRISTIANA OCHOA
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ic affairs during Hannah Buxbaum’s 
term as interim dean of the Law School.
 Almost half of the Law School’s 
living alumni have received a letter from 
Frank Motley. He joined the Law School 
as assistant dean of admissions in 1977 
and stayed until 2015. His nearly forty 
years at the Law School were interrupted 
by sojourns at two other law schools and 
the Law School Admissions Council. 
From 2000–2007, he served the univer-
sity as associate vice chancellor in the 
Office of Diversity, Equity, and Multicul-
tural Affairs, responsible for undergrad-
uate minority retention and counseling. 
Motley is currently serving as interim 
advisor to undergraduate students 
in IU’s Health Professions and Prelaw 
Center (see related article on page 39).
 Kevin Brown, Richard S. Melvin 
Professor of Law, leads 1L students 
through the mysteries of tort law. But 
from 2004–2008, he devoted his time 
to IU’s Hudson & Holland Scholars 
Program, a scholarship and support 
program for high-achieving underrepre-
sented minorities. The program provides 
a scholarship, as well as a variety of 
support services to address the holistic 
needs of student participants in the 
program. With more than 1,400 students 
participating, HHSP is the largest 
scholarship and support program at 
Indiana University. 
 Former Dean and Roscoe C. O’Byrne 
Professor Alfred C. Aman, Jr. includes in 
his long list of distinguished scholarship 
and administration a stint as director of 
IU’s Institute for Advanced Study from 
2003 to 2007. Since 1981, the Institute 
has been the university’s leading center 
for the pursuit of new knowledge and 
new directions of inquiry in all fields of 
study. As of spring 2014, the Institute 
has developed a specific focus on Bloom-
ington’s associate professors, as they 
advance towards full professorship. Ulti-
mately, the Institute’s ambition is to be a 
locus of intellectual vitality and com-
munity. Finally, Prof. Amy G. Applegate 
has lent her expertise to a very different 
organization, serving as chairman of the 
board of trustees of the Kinsey Institute 
from 2015–2016.
 A law degree is indeed a powerful 
instrument. These twelve leaders from 
Baier Hall have combined their scholar-
ship, administrative skills, and strong 
interpersonal connections to benefit 
both the Law School and the university 
during their distinguished careers at IU. 
AMY G. APPLEGATE
ALFRED C. AMAN, JR.
KEVIN BROWN
FRANK MOTLEY
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ALUMNI AND FACULTY 
HAVE SERVED AS 
IU TRUSTEES SINCE 1835
Beginning with Indiana Law’s first professor, David McDonald, fifty-four faculty, students,  
and alumni have served on IU’s Board of Trustees for almost all of the university’s 198 years. 
Their names, year of graduation, and term of service on the board are listed below:
Name Class Term(s) 
Baskin E. Rhoads * 1866–1974
David McDonald * 1856–1857
George L. Reinhard * 1902–1906
James Hughes * 1857–1860  (President, 1857–1858)
James R. McC. Bryant * 1855–1859
Woodfin D. Robinson * 1895–1898
Elvis J. Stahr, Jr. ** 1962–1968 
Thomas Ehrlich ** 1987–1994
Lewis Bollman 1846 1835–1836
Newton F. Malott 1854 1863–1868
David Sheeks 1856 1860–1863
David D. Banta 1857* 1877–1889   (President, 1882–1889)
Robert D. Richardson 1868 1879–1891
James H. Jordan 1871 1891–1895
Robert W. Miers 1871 1879–1891
Charles L. Henry 1872 1894–1903
Nathaniel U. Hill, Sr. 1876 1898–1908
Frank H. Hatfield 1892 1916–1935
Charles M. Niezer 1900 1919–1935
Benjamin F. Long 1901* 1915–1936
Ora L. Wildermuth 1906 1925–1952   (President, 1938–1950)
George W. Henley 1914 1945–1951
Val F. Nolan 1915 1935–1940
Willis Hickam 1918 1953–1965   (President, 1959–1965)
Hon. John S. Hastings 1924 1936–1959   (President, 1951–1959)
Ray C. Thomas 1924 1952–1957
Glen R. Hillis 1925 1953–1954
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Name Class Term(s) 
Walter E. Helmke 1925 1954–1956
Donald A. Rogers 1927 1963–1966
Alexander M. Campbell 1930 1948–1953
John E. Early 1936 1965–1971
Milton (Josh) Fineberg 1936 1989–1994
Robert F. McCrea 1939 1959–1965
John D. Widaman II 1942 1970–1972
Jeanne S. Miller 1948 1971–1974
Hon. Jesse E. Eschbach II 1949 1965–1970
Robert E. Gates 1949 1969–1990
Frederick F. Eichhorn, Jr. 1952 1990–2005  (President, 2002–2005)
Robert H. McKinney 1951 1989–1998  (President, 1993–1994)
Carl M. Gray 1961 1967–1975
Peter L. Obremskey 1961 1998–2004
Ray Richardson 1962 1992–2001
Stephen L. Ferguson 1966 1998–2010   (President, 2005–2009)
Stephen A. Backer 1971 1998–2004
Harry L. Gonso 1973 1975–1994;  2017–
John D. Walda 1975 1990–2001
Leslie C. Shively 1980*** 1976–1977
James W. Wolfe 1981*** 1977–1979
Jeffrey S. Cohen 1989 2004–2007
Eric A. Todd 1993*** 1991–1993
Frank D. Otte 1997*** 1995–1996
Rose E. Gallagher 1999*** 1997–1999
Casey B. Cox 2007*** 2005–2007
Abbey R. Stemler 2011*** 2009–2011
* Member of the Law School faculty
** President of Indiana University with academic appointment in the Law School
*** Student trustee
Special thanks to Keith Buckley, ’89, director of the Jerome Hall Law Library, for his research assistance.
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Four of the Law School’s most distinguished alumni were honored in a ceremony on April 13 in the
Indiana Memorial Union. Established in 1985, the Academy of Law Alumni Fellows recognizes alumni 
who have distinguished themselves in their careers through personal achievements and dedication 
to the highest standards of the profession. 
With professional roles ranging from US senators to federal judges to managing partners of national 
law firms, Academy Fellows bring honor to the legal profession and enhance our School’s reputation. 
Induction into the Academy is the highest honor the Maurer School of Law bestows upon its graduates. 
This year’s Fellows are:
Mary Nold Larimore, JD’80
Jane E. Raley, JD’82 (posthumously)
Denice M. Torres, JD’84
Yu-Chi Wang, LLM ’93, SJD ’97
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Mary Nold Larimore is a senior partner at Ice Miller LLP in Indianapolis, where she 
has practiced since her graduation from Indiana Law. She is a trial attorney, with 
extensive experience in multi-district litigation, including as national counsel, focus-
ing on product liability litigation, the defense of pharmaceutical and medical device 
manufacturers, toxic tort litigation, and general commercial litigation.  
 A native of Fort Wayne, Ind., Larimore chose law school because of the opportuni-
ties it offered for engaging in many activities and meeting different kinds of people. 
She credits mentors Geoffrey Segar, ’52, and Ralph “Buffy” Cohen, ’64, for developing 
her interest in medical malpractice, pharmaceutical, and medical device cases.
 Larimore is the first woman from the State of Indiana to be inducted as a fellow of 
the American College of Trial Lawyers. She is also the first woman to serve as litigation 
director at Ice Miller. She is a fellow of the Litigation Counsel of America and a member 
of the International Association of Defense Counsel, Defense Research Institute, and 
Lawyers for Civil Justice. In addition, she served for ten years on the Indiana Supreme 
Court Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure by appointment of the Chief 
Justice. In that role, which included a term as chair, she worked to align the Indiana 
Trial Rules with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
 Larimore has been an active proponent of civil justice reform. Her pro bono work 
has included representation of student-athletes and their parents relating to their 
eligibility under Indiana High School Athletic Association rules. She has successful-
ly represented pro bono clients before the Indiana Supreme Court on a wide range of 
issues, including probation law and multi-jurisdictional practice of law. Larimore has 
served on the Law School’s Board of Visitors since 1999.
Jane E. Raley’s compassion for people and passion for justice led her to a lifelong 
career of ensuring that innocent people had their day in court from behind bars.
 After graduating from law school, Raley joined the Illinois Office of the State 
Appellate Defender in Springfield as assistant defender, where she represented 
hundreds of indigent felony defendants on appeal in state and federal courts. In 1990 
she joined the Capital Resource Center in Evanston, Ill., where she recruited and 
trained a panel of attorneys for a statewide program to provide lawyers for capital 
defendants in post-conviction and federal habeas corpus proceedings. In 1994 she 
returned to the Appellate Defender’s Office, representing clients and training new 
attorneys in Chicago.
 In 2000 Raley brought her years of experience to the classroom, joining the North-
western University School of Law’s Bluhm Legal Clinic as co-director of its Center on 
Wrongful Convictions. She trained and supervised law students in the representation 
of clients in federal and state courts who claimed actual innocence of serious crimes. 
She continued in that role until her untimely death in 2014.
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 Raley’s professional accomplishments were impressive. Her significant cases 
included habeas corpus relief for a client that resulted in dismissal of charges 
after seventeen years of wrongful imprisonment; a new trial that led to acquittal for 
a client who had served nineteen years for a crime he did not commit; and a post-
conviction appeal that brought about a client’s release from prison after thirty-two 
years behind bars. 
 In addition to her professional skills — and her ability to develop them in others —
Raley earned accolades from her colleagues for her ability to relate to her clients 
and to connect to all the parties in the courtroom. In the words of Karen L. Daniel, 
the Bluhm Legal Clinic’s co-director, Raley demonstrated that “you can be both an 
outstanding and effective lawyer but also be incredibly compassionate and caring 
for people.”
Denice M. Torres is a consultant, keynote speaker and former senior executive at 
Johnson & Johnson. She is recognized as a highly successful and inspiring leader 
with expertise in turnarounds and transformation. Earlier this year, Torres launched 
The Ignited Company, a firm that specializes in identifying and igniting strengths 
and opportunities of individuals and companies.  
 Torres served as president of several J&J companies and chief strategy and 
business transformation officer for the medical device sector. She led one of the most 
significant turnarounds in the history of J&J. After a series of recalls and manufactur-
ing challenges affecting Tylenol and other over-the-counter products, Torres assumed 
the role of president of J&J’s McNeil Consumer Healthcare subsidiary. Under her 
leadership, the company regained the trust of consumers, built best-in-class capabili-
ties, and drove employee engagement level to all-time highs. 
 Torres was named Woman of the Year by the Healthcare Businesswomen’s 
Association and Working Mother of the Year by J&J/Working Mother. She is also the 
recipient of the J&J Helping Our Neighbors with Our Resources (HONOR) award for 
her work in diversity and inclusion.  
 Currently Torres is a member of the board of directors of Wyeli, a company special-
izing in artificial intelligence, and the Midland Foundation, a nonprofit organization 
that serves the needs of children and adults with special needs.  
 In addition to her degree from Indiana Law, Torres has an MBA from the Stephen 
M. Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan and a BS in psychology 
from Ball State University. 
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Yu-Chi Wang’s service to the legal profession in his native Taiwan has placed him 
at the forefront of both emerging technologies and peaceful cross-strait relations with 
Mainland China.
 Born in Taipei, Wang was studying for his LLB at National Taiwan University when 
a professor he respected suggested that he apply to Indiana Law’s LLM program. The 
professor wrote a letter of recommendation on Wang’s behalf to the Law School’s dean, 
Alfred C. Aman, Jr., who had also served as the professor’s dissertation advisor. Wang 
received his LLM in 1993 and went on to earn Indiana Law’s first doctor of juridical 
science (SJD) degree in 1997.
 After completing his degree, Wang returned to Taiwan and taught in the Graduate 
School of Social Informatics at Yuan-Ze University and the Department of Law at Shih-
Hsin University, becoming a well-known scholar in privacy and telecommunications 
law. From 2005–2007 he served as deputy director and later director of the Science 
and Technology Law Center of the Institute for Information Industry, Taiwan’s leading 
technology law think tank. 
 From 2008–2016, Wang served in the administration of President Ma Ying-Jeou as 
his secretary and spokesperson, senior advisor to the National Security Council, and 
minister of the Mainland Affairs Council. As minister, he was the first cabinet member 
of Taiwan to lead an official delegation to Mainland China since 1949, when the Chi-
nese civil war separated Mainland China and Taiwan. He was also the first minister of 
the Mainland Affairs Council since its establishment in 1991 to hold official meetings 
with his Mainland Chinese counterpart. Cross-strait relations between Taiwan and 
Mainland China during President Ma’s administration were the most peaceful in more 
than sixty years, in part because of Wang’s efforts.
 In 2016 Wang returned to the Department of Law at Shih-Hsin University, where he 
is currently an associate professor. He is a founding member of the Law School’s Global 
Advisory Board.
For a list of previous ALAF laureates, please visit law.indiana.edu/academy.
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THE NEXUS OF 
BUSINESS AND LAW: 
FLANNERYS’ GIFT 
WILL ENCOURAGE FUTURE 
BUSINESS-MINDED
STUDENTS
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 As a finance major at the University 
of Illinois, Michael Flannery knew an 
MBA was the logical next step for most 
of his peers. But instead of going that 
traditional route, he crossed state lines 
and became a law student at the Maurer 
School of Law. That decision has paid 
dividends. And now, he’s giving back.
 Flannery and his wife Lori have 
made a $500,000 gift to the Law School 
to fund scholarships for law students 
with a background in business or 
economics or an interest in pursuing 
a JD/MBA. 
 Flannery graduated from Indiana 
Law in 1983 and went into private prac-
tice in Chicago. He ended up focusing on 
corporate issues as well as mergers and 
acquisitions. The opportunity to earn 
significant transactional experience at 
such a young age set Flannery on a path 
to the business world.
 He was recruited by The Duchossois 
Group, where he soon became general 
counsel. A short stint at Cummins, 
Inc., in Indiana was followed by a return 
to Illinois and Duchossois. He hasn’t 
left since. 
 A variety of roles — chief adminis-
trative officer, CFO, CEO of a market-lead-
ing railcar company, and currently, CEO 
of Duchossois Capital Management — 
have shown Flannery the value a law de-
gree can play in a business environment. 
Now he and Lori hope to help current and 
future students who might be interested 
in both law and business.
 “It occurred to me as I morphed 
from lawyer to businessman that I was 
benefitting from my legal background 
even though I wasn’t practicing law,” 
Flannery said. “My legal training gave 
me a unique perspective on business 
issues and convinced me that there’s a 
real benefit to having both legal and 
business training.”
 The scholarships will help en-
courage students to see the synergistic 
nature of law and business. 
 “Whether it’s a prospective JD/
MBA student or a business undergrad-
uate coming to the Law School, Lori 
and I want to encourage that person to 
appreciate that a legal background might 
create some differentiation between 
them and a typical business student,” 
he said.
 Flannery chose Indiana Law 
because he thought he’d stay in the Mid-
west after graduation and he had always 
enjoyed the Bloomington campus when 
he’d visit from Urbana-Champaign. 
 His inclination was correct: He’s 
been with Duchossois — near Chicago — 
for more than 25 years. 
 Today Flannery leads Duchossois 
Capital Management, where he enjoys 
running a multi-strategy investment 
platform. “One of our strategies looks 
very much like a private equity firm,” 
he said, “and I enjoy tremendously the 
opportunity to act as both an investor 
and operator.”
 The Flannery’s gift to the Law 
School is a personal investment into the 
futures of many Indiana Law students. It 
is a gift that will surely provide returns 
for many years to come.
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 There’s an old saying: “It’s not what 
you know; it’s who you know.” Although 
life is more complicated than that, the 
story of two of Indiana Law’s recent grad-
uates proves that solid and substantive 
long-term relationships go a long way 
toward creating professional success.
 Dino Bovell, ’14, and Rammy 
Barbari, ’14, met early in the first year of 
law school and discovered that they had 
much in common. Both were the first in 
their families to graduate from college. 
Both are the children of immigrants — 
Bovell’s parents emigrated from Guyana; 
Barbari’s from the small Christian town 
of Ramallah, Palestine. And perhaps be-
cause of their families’ spirit of determi-
nation and work ethic, both were hungry.
 “The traditional law school myth 
says that you have to be in the top 5 
percent or editor-in-chief of the law 
journal in order to get a top job,” Barbari 
explained. “Dino and I learned early on 
that we weren’t going to fit that mold, so 
we had to get where we wanted to go with 
a lot of drive and hustle.” Bovell added 
that Professor William Henderson 
helped him dispel the notion that the 
only way to succeed was to end up at the 
top of the class.
 Building on their innate drive for 
success, the two men started investing 
in personal relationships as 1Ls. “Ram-
my and I came in as networking novices 
with an entrepreneurial spirit that the 
Law School nurtured,” Bovell said. “Our 
professors recognized this and helped 
steer us in the right direction. Without 
their intervention, we never would have 
RECENT ALUMS 
ADVOCATE THE 
LONG-TERM BENEFITS OF 
LONG-TERM 
RELATIONSHIPS 
DINO BOVELL AND RAMMY BARBARI CATCH UP AT A CHICAGO CUBS GAME.
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realized the importance of long-term 
relationships.”
 Both men said that the school’s 
professors were invaluable in helping 
them build those relationships. Profes-
sor Hannah Buxbaum guided Bovell 
into a part-time clerkship with the 
Indianapolis Colts and a semester 
in New York working for the National 
Football League. Following graduation, 
Bovell practiced with the employment 
law firm Ogletree Deakins for slightly 
over a year, then spent almost two years 
at Davis Wright Tremaine in New York. 
These experiences, together with the 
personal and professional connections 
he formed, led Bovell to his dream job: 
a position at NBCUniversal in New York, 
where he is currently associate counsel, 
advising HR and business leaders 
on labor matters. His main client at 
NBCUniversal is the NBC Sports Group 
(e.g., Sunday Night Football, NASCAR, 
and the Olympics).
 Barbari credits Professor Sarah 
Jane Hughes for guiding him in the right 
direction. “Professor Hughes helped 
arrange my 3L fall semester extern-
ship with the Department of Homeland 
Security,” he said. Soon after graduation, 
Barbari secured a federal clerkship 
with Hon. Claude M. Hilton in the US 
District Court for the Eastern District of 
Virginia. “My clerkship didn’t start until 
September 2015, so I set up my own solo 
practice in Fairfax County, Va., covering 
everything from traffic tickets to leasing 
contracts.”
 After Barbari’s clerkship ended in 
2016, he tapped into a connection with 
a long-term friend appointed to defend 
a murder case. The first trial ended in a 
hung jury, and one week later, he was of-
fered a position as an assistant common-
wealth’s attorney for Fairfax County. In 
his ten months as a prosecutor, he has 
tried seventy-five bench trials and six 
jury trials. “My previous defense work 
was really valuable,” he said. “I tell the 
defense lawyers, ‘I’ve sat on that side of 
the table, I know your tricks.’”
 Both men also credit the school’s 
first-year course, The Legal Profession, 
with giving them the tools to approach 
the networking process. “We learned how 
to conduct informational interviews, 
how to find sponsors and mentors, and 
how to make connections in general,” 
Bovell explained. “The course also 
helped us identify our strengths: ‘These 
are your talents; now go and nurture 
them’ was the theme.”
 Barbari and Bovell acknowledge  
that relationship-building (they prefer 
that term to “networking”) is tough. It 
takes time and discipline, and in their 
experience, many students approach 
it as a transaction. “It took me seven 
months to get a face-to-face meeting 
with someone I wanted to connect with, 
and three years before he felt comfort-
able writing a recommendation letter,” 
Bovell recalled. “Relationships don’t 
happen overnight, and you have to ap-
proach them with the same vigor and en-
ergy as classroom work.” Barbari agreed, 
adding that trust and confidence have to 
be built first. “The question should not 
be ‘What can you do for me?’ but ‘What 
can I learn and how can I grow?’” he said.
 Barbari and Bovell have remained 
the closest of friends, chatting weekly 
and having frequent career management 
conversations. Barbari served as best 
man in Bovell’s wedding last year to 
Janelle Bovell, ’14, whom he met while 
watching football at a friend’s apartment 
in Bloomington. Janelle is a manager 
in anti-money laundering compliance at 
PayPal in New York.
 Barbari and Bovell encourage 
Indiana Law alumni to help students 
chart their paths. “We got where we are 
because of mentors and sponsors, and 
we want to pay it forward,” they said. 
Barbari is a member of the Law School’s 
Young Alumni Steering Committee, 
whose members help new lawyers get 
settled in their surroundings in nearly 
two dozen US cities. 
 As for students, “Our email is always 
on, and we’re always glad to chat,” they 
said. Both Bovells met recently with 
students during a career-planning trip 
to New York. And Janelle is coming to 
Bloomington to meet with students later 
this year. “But you have to embrace the 
grind,” Barbari said. “You have to push 
forward and believe in what you’re 
doing. It can be tough, but building 
meaningful relationships takes time 
and patience. In the end, it’s more than 
worth the effort.” Bovell added, “It’s a 
marathon, not a sprint.”
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ANONYMOUS DONOR 
FUNDS JULIAN BOND 
SCHOLARS’ EXTERNSHIP 
AT SOUTHERN POVERTY 
LAW CENTER
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 An anonymous Indiana Law alumnus has established an 
endowment to fund the school’s Julian Bond Scholars program 
at the Southern Poverty Law Center in Montgomery, Ala. The 
gift provides funding for one student to serve as a summer 
extern at the SPLC each year. The donor himself benefited from 
the SPLC’s assistance and was eager to provide support upon 
learning of the Bond Scholars program.
 Sarah Brown, ’19, served as the school’s Bond Scholar last 
summer. “I am a native of Alabama and had heard about the 
SPLC’s work all of my life,” she explained. “I’ve been particu-
larly interested in their work on behalf of prison inmates in 
Alabama. My father was incarcerated when I was four years old, 
and I grew up seeing the realities of the Alabama prison system. 
Knowing that places like SPLC were fighting for fair and 
humane treatment of inmates meant the world to me, but 
especially to my father. When I told him that I was going to law 
school, he said that I should apply to the Southern Poverty 
Law Center and help them with their work,” Brown continued. 
“So when I heard Dean Parrish announce the new Julian Bond 
Scholars program, I immediately knew I was going to apply.”
 Brown found her externship to be life changing, both per-
sonally and professionally. “The center took my experience and 
passions into great consideration when assigning me work,” 
she said. “They gave me the opportunity to work first hand 
with the issues that I am passionate about and assignments 
that positively challenged me as a law student.
 “There was never a slow day in the office, especially be-
cause my practice group was involved in ongoing litigation and 
class certification,” Brown recalled. “One day I would be on an 
all-day trip to different prisons around Alabama, interviewing 
our clients; the next I would be assisting my supervisor drafting 
time-sensitive motions. Every day I was given new and exciting 
work on topics that I cared deeply about, all while working with 
a team that continues to be a strong support system since 
I returned to law school. I cannot imagine a better place for me 
to have spent my first-year summer than at the center. I came 
back to school more confident than ever to enter the legal field.”
 The SPLC’s work focuses on fighting hate and bigotry, and 
seeking justice for the most vulnerable members of society. 
It was founded in 1971 by civil rights lawyers Morris Dees and 
Joseph Levin, Jr. Julian Bond served as the SPLC’s president 
from 1971 to 1979 and remained on its board for the rest of his 
life. He also played a key leadership role in the NAACP, where 
he was its chairman from 1998 to 2010. Bond delivered the 
Law School’s Addison Harris Lecture shortly before his death 
in 2014.
 In addition to the summer externship, the Bond Scholars 
receive a scholarship equal to a minimum of 50 percent and 
up to a maximum of 100 percent of tuition. The scholarship 
could reduce the cost of tuition over three years by as much as 
$102,750 for Indiana residents and $162,000 for nonresidents. 
The scholars also receive a research assistantship during 
their second or third years with Professor H. Timothy Lovelace, 
an expert on legal history, civil rights, and race and the law. 
In addition, they have access to a formal mentoring program
at the law school led by members of its Alumni Board and its 
Black Law Students Association, Latino, and LGBT alumni
advisory boards.
 “This gift is signficant not only for its impact, but also 
for its source,” said Dean Parrish. “It shows the power of anony-
mous giving in helping future lawyers build their careers.”
 Alumni and friends of the Law School interested in 
contributing to the Bond Scholars program may contact Susan 
Yoon, ’96, director of development, at susyoon@indiana.edu.
SARAH BROWN
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INDIANA LAW, SKK GRADUATE 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS DEEPEN 
CONNECTIONS IN KOREA
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 “This is an unprecedented collabo-
ration between one of the world’s leading 
business schools and a renowned law 
school across two continents, to provide 
a unique global experience for its partic-
ipants. A Maurer School of Law JD candi-
date will acquire cutting-edge business 
knowledge and earn a first-class MBA in 
a multicultural learning environment,” 
said Jae Ha Lee, Dean and Professor of 
Finance at SKK GSB.
 Students in the law school’s JD/
MBA program are supported by a faculty 
director, Professor Mark Need, JD/MBA 
’92, a former practitioner with extensive 
experience in the business world. In 
addition to significant financial 
support from SKK, students admitted 
to the program will be eligible to partici- 
pate in other activities, including the 
innovative Elmore Entrepreneurship 
Clinic and the Business Law Society. 
The school’s Office of International 
Programs provides support to law 
school students as they prepare for 
their year at SKK GSB and helps connect 
them with the school’s global partners 
throughout Asia. 
 In addition, the SKK GSB MBA 
program enables law school students 
to complete the joint program with no 
reduction in JD credit hours. As a result, 
students’ JD schedules will easily 
accommodate their choices from more 
than 30 business-related classes and 
seminars offered at the law school. 
 Sungkyunkwan University was 
founded in 1398. It has been ranked #1 
among Korean private comprehensive 
universities for the past three consecu-
tive years in the JoongAng Daily 
University Rankings. SKK GSB has also 
been ranked 1st in Korea seven years in 
a row and 51st in the world in the 2018 
Financial Times Global MBA Rankings.
 Indiana Law and the SKK Graduate 
School of Business of Sungkyunkwan 
University have announced that SKK 
GSB will award as many as ten full-
tuition MBA scholarships to Law School 
students beginning in the fall of 2018. 
Each scholarship award is estimated at 
$30,000 per student. 
 This exclusive, new IU Maurer/SKK 
GSB International Fellows program deep-
ens a longstanding connection between 
the two schools by providing funding for 
students to complete the MBA portion 
of their joint degree. The Fellows will 
typically complete two years of study on 
the Bloomington campus, then trans-
fer to Seoul for one year to earn credit 
toward their MBA before returning to IU 
to complete the joint degree program. No 
GMAT score is required for admission, 
and students will earn their JD and their 
MBA in only four years. 
 “We are deeply grateful to SKK 
GSB for their generous scholarship 
support of this program,” said Dean 
Parrish. “Twelve of our students have 
already earned their MBA from SKK 
GSB, and their educational experience, 
along with the opportunity to live in 
a dynamic, globally focused city, has 
been invaluable.”
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BUXBAUM APPOINTED 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR 
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
 A global perspective has always been a part of Professor Hannah Buxbaum’s life. 
Before embarking on an award-winning teaching career at Indiana Law, she practiced 
in the area of international securities transactions in the New York and Frankfurt, 
Germany, offices of Davis Polk and Wardwell. Her scholarship focuses on international 
business transactions. And since 2015 Buxbaum has served as academic director of 
the IU Gateway Europe in Berlin.
 So it came as no surprise when IU President Michael A. McRobbie announced 
Buxbaum’s appointment to serve as vice president for international affairs when David 
Zaret retires on July 1.
 “Hannah’s background and extensive international experience make her the
 ideal candidate to serve as IU’s next vice president for international affairs,” McRobbie 
said. “I am confident she will build upon the strong foundation that David Zaret and the 
staff of the Office of the Vice President for International Affairs built over many 
years — a foundation that has helped make IU one of the nation’s most internationally 
engaged universities.”
 Buxbaum is the John E. Schiller Chair in Legal Ethics at Indiana Law, where she 
has been a faculty member since 1997. She has held numerous posts within the Law 
School, including associate dean for research, executive associate dean for academic 
affairs, and as the school’s interim dean in 2012 and 2013.
 As academic director of the IU Europe Gateway office in Berlin, Buxbaum has had 
the opportunity to see the impact IU has around the globe. The office has helped link 
local institutional partners, alumni, and students more closely with the university, as 
well as increase the visibility and impact of the university’s academic and research 
activities within the region.
 “Through my work at the Europe Gateway, I’ve seen first-hand the tremendous 
commitment of Vice President Zaret and the rest of the OVPIA team to the international 
dimension of research and teaching at our university,” Buxbaum said. “I’m honored by 
this appointment and excited to carry that work forward.”
 Buxbaum earned her JD from Cornell and holds an LLM from the University of 
Heidelberg. She has conducted research in Germany as a Fellow of the Alexander von 
Humboldt Foundation and has taught at a number of foreign universities as well as at 
The Hague Academy of International Law in the Netherlands.
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MOTLEYS RECOGNIZED 
AS LIVING LEGENDS 
 One of Indiana Law’s very own living legends has been recognized as such by the 
City of Bloomington.
 Frank Motley, who served as the Law School’s assistant dean of admissions for 
nearly 40 years, received the Living Legend Award at the City of Bloomington’s 13th 
annual Black History Month Gala on February 24. Motley shared the award with his 
wife of nearly 28 years, Hon. Valeri Haughton-Motley.
 The Living Legend Award is presented to a black resident who has “devoted their 
time, talents and resources to make a difference in the Bloomington community and 
beyond,” according to a city news release about the gala.
 In addition to admitting more than 5,000 students to the Law School — almost 
half of its living alumni — Motley served the university in many other ways during his 
long career, including a stint as associate vice chancellor for academic support. In that 
role, he worked to retain IU students from underrepresented and diverse backgrounds. 
Motley has stayed active during retirement, currently serving as interim advisor to 
undergraduate students in IU’s Health Professions and Prelaw Center. 
 Judge Haughton was elected in 2008 and is currently a Monroe County circuit 
court judge. “It really is a good thing to think people can look to me as a leader,” she told 
the Herald-Times. “I think it’s nice to not only love what I’m doing, but to feel helpful.” 
Judge Haughton administered the professionalism oath to the Law School’s 1L class 
during orientation in 2015.
 The couple is credited with helping break the color barrier in Bloomington and 
providing an environment for having open discussions about race. “There are so few 
[African American] power couples in Bloomington, but they’re definitely one of them,” 
said Dennis Laffoon, former pastor of Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church 
and a longtime friend of the couple told the Herald-Times. “They understand the 
dynamics of not only what it means to be in service, but to really let your hair down 
and have some fun.”
 Motley is proud to be recognized for his achievements, but said being a role model 
for people of color wasn’t something he consciously worked toward. “You know people 
are going to look at you as the black dean or the black this, black that,” Motley said. “But 
the truth is, you’ve got to do the job.”
Adapted from the Bloomington Herald-Times and used by permission. Photo credit: Jeremy Hogan | The Herald-Times.
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 Robert H. McKinney Professor Dan-
iel O. Conkle never thought he’d be a law 
professor. In fact, his first career aspira-
tion was to be a milkman. Delivering bot-
tles to friends and neighbors in Marion, 
Ohio, was solid work, after all. The dairy 
fascination faded over time, replaced 
by visions of lawyering. He got into the 
big law school there in Columbus, and 
surely he’d settle down, practice, make a 
nice life for himself. But law school has 
a funny way of changing a man, and Dan 
Conkle’s case is no exception.
 As he studied away at the Moritz Col-
lege of Law, Conkle began to think about 
teaching instead of practicing. After 
graduation, he clerked for Judge Edward 
Allen Tamm of the United States Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit and spent three years practicing 
law for Taft, Stettinius & Hollister in Cin-
cinnati. In the back of his mind, though, 
Conkle thought he could teach.
 Turns out he was right. He landed 
at Indiana Law in 1983, and over the 
course of 35 years has become one of 
the school’s most respected and beloved 
professors in its history.
 “Dan was hoping to teach civil pro-
cedure,” colleague Jeff Stake said, “and 
the dean allowed him to do that, but only 
if he would also teach constitutional law. 
Thus, somewhat randomly, was born a 
constitutional law scholar.”
 Stake called Conkle “one of the 
best teachers — and to many the best 
— at Indiana Law. Reading the glowing 
evaluations by his students is a lesson 
in humility. The students appreciate 
not only his mastery of the material, but 
also his organized, incisive, and funny 
presentation of difficult constitutional 
doctrine.”
 Beyond his exceptional abilities 
to convey complex material, Conkle is 
even more lauded for his kindness and 
generosity. He and wife Debbi have been 
a fixture in the Bloomington communi-
ty, making a world of difference not only 
around town, but as far away as Central 
America, where the couple often visits 
with their church to serve communities 
there.
 “Dan is an excellent scholar who has 
always had balance in his life, preserv-
ing time for his family, faith, and good 
works,” said Associate Dean Aviva Oren-
stein, a neighbor of Conkle’s on the third 
floor of Baier Hall.
 At a ceremony honoring his excep-
tional career, many took to the podium to 
praise Conkle’s inspiring work habits. 
 Professor Joe Hoffmann recalled 
many a morning when Conkle would be 
arriving at his desk before dawn, when 
Hoffmann hadn’t even gone home yet. 
 Though he retired from full-time 
teaching in December, Conkle will 
remain an active member of the faculty, 
writing, teaching, and carrying on 
a longstanding legacy that many hope 
will never end.
 When the Law School announced on 
Facebook that Conkle was retiring, the 
feedback was overwhelming. Former 
students from all over the world were 
able to express what their favorite con 
law professor meant to them.
 “A man of solid character and wis-
dom,” one wrote. “A great professor. He 
taught us to use our minds and think, 
how to read the Constitution and inter-
pret it. A true professional,” said another.
 If Conkle has been that good as a law 
professor, imagine the kind of milkman 
he would’ve made.
CONKLE RETIRES, BUT 
PROMISES TO STAY INVOLVED
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THE UNIVERSITY CLUB AT THE INDIANA MEMORIAL UNION WAS FILLED TO CAPACITY ON FEBRUARY 15 AS FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES 
CELEBRATED DAN CONKLE’S RETIREMENT. 
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
> CONKLE PAID SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO HIS WIFE, DEBBI, FOR HER SUPPORT THROUGHOUT HIS CAREER.
> CONKLE THANKS HIS COLLEAGUES FOR THEIR TRIBUTES AND REFLECTS ON THIRTY-FOUR YEARS OF TEACHING AT INDIANA LAW.
> PROFESSOR JEFF STAKE (LEFT) VISITS WITH LONGTIME COLLEAGUE FRANK BURLEIGH. 
> RETIRED ASSISTANT DEAN OF ADMISSIONS FRANK MOTLEY, DIRECTOR OF THE LAW LIBRARY AND SENIOR LECTURER IN LAW EMERITA 
 LINDA FARISS, AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS JOHN SCANLAN CATCH UP.
> SCANLAN CAME TO BLOOMINGTON FROM SOUTH BEND TO CELEBRATE CONKLE’S RETIREMENT, BUT FORGOT HIS WALLET. 
 THE GUEST OF HONOR FLOATED A LOAN SO THAT SCANLAN COULD MAKE IT HOME.
> RETIRED ASSISTANT DEAN ARTHUR M. LOTZ, ’65, CHATS WITH DEAN PARRISH.
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 Five Indiana Law faculty members 
have received significant external fund-
ing for research initiatives. “Along with 
excellence in teaching and service to 
the university, scholarship is one of the 
indicators of a successful and engaged 
faculty,” said Prof. Christiana Ochoa, 
associate dean for research and faculty 
affairs. “These research grants will 
help advance knowledge among 
members of the legal community and 
enhance the academic reputation of 
the school.”
 Prof. Amy Applegate is partici-
pating in a grant from the US Office of 
Justice Programs for a project titled 
“Intimate Partner Violence and Custody 
Decisions: A Randomized, Controlled 
Trial of Outcomes from Family Court, 
Shuttle Mediation, or Videoconferenc-
ing Mediation.” The project has enabled 
Applegate, co-principal-investigators 
Prof. Amy Holtzworth-Munroe of the 
IU Department of Psychological and 
Brain Sciences, Prof. Connie Beck of 
the University of Arizona Department 
of Psychology, and other key personnel 
to examine and compare safety, satis-
faction, rates of agreement, and other 
outcomes for divorcing and separating 
parents with high levels of intimate 
partner violence (IPV) in court, through 
a randomized control trial of shuttle 
mediation or videoconferencing me-
diation (two forms of mediation that 
address concerns in IPV cases) or return 
to court for resolution of disputes. The 
Law School received $13,325 from a total 
grant of over $750,000.
INDIANA LAW 
FACULTY RECEIVE 
FUNDING FOR 
RESEARCH PROJECTS
AMY G. APPLEGATE
MARK D. JANIS
VICTOR D. QUINTANILLA
CHRISTIANA OCHOA
JODY LYNEÉ MADEIRA
NORMAN J. HEDGES
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 In addition, Applegate is serving as 
co-investigator on three other grants 
from the Indiana Judicial Branch, Divi-
sion of State Court Administration, Fam-
ily Court Project, and the Fatherhood 
Research and Practice Network. These 
grants relate to research being conduct-
ed in Delaware County, Ind., about the 
effectiveness of online parent education 
programs for all initial family law cases 
in the court.
 Prof. Jody Lyneé Madeira has 
received a one-year, $100,000 Alkermes 
Inspiration Grant to develop, implement, 
and evaluate Substance Use Navigation 
(SUN), an interactive, multimedia edu-
cational platform. SUN’s goals are to help 
substance-dependent college students 
improve their understanding of sub-
stance use disorder (SUD) as a chronic 
health condition; increase awareness of 
evidence-based SUD treatment options 
and resources; decrease the stigma of 
SUD and its treatment through educa-
tion and positive messages; and provide 
a health journal to help students track 
and use personal health information as 
a means of improving SUD treatment-re-
lated decisions and results. Alkermes 
is a global biopharmaceutical company 
that develops treatments for major clini- 
cal conditions focusing on the central 
nervous system, such as schizophren- 
ia, depression, multiple sclerosis, and 
addiction. The grant was made through 
Alkermes’s community foundation.
 Mark D. Janis, ’89, Robert A. Lucas 
Chair of Law, and Associate Professor 
Norman J. Hedges, ’98, continue their 
work on a joint project with the US Patent 
and Trademark office. Between 2015 
and 2021, the Law School’s Center for 
Intellectual Property Research will have 
received approximately $300,000 from 
the USPTO to establish a pro bono patent 
law program for the State of Indiana. 
Enhancements to the program in 2017 
included expansion of pro bono coverage 
into the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
along with work on a plan to sustain 
funding of the program after the grant 
expires in 2021.
 The AccessLex Institute has 
awarded $125,000 to Indiana University, 
$10,000 of which is designated for 
the Law School. The grant is funding a 
project titled “Designing Productive 
Mindset Interventions That Promote 
Achievement in Bar Exam Preparation 
and Performance.” Associate Professor  
Victor D. Quintanilla is principal 
investigator on the project. He and his 
collaborators within the IU Department 
of Psychological and Brain Sciences, 
Stanford Department of Psychology, and 
University of Southern California Gould 
School of Law are creating a scalable, 
productive mindset intervention to pro-
mote success on California’s bar exam. 
AccessLex is a Washington, DC-based 
organization that conducts and commis-
sions research to illuminate the latest 
data and evidence on the most critical 
issues facing legal education today. 
 The Law School is also eligible to 
receive $10,000 from a $50,000 grant 
to the IUPUI School of Public and En-
vironmental Affairs from the Indiana 
Coalition for Court Access and the Indi-
ana Bar Foundation to lead a statewide 
legal need and legal-aid study. The study 
examines unmet civil legal need and the 
delivery of legal services to low-income 
communities and connects with the Law 
School’s Access to Justice service-learn-
ing program. Teams from Quintanilla’s 
first-year classes are conducting scans 
of unmet legal need on behalf of low-
income members, including seniors, vet-
erans, and rural communities, in Monroe 
and Lawrence counties.  
ALONG WITH 
EXCELLENCE IN 
TEACHING AND 
SERVICE TO THE 
UNIVERSITY, 
SCHOLARSHIP 
IS ONE OF THE 
INDICATORS OF 
A SUCCESSFUL 
AND ENGAGED 
FACULTY.
CHRISTIANA OCHOA,
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH 
AND FACULTY AFFAIRS 
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 Nonprofit organizations are known for assisting members of the communities 
they serve. But sometimes it is the organization itself that needs the help. That’s 
where the Law School’s Nonprofit Legal Clinic comes into play.
 Led by Jennifer Prusak, the clinic serves as a vital resource to the nonprofit 
community of Indiana. The clinic offers pro bono service to selected clients, while 
at the same time allowing current law students to gain valuable experience out-
side the classroom. The clinic was founded in 2014 and has steadily grown in size 
and scope. In just over four years the clinic has helped more than 150 nonprofits.
 “The clinic isn’t focused exclusively on Indiana nonprofits,” Prusak said. “We 
are open to clients from all over the country, but practically, given our location, we 
primarily end up with nonprofits here in the state.”
 Whether it’s an employment law matter or confusion over a lease agreement, 
the Nonprofit Legal Clinic pairs clients with students, who help the client navi-
gate their legal issues normally over the course of a semester. Clients range from 
individuals and groups who want to turn an idea into a formal nonprofit, to estab-
lished organizations that have been around for years.
 “The most common issue by far is helping nonprofits obtain 501(c)(3) status,” 
Prusak said. “Most clients we help are smaller in size, but different sized organiza-
tions have different processes for getting that tax-exempt status.”
 Over the course of a typical semester, Prusak will oversee between eight and 
12 students, working with anywhere from 25 to 40 active clients. Some students, 
who have a deep interest in nonprofit work or pro bono service, will stay on for an 
additional semester.
 As the clinic gains popularity, Prusak hopes to continue serving nonprofits in 
Indiana, but also attract clients who present even more extensive learning oppor-
tunities for students. 
 “We get lots of referrals from word-of-mouth and from local agencies,” she 
said. The clinic is already a known resource for the Bloomington community and 
beyond, which leaves no shortages of potential clients to assist. 
 “We’ve assisted on intellectual property matters, housing law issues, liability 
and insurance concerns, and nearly everything in between,” Prusak said. “Any-
thing a small business goes through, most of our clients do, too.”
 Any nonprofit entity that needs pro bono assistance is encouraged to contact 
Prusak at jsprusak@indiana.edu. 
NONPROFIT 
LEGAL CLINIC 
LOOKS TO 
EXPAND 
PORTFOLIO
JENNIFER PRUSAK
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 Two experienced librarians have been promoted to new roles upon the retire-
ment of Linda Fariss, ’88, director eremita of the Jerome Hall Law Library.
 Keith A. Buckley, ’89, was named director of the library and senior lecturer in 
January after serving as interim director during 2017. He was appointed reference 
librarian in 1980 and has set the standard for excellence in the Jerome Hall Law 
Library’s public services department. Whether it concerns the most current legal 
precedent or obscure Latin legal phrases, students and faculty have come to rely 
on Buckley’s expertise. In 1999, he was named collection development librarian, 
and in 2012 he was appointed assistant director for public services. 
 Buckley teaches Advanced Legal Research, Legal Research in the Legal Re-
search and Writing Program, and Legal Bibliography and Law Library Administra-
tion through the School of Informatics and Computing’s Department of Informa-
tion and Library Science. He holds an MLS from IU in addition to his law degree.
 Buckley is currently researching the treatment of women and families under 
the Civil War pension statutes during the early 20th century. His other areas of 
study include 19th-century gravestone carving and the writings of the 13th-cen-
tury Zen master, Eihei Dogen.
 Ashley Ahlbrand was appointed assistant director for public services, 
assistant librarian for educational technologies, and adjunct lecturer in law in 
January. She joined the law library staff in 2012. In addition to the teaching and 
reference duties she shares with her colleagues, her role as the educational tech-
nologies librarian includes incorporating emerging technologies in library-relat-
ed projects, as well as assisting Law School faculty with the use of technology for 
teaching and learning. 
 Ahlbrand’s research focuses on the use and ethics of existing and emerging 
technologies in libraries, course curricula, and the legal profession. She is a mem-
ber of the American Association of Law Libraries, the American Bar Association, 
and the Indiana State Bar Association. Ahlbrand earned an MLS from Indiana 
University and a JD from William and Mary School of Law.
BUCKLEY, 
AHLBRAND 
NAMED TO 
NEW 
POSITIONS IN 
JEROME HALL 
LAW LIBRARY
KEITH A. BUCKLEY
ASHLEY AHLBRAND
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OPPOSITE PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT)
> NEW YORK CITY: TERRANCE STROUD, ’03, DEAN PARRISH, CHRIS SAPORITA, ’03, DANIEL WASSERBERG, ’03, DAVID LEE, ’03
> CINCINNATI: ERIC LEIST, ’17, KRISTIN RIEBSOMER, ’17, JASON STUCKEY, ’13
> CINCINNATI: ERIC COOK, ’12, TOM BREED, ’74, NICK COBB
> MALIBU: DAVID G. ELMORE, ’58, AND HIS WIFE, DONNA TUTTLE, WERE THE GENEROUS HOSTS OF AN ALUMNI RECEPTION 
 AT HIS LOVELY HOME ON NOVEMBER 28. LEFT TO RIGHT: LISA HOSEY, DEAN PARRISH, DAVE ELMORE, CATHY CONWAY, ’78, 
 REED SCHAPER, ’78, DONNA TUTTLE, DEBRA SCHROEDER, ’92, JIAYI CHEN, YAO LIN, ’02, ERIC DEHAAN
THIS PAGE (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT)
> NAPLES: CLARENCE DONINGER, ’60, MALCOLM MALLETE, ’67, DEAN PARRISH
> NAPLES: MILT STEWART, ’71, LINDA FRIEDLANDER, HON. EZRA (ZEKE) FRIEDLANDER, ’65
> NAPLES: LISA HOSEY, NANCY HUNT, JUDI STEWART
> SAN DIEGO: PROF. HANNAH BUXBAUM WITH HON. GONZALO CURIEL, ’79
> NEW YORK CITY: GERARDO ALVAREZ-SOTTIL, ’20, DEAN PARRISH, RACHEL MYERS, ’20
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Your gifts to the Indiana University Maurer School of Law build and sustain 
resources that support faculty chairs and professorships, scholarships, law journals, 
trial advocacy programs, the Jerome Hall Law Library, faculty development, 
and many other initiatives.
The Law School’s giving societies are:
$10,000 and above: Dean’s Circle Visionaries
$5,000 to $9,999: Dean’s Circle Benefactors
$1,000 to $4,999: Dean’s Circle Directors
$250 to $999: Partners
$249 and under: Associates
The 2017 Honor Roll of Donors reflects gifts from January 1 — December 31, 2017.
An asterisk indicates that the donor is deceased. Every effort has been made to avoid 
errors. Please accept our apology if you have been listed incorrectly or omitted.
Please report corrections to:
Lisa G. Hosey, Executive Director of Development
Arthur M. Lotz Office of Alumni and Development
211 South Indiana Avenue 
Bloomington, IN 47405
(812) 855-9953 
(877) 286-0002
lawalum@indiana.edu
ABOUT THE HONOR ROLLS
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PARTNERS IN EXCELLENCE
Partners in Excellence enable the Maurer School of Law to plan for the future of 
mission-critical programs by pledging their sustained support to the school in the 
amount of at least $2,500 per year over a period of five years. The support of our 
Partners in Excellence makes possible the services and programs that distinguish 
the Maurer School of Law from its peers. The Law School deeply appreciates the 
investment of this elite group of donors.
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Anonymous
Alfred C. Aman, Jr.
Amy G. Applegate
John S. Applegate
Robert D. Aronson, ’77
Bruce J. Artim, ’82
Lowell E. Baier, ’64
David O. Barrett, ’95
M. Scott Bassett, ’86 
Wayne D. Boberg, ’78
Ellen E. Boshkoff, ’90
Eric E. Boyd, ’86
Thomas E. Burchfield, ’61
Stephen F. Burns, ’68
Donald W. Buttrey, ’61
Willard Z. Carr, ’50 
Gregory A. Castanias, ’90
Thomas A. Clancy, ’73
Clyde D. Compton, ’65
Michael R. Conner, ’75
Catherine A. Conway, ’78
James L. Cooper, ’91
Greta Cowart, ’85
Jeffrey S. Davidson, ’73
Richard A. Dean, ’73
John H. de Boisblanc, ’66
Alecia A. DeCoudreaux, ’78 
Ann M. DeLaney, ’77 
Kathleen A. DeLaney, ’95 
Donald P. Dorfman, ’57 
Robert P. Duvin, ’61 
David G. Elmore, ’58
DG Elmore, Jr., ’84
Sidney D. Eskenazi, ’53
Faegre Baker Daniels Foundation
Christina M. Finn, ’06
Scott N. Flanders, ’82 
Michael E. Flannery, ’83
Amy M. Foust, ’08
Brenda (Osborne) Freije, ’94 
Richard T. Freije, Jr. ’84 
Eric A. Frey, ’67
Philip C. Genetos, ’77 
Bonnie K. Gibson, ’78
Steven E. Goode, ’93
Harry L. Gonso, ’73
Dana I. Green, ’74
David E. Greene, ’74
Hon. John M. Hamilton, ’86
Augustavia J. Haydel, ’85
Norman J. Hedges, ’98
V. William Hunt, ’69 
R. Neil Irwin, ’71
Jackson Lewis 
Ian G. John, ’95
Dawn E. Johnsen
David F. Johnson, ’81
Gregory J. Jordan, ’84 
Karen B. Jordan-Boyd, ’85
Robert P. Kassing, ’64
James Koday, ’76
Susan M. Kornfield, ’82
Jayanth Krishnan
Julia C. Lamber, ’72
Mary N. Larimore, ’80
William C. Lawrence, ’79
Millard D. Lesch, ’67
Elliott D. Levin, ’66
Elliot R. Lewis, ’87
John L. Lisher, ’75 
Mary K. Lisher, ’75 
Thomas C. Lunsford, ’02
Susan C. Lynch, ’93
Larry A. Mackey, ’76
Scott Y. MacTaggart, ’76 
Michael S. Maurer, ‘67
Thomas R. McCully, ’66
Gary W. McFarron
Lisa C. McKinney, ’92
Leslie S. Mead, ’84
Edward L. Michael, ’81 
David C. Milne, ’94
Megan (McAuley) Milne, ’94
Janet Min Beach, ’95
Novus Law LLC
Susan Blankenbaker Noyes, ’83
Christiana Ochoa
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak 
 & Stewart P.C.
Austen Parrish
Stephen H. Paul, ’72
Jeffrey P. Petrich, ’84
Steven M. Post, ’77
Lisa A. Powell, ’84
John F. Richardson, ’77
James G. Richmond, ’69 
Randall R. Riggs, ’77 
Timothy J. Riffle, ’83 
Lauren K. Robel, ’83
Thomas F. Schnellenberger, Jr., ’79 
Erin R. Schrantz, ’00
Glenn Scolnik, ’78
John E. Seddelmeyer, ’74
Randolph L. Seger, ’72
Hon. V. Sue Shields, ’61
Jacqueline A. Simmons, ’79
Deborah J. Allen-Slagel, ’89
Allan T. Slagel, ’88
Christopher W. Smith, ’06
Milton R. Stewart, ’71
Kathleen O. St. Louis, ’84
James P. Strenski, ’94
Elizabeth Stuart John, ’95
Tommy F. Thompson, ’75
Courtney R. Tobin, ’92
Kenneth L. Turchi, ’83
Ted A. Waggoner, ’78
Judith A. Waltz, ’81
Brian P. Williams, ’81
David C. Williams
Susan H. Williams
Mark S. Wojciechowski, ’81
Frank E. Wrenick, ‘65
Mark E. Wright, ’89
Kenneth R. Yahne, ’68  
James P. Zeller, ’76 
Charles O. Ziemer, ’64
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GIVING BY CLASS
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1948
Dean’s Circle Director
Jeanne S. Miller
Partner
John L. Carroll
1949
Dean’s Circle Director
Frederick A. Beckman*
1950
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Willard Z. Carr, Jr.
Philip Z. Leighton*
Associate
Stanley Talesnick
1951
Associates
K R. Hawley
Harry F. Smiddy, Jr.
1952
Dean’s Circle Director
Ellis B. Anderson
Associates
Horace A. Foncannon, Jr.
Clarence J. Greenwald
James R. Grossman
Howard R. Henderson
1953
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Richard D. Logan*
John P. Ryan*
Dean’s Circle Director
Sidney D. Eskenazi
Partners
Andrew C. Emerson
Harley B. Nelson
Associates
Charles E. Fritz
Richard S. Rhodes
1954
Dean’s Circle Director
Ray G. Miller
Associates
William B. Heubel
Ellwood W. Lewis, Jr.
1955
Partner
Duane W. Beckhorn
Associates
Vernon Atwater
Alexander Jokay
Carl D. Overholser
1956
Dean’s Circle Director
Russell H. Hart, Jr.
Associates
Hon. Shirley S. Abrahamson
Edwin G. Charle, Jr.
James C. Clark
William W. Peach
Joseph G. Roberts
1957
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Donald P. Dorfman
Partners
Donald C. Lehman
Robert C. Riddell
Edwin Fitch Walmer
Associates
Theodore W. Hirsh
Cliff K. Travis
1958
Dean’s Circle Visionary
David G. Elmore
Associates
Herbert K. Douglas
William A. Freihofer
Joseph T. Ives, Jr.
Richard C. Quaintance, Sr.
1959
Dean’s Circle Director
Marvin L. Hackman
Partners
Virgil L. Beeler
John E. Chevigny
James F. Fitzpatrick
William I. Garrard
Stanley H. Matheny
William McCrae
Philip C. Potts
William N. Salin, Sr.
John H. Sweeney
Associates
Kenneth P. Fedder
Daniel D. Fetterley
Joseph A. Hays
Barry S. Jellison
Anne Paramenko Weeks
Samuel L. Reed
1960
Dean’s Circle Directors
Clarence H. Doninger
Lloyd H. Milliken, Jr.
Partners
Hon. George N. Beamer
Richard L. Brown
Hon. Hugo C. “Chad” Songer
Associates
Philip H. Siegel
Richard D. Wagner
1961
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Robert P. Duvin
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Thomas E. Burchfield
Donald W. Buttrey
Hon. V. Sue Shields
Partners
William G. Bruns
Joseph T. Bumbleburg
Robert L. Fonner
John A. Jeffries
Eugene J. McGarvey, Jr.
Associate
H. T. Theodore Noell
1962
Dean’s Circle Directors
Sidney Mishkin
Vernon J. Owens
Partners
Lee W. Dabagia
Thomas A. Dailey
David C. Dale
Jerry Moss
Carl E. VerBeek
Associates
Rafe H. Cloe
Hugo E. Martz
Evan E. Steger III
David S. Wedding
1963
Dean’s Circle Directors
Gary L. Gerling
Roger L. Pardieck
Partners
David L. Brewer
George E. Buckingham
Joseph A. Franklin
Associates
Larry C. Amos
Donald D. Doxsee
Hon. Stanley A. Levine
Spencer J. Nunley
John D. Ulmer
1964
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Lowell E. Baier
Robert P. Kassing
George P. Smith II
Sydney L. Steele
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Charles O. Ziemer
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Partners
Thomas A. Coyne
William C. Ervin
David B. Hughes
Gene E. Robbins
Robert P. Tinnin, Jr.
Robert A. Wagner
Associates
Edward C. King
Ellis K. Locher, Jr.
Gerald H. McGlone
James V. McGlone
James J. Nagy
Robert E. Peterson
Marshall D. Ruchman
1965
Dean’s Circle Directors
Vorris J. Blankenship
Hon. Ezra H. Friedlander
Frank E. Wrenick
Partners
Stephen W. Crider
Leonard E. Eilbacher
Arthur M. Lotz
Justin P. Patterson
John W. Whiteleather, Jr.
Associates
Hon. Thomas G. Fisher
Frank T. Lewis
David S. Poston
Earl B. Pulse
George L. Stubbs, Jr.
Philip R. Terrill
Robert F. Welker
1966
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Stephen L. Ferguson
Thomas R. McCully
Dean’s Circle Directors
John H. de Boisblanc
Elliott D. Levin
Tracy E. Little
Partners
William D. Chambers
Charles A. Cohen
Dennis J. Dewey
Robert A. Garelick
Denis L. Koehlinger
Daniel A. Roby
Associates
Henry C. Hudson
Nancy J. Litzenberger
Robert D. Mann
Stephen C. Moberly
Mamoru Muraoka
1967
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Millard D. Lesch
Michael S. Maurer
Dean’s Circle Directors
Eric A. Frey
Jeffrey J. Kennedy
Donald C. Lewis
James C. Nelson
Richard E. Woosnam
Partners
Elliott Abrutyn
John F. Androski
George A. Brattain
Malcolm C. Mallette
David H. Nicholls
William H. Robbins III
Jay G. Taylor
Philip D. Waller, Jr.
Sally M. Westley
Associates
Stephen W. Adair
Charles J. Collet
Robert V. Kixmiller
Jon H. Moll
William F. Thompson
1968
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Stephen F. Burns
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Kenneth R. Yahne
Dean’s Circle Director
Carl L. Baker
Partners
Stephen W. Cook
Larry R. Fisher
John K. Graham
Thomas M. McGlasson
Walter W. Rauch
Donald C. Wells
Kent H. Westley
Associates
Ronald B. Bremen
Harold E. Brueseke
Richard J. Darko
Hon. Ernest D. Daugherty
Alan H. Hedegard
James W. Holland
Robert E. Kabisch
Thomas A. Keith
Joseph S. King
David A. Kruse
Charles D. Little
Robert L. Meinzer, Jr.
Malcolm M. Metzler
Anthony W. Mommer
E. Kent Moore
Michael D. Peyton
William C. Reynolds
Alexander L. Rogers
Daniel B. Seitz
Peter W. Steketee
William H. Van Deest
Alan K. Wilson
1969
Dean’s Circle Visionary
V. William Hunt
Dean’s Circle Directors
James G. Richmond
James A. Strain
Partners
Gregory A. Hartzler
Robert S. Hulett
David T. Kasper
Robert W. Loser II
Lon D. Showley
John F. Suhre
Joseph S. Van Bokkelen
Associates
Thomas H. Bryan
Patrick E. Donoghue
Curtis B. Eskew, Jr.
James E. Freeman, Jr.
Gerald F. George
Thomas M. Hamilton, Jr.
Edwin A. Harper
David M. Haskett
Hon. Carl A. Heldt III
James R. Kuehl
Brian J. May
Daniel A. Medrea
John L. Pogue
Robert N. Swartz
1970
Dean’s Circle Directors
Roger T. Stelle
Alan C. Witte
Partners
Ronald B. Brodey
Richard W. Davis, Jr.
Robert D. Epstein
T. Todd Hodgdon
Robert T. Johnson
Thomas O. Magan
William J. Maher
Associates
Samuel R. Born II
Richard R. Cook
Richard T. Dawson
David A. Dodge
Robert G. Fishman
Jack H. Frisch
J P. Glynn
Gordon F. Gulitz
Ruth E. Huitema
Harvey M. Kagan
Steven Krohn
Hon. James B. Long
Janet Ruesch
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Gary D. Spivey
Gregory W. Sturm
1971
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Milton R. Stewart
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
R. Neil Irwin
Dean’s Circle Directors
David C. Evans
Larry R. Linhart
Partners
Hon. John G. Baker
Wade R. Bosley
Richard E. Boston
Linda L. Chezem
Raymond J. Furey, Jr.
Stanley M. Levco
Robert A. Long
Douglas W. Nutt
Richard K. Reider, Jr.
William H. Replogle II
Lloyd B. Thompson III
Jack L. Walkey
Associates
James W. Curtis, Jr.
Michael D. O’Connor
Charles T. Spencer
Hon. John P. Stelle
1972
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Julia C. Lamber
Michael T. McLoughlin
Randolph L. Seger
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Stephen H. Paul
Dean’s Circle Directors
John F. Sturm
William K. Thomas
Partners
John S. Chappell
Thomas C. Cornwell
Lynn H. Coyne
C. Thomas Fennimore
Kathleen C. Gillmore
Hon. Anthony J. Metz III
David S. Sidor
Associates
Laud Y. Bosomprah
Edward Chosnek
Michael J. Huston
Stephen R. Place
Joe A. Rowe
Thomas L. Shriner, Jr.
Kipling N. White
1973
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Jeffrey S. Davidson
Dean’s Circle Directors
Thomas A. Clancy
Richard A. Dean
Dorothy J. Frapwell
Harry L. Gonso
Marilyn B. Resch
Charles R. Rubright
Hon. Ellen K. Thomas
Hon. Patrick J. Zika
Partners
George N. Bewley, Jr.
Robert D. Budesa, Sr.
Richard E. Fox
Michael R. Fruehwald
Laurence A. McHugh
Terry A. Mumford
Carolyn S. Price
Theodore H. Randall, Jr.
William D. Roessler
Albert J. Velasquez
C. D. Yates
Associates
Joseph L. Amaral
Scott H. Anderson
James D. Collier
Alice M. Craft
Michael R. Fisher
John F. Fuzak
W. Stephen Hamlin, Jr.
Dale E. Hunt
Alan L. Johns
Ronald E. Prusek
Thomas L. Pytynia
Stuart Senescu
J. Eric Smithburn
Arthur G. Surguine, Jr.
Hon. Robert W. Thacker
James N. Videbeck
Philip L. Zorn, Jr.
1974
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
David E. Greene
John E. Seddelmeyer
Dean’s Circle Directors
Dana I. Green
Timothy M. Morrison
Clarine C. Riddle
Hon. Sarah M. Singleton
Partners
Robert D. Bray
James E. Carlberg
Mary E. Ham
David L. Hanselman, Sr.
Charles A. Hessler
Jane T. Hessler
Dan M. Kirwan
Sally A. Lied
Hon. Basil H. Lorch III
Ward W. Miller
Robert W. Sikkel
Robert O. Smith
Associates
Douglas B. Altman
John R. Carr III
Laura J. Cooper
Harry C. Dees, Jr.
Lawrence L. Hermalyn
Robert C. Rosenfeld
1975
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Tommy F. Thompson
Dean’s Circle Directors
Christopher A. Bloom
Hon. James M. Carr
Michael R. Conner
John D. Walda
Partners
Thomas L. Davis
Terry M. Dworkin
Roy R. Johnson
Larry J. Kane
Scott T. Kragie
John L. Lisher
Mary K. Lisher
David J. Mallon, Jr.
W. Charles Thomson III
Fred O. Towe, Jr.
Associates
Kenneth W. Dodge
William R. Fatout
Kenneth E. Gordon
Douglas C. Lehman
Kenneth W. Macke
Mark E. Neff
Daniel A. Nicolini
Marcia W. Sullivan
1976
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Larry A. Mackey
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
James P. Zeller
Darell E. Zink, Jr. in honor 
 of Michael S. Maurer
Dean’s Circle Directors
Donald E. Hinkle
James Koday
Donald R. Lundberg
Scott Y. MacTaggart
Partners
Mary B. Brody
Roy T. Ogawa
John W. Purcell
Rebecca L. Rouch
Barbara S. Woodall
Associates
Ann K. Bailey
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Dianne Blocker Braun
Sarah A. Carter
Emily Copeland Cato
James F. Gillespie
Michael P. Gray
Alan K. Hofer
Barbara J. Lembo
Christina M. McKee
Stephen R. Pennell
Michael H. Sahn
Vincent O. Wagner
1977
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Steven M. Post
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Fred J. Logan, Jr.
Dean’s Circle Directors
Patricia A. Daly
Philip C. Genetos
Ann M. DeLaney
Jeff Richardson
Randall R. Riggs
Nancy E. Weissman
Craig M. White
Partners
Hon. Stephen R. Bowers
Elizabeth A. Frederick
Kurt R. Kaboth
Brenda E. Knowles
Thomas E. Nelson
William M. Pope
Mark J. Roberts
Thomas C. Scherer
Associates
Robert N. Berg
Robert J. Black
Myrna E. Friedman
Jeffrey L. Gage
Paul A. Hass
Doyal E. McLemore, Jr.
James D. Moore
Ann L. Nowak
Daniel F. Sanchez
Michael J. Schneider
John J. Stieff
1978
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Catherine A. Conway
Bonnie K. Gibson 
Glenn Scolnik
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Alecia A. DeCoudreaux
Dean’s Circle Directors
Wayne D. Boberg
John McGee
Mark S. Niblick
Michael L. Pate
Reed E. Schaper
Partners
Anne E. Aikman-Scalese
Michael E. Brown
Howard R. Cohen
Mitchell A. Kline
James S. Kowalik
Janett L. Lowes
Renee Mawhinney 
 McDermott
Joseph D. O’Connor
Jeffrey K. Riffer
Patricia S. Roberts
Emily C. Tobias in memory 
 of James Brotherson
Daniel D. Trachtman
Margaret A. Williford
Associates
James R. DeMotte
Aladean M. Derose-
 Smithburn
Scott E. Fore
Marilyn E. Hrnjak
David M. Keen
Debra K. Luke
George E. Reed, Jr.
John W. Rowings
Linda M. Rowings
Hoyt B. Stuckey
Ann R. Vaughan
Ted A. Waggoner
Brenda Wheeler Zody
1979
Dean’s Circle Visionary
William C. Lawrence
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Thomas F. 
 Schnellenberger, Jr.
Jacqueline A. Simmons
Dean’s Circle Directors
Jeffrey A. Burger
Sue P. Murphy
Agnes S. Peters
William Weeks
Partners
Jane Alshuler
Daniel C. Emerson
Bruce A. Hugon
Associates
Donald E. Baier
Elizabeth Domsic Baier
Michael J. Botkin
Darcy J. Chamberlin
Mark E. GiaQuinta
Sabra A. Weliever
1980
Dean’s Circle Directors
Michael J. Hinchion
Debbi M. Johnstone
Mary N. Larimore
Miranda K. Mandel
Partners
Jane A. Hamblin
Dennis A. Kokinda
Meredith L. McIntyre
Vicki J. Moore
Jean M. Pechette
Stephen J. Peters
Thomas A. Pyrz
Robert L. Ralston
David J. Theising
Associates
Michael A. Aspy
Phillip L. Bayt
Sue A. Beesley
Kathryn A. Brogan
Theodore J. Ferguson
Christina K. Kalavritinos
Frederick N. Kopec
Hon. Susan L. Macey
Sharon Zoretich Terry
1981
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Edward L. Michael
Brian P. Williams
Mark S. Wojciechowski
Dean’s Circle Directors
David L. Ferguson
David F. Johnson
Bruce F. Lewis
Richard A. Rosenthal
Judith A. Waltz
Partners
Alan W. Becker
Ted R. Brown
Michael A. Pechette
Robert K. Stanley
Jack S. Troeger
Myra L. Willis
Associates
Philip K. Cone
J. A. Crawford
Clifford W. Garstang
James S. Legg
Matthew R. Lewin
Julia E. Merkt
Kathryn A. Molewyk
Richard M. Quinlan
John R. Schaibley III
Michael E. Sum
1982
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Bruce J. Artim
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Scott N. Flanders
Dean’s Circle Directors
Joseph M. Ambrose
Jay Jaffe
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Susan M. Kornfield
Lisa Donk Lewis
Stephen M. Proctor
Hon. Frank E. Sullivan, Jr.
Partners
Karen E. Arland
Roger W. Bennett
Hon. Elaine B. Brown
Edward D. Feigenbaum
Alicia J. McClean
Cathy S. Moore
Madonna K. Starr
Associates
Robert G. Andree, Jr.
Peter G. Bakas
Michael S. Callahan
Paula F. Cardoza
Linda Jo Clark Dague
Ellen S. Gabovitch
Collin D. Higginbotham, Ph.D.
Alan A. Levin
Barbara McAdam
Les B. Morris
Kathryn Knue Przywara
Christopher S. Roberge
Carol M. Seaman
Elizabeth Shuman-Moore
Peter A. Teholiz
1983
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Susan Blankenbaker Noyes
Timothy J. Riffle
Lauren K. Robel
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Michael E. Flannery
Kenneth L. Turchi
Dean’s Circle Directors
Samuel R. Ardery
Bruce C. Haas
Mark C. Krcmaric
Holiday H. McKiernan
Philip B. McKiernan
Douglas D. Small
Keith E. White
Partners
Christopher B. Gambill
Candance A. Grass
John H. Kahle
Jeffrey L. Rensberger
Jeffrey B. Rubenstein
Gina Skelton Koons
Rebecca L. Wilkinson
Joseph H. Yeager, Jr.
Kenneth J. Yerkes
Associates
Deborah L. Darter
Yvette Gaff Kleven
Linda P. Hamilton
Peter C. Kelty
Jason W. Levin
Susan R. Levin
Arthur Andrew Lopez
Susan E. Reed
Suzanne Sturgeon
Richard J. Thrapp
1984
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Kathleen O. St. Louis
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Leslie S. Mead
Jeffrey P. Petrich
Dean’s Circle Directors
Bruce D. Donaldson
Richard T. Freije, Jr.
Stephen J. Hackman
Gregory J. Jordan
Tracy T. Larsen
Lisa A. Powell in memory 
 of William D. Powell
Brian J. Shapiro
James L. Whitlatch
Partners
James F. Beatty
Rebecca A. Craft
Mark C. Eriks
Stuart A. Katz
Gilbert R. Perez
Cindy J. Reichard in 
 memory of Tim J. Boeglin
James J. Weber
Associates
Lee Roy Berry, Jr.
John P. Lahaie
Frank R. Martinez III
Carol Nolan Skinner
Paul D. Reid
Kimberly D. Rife
1985
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Gary A. Wadman
Dean’s Circle Directors
Greta E. Cowart
Augustavia J. Haydel
Michael D. Huber
Karen B. Jordan-Boyd
Peter C. McCabe III
Partners
Joan M. Heinz
Karl M. Koons III
Alan R. Loudermilk
Anne E. Norris
David W. Quist
Sally J. Vander Ploeg
Donald J. Vogel
Associates
Gary S. Batke
Hon. Barbara L. Brugnaux
Bruce M. Dresbach
James W. Foltz
Marion P. Herrington
David M. Kraus
Bernard Landman III
John A. Larson
Michael J. Lewinski
Corinne E. Lewis
Maria V. Pangonis Senior
Erick D. Ponader
Shelia C. Riddick
Richard C. Starkey
1986
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Anonymous
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Hon. John M. Hamilton
Dean’s Circle Directors
M. Scott Bassett
Eric E. Boyd
Partners
Arend J. Abel
J. Adam Bain
John Fedors, Jr.
James A. Gesmer
David J. Hensel
Louis K. Nigg
Maryanne Pelic Thickstun
Peter M. Racher
Kathryn J. Roudebush
Earl R. Singleton
Associates
James A. Button
Hon. Andrew L. Cameron
Kevin D. Gibson
Thomas B. Parent
Wendy W. Ponader
Steven J. Riggs
Charles B. Sauers
David T. Schaefer
Timothy L. Tyler
Ann C. Varnon
Mark R. Waterfill
1987
Dean’s Circle Directors
Bryan H. Hall
Elliot R. Lewis
George T. Patton, Jr.
Partners
Jennifer J. Abrell
Jean M. Frazier
Robert J. Lahaie
Kim M. Laurin
Vilda S. Laurin III
Joseph H. Marxer
Thomas M. Maxwell
Thomas R. Newby
Lawrence T. Oates
Timothy J. Ormes
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Benjamin A. Pecar in 
 memory of Philip D. Pecar
Associates
John A. Brown
Michael K. Davis
Samuel E. Eversman
Daniel M. Gurfinkel
Joseph R. Heerens
Mark E. Holcomb
Brian K. Mahoney
Patrice A. Ocken
Robert S. O’Dell
Brian L. Porto
Stanley H. Rorick
Gail S. Shaps
Philip P. Simon
Susan H. Vrahoretis
1988
Dean’s Circle Director
Allan T. Slagel
Partners
David R. Bolk
Sherry A. Fabina-Abney
Jonathan D. Fishbane
Kirk E. Grable
John D. Inwood
Bruce W. Longbottom
Sonia D. Overholser
Kevin C. Schiferl
David J. Shannon
Associates
Scott B. Ainsworth
Darya S. Druch
Linda K. Fariss
Edward A. Gohmann
Wendy S. Greengrove-Smith
Thomas G. King
Kevin D. Nicoson
Michael D. Scott
Scott E. Tarter in memory 
 of Lana C. Tarter
1989
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Mark E. Wright
Dean’s Circle Directors
Deborah J. Allen-Slagel
Steven C. Bruess
Mark D. Janis
Hon. Geoffrey G. Slaughter
Partners
Thomas E. Baltz
William W. Barrett
Kevin E. Brown
Andrew B. Buroker
Jeffrey S. Cohen
Susan M. Kus
Thomas C. Kus
Barry T. Lieber
Brian L. Oaks
Bryan A. Richards
Laurie L. Schmidt
Peter Villarreal
Associates
James E. Anderson
Larry L. Chubb
Michael D. Dobosz
Terry L. Harrell
Richard W. Head
David R. Steiner
Anthony C. Sullivan
1990
Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Gregory A. Castanias
Ellen E. Boshkoff
Dean’s Circle Directors
Benjamin P. Beringer
Shannon S. Frank
Partners
William M. Braman
Mark A. Dittrich
Bonnie L. Foster
David A. Foster
Mark B. Gramelspacher
Tammy K. Haney
Kelly A. Johnson
Christian J. Morrison
Michael E. Schrader
Theodore C. Stamatakos
Theodore Washienko, Jr.
Hon. Martha M. Wentworth
Associates
John E. Broden
David A. Brown
William C. Hermann
Michael J. MacLean
Joanne C. Mages
Julia McClellan-Leavitt
Todd A. Mikesell
Tracy A. Pappas
1991
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Michael H. Gottschlich
Dean’s Circle Directors
James L. Cooper, Ph.D.
Julia E. Heitz Cassidy
Stephan E. Kyle
Partners
Natalie A. Mason
Marianne Mitten Owen
Amy L. Nefouse
Jeffrey R. Pankratz
Shapleigh Smith, Jr.
Joan E. Tupin-Crites, J.D.
Julia C. Weissman
Robert H. Wright
Laura A. Zwicker
Associates
Gregory M. Bokota
Natalie Bokota
Brad E. Burnett
Barry F. McDonnell
Nicholas C. Pappas
Kellye Y. Testy
William B. Totten in memory  
 of Susan Totten
1992
Dean’s Circle Directors
Lisa C. McKinney
Courtney R. Tobin
Partners
Greg A. Bouwer
Darrin M. Dolehanty
John R. Fernandez
Philippa M. Guthrie
Kevin A. Halloran
Matthew J. Miller
Diane E. Smith
Alyssa D. Stamatakos
Alan S. Townsend
Brantley H. Wright
Dawn C. Wrona Eby
Associates
Steven M. Badger
Ronald Bush II
Juliet M. Casper
Robert W. Eherenman
James T. Flanigan
John R. Gastineau
Scott E. Herbst
James M. Hinshaw
Alan J. Mealka
David A. Starkweather
J. Brad Voelz
Mark J. Wassink
1993
Dean’s Circle Benefactor
Steven E. Goode
Dean’s Circle Director
Susan C. Lynch
Partners
Kevin G. Baer
Patrick S. Cross
Carl A. Greci
Clayton C. Miller
James L. Vana
Jennifer A. Vana
Associates
Julie M. Conrad
Mark A. Drewes
Nancy J. Guyott
Nestor F. Ho
Gary D. Levenson
Mary Beth Mock-Kubik
Kevin E. Steele
Eric A. Todd
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1994
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
David C. Milne
Meagan K. Milne
Dean’s Circle Directors
Dana  M. Emery in memory 
 of Leonard D. Fromm
Brenda H. Freije
Jeffrey S. Goldenberg
John T. Keith
Angela F. Parker
James P. Strenski
Partners
Craig C. Burke
Pamela S. Coffey
Rebecca L. Collins
Thomas M. Fisher
Karen S. Howe-Fernandez
Michael B. Langford
Henry S. Noyes
Jeanne M. Picht
Sandra K. Rasche 
 Hemmerlein
Todd J. Stearn
Associates
Sarah K. Funke
David J. Jurkiewicz
Alice A. Morical
Gregory J. Morical
Tracy L. Troyer
1995
Dean’s Circle Visionary
David O. Barrett
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Elizabeth Stuart John
Ian G. John
Dean’s Circle Directors
Kathleen A. DeLaney
Matthew T. Furton
Janet Min Beach
Martín Montes
Bret D. Raper
Partners
Carla D. Boddy
Shannon L. Clark
Hank H. Kim
Charles J. Meyer
William E. Padgett
Gerard W. Pauwels
Jill T. Powlick
Christopher J. Rabideau
Joseph L. Smith, Jr.
Cynthia Storer Baran
Associates
Robert A. Dubault
Douglas W. Hyman
James P. Leahey
Raymond A. Limon
David A. Locke
Erin N. O’Daniel
Edward R. Ruiz
David H. Schwartz
John M. Yarger
1996
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Jack A. Bobo
Dean’s Circle Directors
Randal J. Kaltenmark
Elissa J. Preheim
Susan J. Yoon
Partners
Robert F. Barron II
Kepten D. Carmichael
Michelle Davis Carmichael
Rhonda Hospedales
Jason L. Kennedy in memory  
 of Tom Schornhorst
David M. Pantos
Stephen E. Scheele
Susan M. Shook
Associates
David W. Barrett
Krista D. Black
Jill M. Denman
Tony Ling
Sandip H. Patel
Jamison S. Prime
Frederick W. Schultz
Jennifer K. Schultz
Ketaki Sircar
Kevin Tessier
1997
Dean’s Circle Directors
Troy D. Farmer
Dominic W. Glover
Todd J. Maurer
Partners
James K. Cleland, Jr.
Kelly Collier Cleland
John P. Fischer, Jr.
W. James Hamilton in 
 memory of Douglass G.   
 Boshkoff
Wendy Melone Hamilton in 
 memory of Douglass G.   
 Boshkoff
Steven S. Hoar
Jason R. Reese
Jill E. Reese
Associates
Thaddeus R. Ailes
Robert W. Burt, Jr.
Heidi G. Goebel
Lisa Jordan Jankowski
Raoul K. Maitra
Manish S. Sampat
Konrad M. Urberg
1998
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Norman J. Hedges
Partners
Mark A. Hagedorn
Kendall H. Millard
John S. Terry
Jennifer Wheeler Terry
Gerald B. Zelenock, Jr.
Associates
Jennifer L. Chelf
Imara V. Dawson
Sean T. Devenney
Andrew S. Paine
Marc T. Quigley
Germaine M. Willett
Bryan B. Woodruff
1999
Dean’s Circle Directors
Julie M. Florida
Jason D. Kimpel
Damon R. Leichty
Burke J. Montgomery
Malcolm J. Tuesley
Partners
Aaron N. Goldberger
Heather J. Kidwell
Kathy L. Osborn
Daniel R. Roy
Julie P. Wilson
Brian D. Yeley
Associates
Bryan H. Babb
Rose E. Gallagher
Jeremy E. Hill
Karen L. Hsu
John H. Kedeshian
Carleton P. Palmer
David L. Theyssen
Lawrence Wu
2000
Dean’s Circle Visionary
D. Michael Allen
Dean’s Circle Director
Erin R. Schrantz
Partners
Magdalena A. Acevedo
Lasca M. Alekseevna
Jessica E. Barth
Angela R. Karras Neboyskey
David A. Neboyskey
Laura Thomas
Associates
Heather Emenhiser
Jonathan P. Emenhiser
James E. Fisher
Robert S. Meitus
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Pamela S. Meyer
Sandra Perry
2001
Dean’s Circle Director
Matthew D. Kellam
Partners
Jasna B. Dolgov
Brian J. Lally
Marc F. Malooley
Shiv P. Ghuman O’Neill
Associates
Ian D. Arnold
Sonia C. Arnold
Daniel P. King
Kevin R. Martin
Peter S. Nemeth
Jacob C. Pond
2002
Dean’s Circle Directors
Tom Lunsford
Abigail F. Montes
Partners
Mary K. Glazner
Marisol Sanchez
Rafael A. Sanchez
Angela M. Yoon
Hongsun Yoon
Associates
Matthew E. Conrad
Justin V. Czubaroff
Lauren E. Minto
Terrance Stroud
Peter P. Ten Eyck
Jason M. Torres
Stefanie J. Weigand
2003
Partners
Kathryn E. Gordon
Michael E. Heintz
Jennifer M. Herrmann
Matthew R. King
Alexander C. O’Neill
Jennifer L. Shea
John D. Sweeney
Associates
Nicole D. Conrad
Cara F. Debbaudt
Yolanda D. Edwards
Joshlene A. Pollock
Matthew Silverman
Julie A. Swinney
Jaime L. Turley-Perz
Jennifer L. Weber
2004
Dean’s Circle Directors
Nicole F. Cammarota
Shane D. Deaton
Daniel J. Wagner
Partners
Jason L. Fulk
Paula Konfal Motzel
Michael N. Red
Jacob P. Sheehan
Inge M. Van der Cruysse
Associates
Matthew K. Beardsley
Snider Page
Kristine L. Seufert
Freedom S. Smith
Nathaniel M. Uhl
2005
Dean’s Circle Director
David W. Clark
Partner
Renea E. Hooper
Associates
Rachael N. Clark
Yung-Hui Lee
Katherine A. Miltner
Kevin J. Rapp
Adam J. Richter
Andrea P. Steinhoff
2006
Dean’s Circle Visionary
Christina M. Finn
Dean’s Circle Directors
Julia A. Amrock
Kellie M. Barr
Matthew B. Barr
Anna Meyer Simpson
Christopher W. Smith
Partners
Joshua L. Christie
Kevin R. Mason-Smith
Lindsay R. McGregor
Joel R. Meyer
William A. Ramsey
Kimberly Richardson
Shana C. Stump
Associates
Yvette M. Alex-Assensoh
Michelle T. Cosby
Robert E. Downey
Barrington M. Hammond
Jennifer Handel Richter
Sarah C. Jenkins
Jessica L. Merkel
Matthew B. Millis
Robert J. Monroe
Andrea Niemeier Gilroy
Adam C. Shields
Lora S. Smith
Alison R. Sutter
Denise A. Walker
Jonathan B. Warner
2007
Dean’s Circle Directors
Elizabeth L. Baney
Nathan D. Baney
Rachel E. Clark
Mark K. Leeman
Sara J. Leeman
Partners
Stephanie A. Artnak Everett
Dustin R. DeNeal
Jason Liao
Aaron B. Niskode-Dossett
Joshua D. Poelstra
Jacob B. Schtevie
Associates
Laura A. Harbison
William P. Harbison
Corey A. Johanningmeier
Laura J. Koenig
Robert M. Warner
2008
Dean’s Circle Directors
Amy M. Foust
David A. Meek II
Partners
Nicholas R. Blesch Clark
Emmanuel V. Boulukos
Christina L. Clark
James F. Olds
Associates
Maria E. Bennett
Phyllisia J. Gant-Reynolds
Ryan J. Guillory
Adam M. Henry
Jennifer M. Hesch
Charles C. Jiang
Peter A. Meyer
Stephen E. Reynolds
Jennifer L. Schuster
James D. Shanahan
2009
Dean’s Circle Director
Laura M. Walda
Partners
John T. Schlafer
Amanda R. Whiffing
Associates
John Dunlap
Michala P. Irons
Marguerite C. Snyder
2010
Dean’s Circle Directors
A. James Boyajian in honor  
 of Jeffrey J. Zuber
Eric A. Rey
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Partners
Rachel Leahey
Edward B. Mulligan V
Associates
John R. Hursh
David A. Munkittrick
2011
Dean’s Circle Director
Margaret D. Flores
Associates
Caridad Austin
Jesse J. James
Gregory C. Touney
2012
Dean’s Circle Director
Sarah C. Kessler
Partner
Paul E. Vaglica
Associates
Scott A. Allen
Lucas M. Fields
Blake R. Hartz
Ozair M. Shariff
Justin O. Sorrell
Lauren C. Sorrell
Nathan B. Wenk
2013
Dean’s Circle Director
Cedric A. Gordon
Partners
Lindsay E. Ray
Jeremy S. Votaw
Associates
Lucas M. Amodio
Barbara T. Andraka-Christou
Christopher M. Chamness
Russell C. Chaplain
Timothy P. Conroy
William R. Lafleur II
Michael C. Mattingly
Leticia C. Mayberry Wright
Caleb P. Phillips
Eli R. Stoughton
2014
Partner
Zachary S. Heck
Associates
Jordan K. Baker
Megan B. Boelstler
Paige E. Dunlap
Janelle R. Duyck
Charles A. Gray
Matthew A. Hutchens
Elizabeth Millis Bolka
Kathleen J. Rowe
Jay D. Rumbach
Leah L. Seigel
Sarah M. Studzinski
David M. Stupich
Stephen M. Tye
John M. Westercamp
Juliana Yanez
2015
Associates
Jennifer M. Alberts
Scott R. Breen
Stephen L. Briles
Elizabeth P. Conkle
Jordan L. Couch
Martin H. Cozzola
Joseph C. Dugan
Erin K. Jansen
Caitlin F. Judge
Deborah P. Machalow
Chelsey A. McCory
Collin R. McHenry
Lauren A. Michaels
Nicholas S. Netland
Kaitlyn J. O’Connor
John E. Pence
Peter B. Robbins in memory  
 of Tom Lofton
Natalie N. Short
Matthew D. Showalter
Marie K. Smith
Emily A. Storm-Smith
2016
Partner
Katherine M. Thrapp
Associates
Drew C. Ambrose
Neil C. Baker in honor of 
 Daniel O. Conkle
Lydia A. Barbash-Riley
Ian R. Bensberg in honor of  
 Inge M. Van der Cruysse
Erin N. Buerger
Christopher A. Chase
Lori Chen
Haley E. Clough
Steven F. Corfman
Molly A. Crow
Hannah M. Dill
Joshua S. Dingott
Jordan R. Downham
Handel M. Edwards II
Ryan M. Filker
Ellen L. Fredbeck
Benjamin P. Gettinger
Elizabeth G. Gonso
Timothy A. Gordon
Emma K. Gormley in memory  
 of Douglass G. Boshkoff
Elizabeth N. Hewell
Samuel E. Hofmeier
Benjamin R. Holt
Lauren A. Hurley
Skyler B. Hutto
Hilary R. Johnson
Jade A. La Croix
Matthew R. Lowry
Celia M. Pauli
Aleksandrina P. Pratt
Caitlin B. Pyrce
Joshua L. Reshey
Kelley G. Reslewic
Haddy K. Rikabi
Landyn W. Rookard
Corey R. Rosenholtz
Brianna L. Sammons
Stephanie N. Slone
Taylor L. Struble
Melanie Sulkin
Nicholas Q. Taylor
Sloan E. Thacker
Sarah L. Wachala
Marc Walters
Adam D. Zacher
Julia M. Ziegler
2017
Associate
Katharine B. Fischman
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FRIENDS, FACULTY, 
STAFF, AND STUDENTS
The Law School extends a special thanks to these non-alumni 
donors whose support reflects their close ties to the school.
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Dean’s Circle Visionaries
Gary J. Anderson, M.D.
Kathy Z. Anderson
Amy G. Applegate
John S. Applegate
Denise B. Birnbaum
Kathleen Harrold
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Alfred C. Aman, Jr.
Katharine Boshkoff
Carol J. Greenhouse
Andreas Hegedus
Gary W. McFarron
Austen Parrish
David C. Williams
Susan H. Williams
Dean’s Circle Directors
Cyan Banister
Scott Banister
Patricia L. Brotherson
Brian J. Broughman
Dianne Brown
Kevin D. Brown
Daniel O. Conkle
Deborah W. Conkle
Catherine A. Fuentes-Rohwer
Luis E. Fuentes-Rohwer
Roberta M. Gumbel
Andrew D. Hendry
Mary Hendry
Dawn E. Johnsen
Betty B. Lofton
Matthew S. Metz
Hon. Edward W. Najam, Jr.
Donald J. Polden
Susan Polden
Jennifer Prusak
Janet E. Stake
Jeffrey E. Stake
Harry L. Wallace
Carwina Weng
John C. Whistler
Patricia D. Wright
Peter D. Wright
Partners
Jeannine Bell
David L. Bosco
Barbara J. Briggs
Cameron L. Bryan
Hannah L. Buxbaum
Lucy E. Fischman
Robert L. Fischman
Laura Foster
Douglas Goldstein
Kenneth E. Hardman
Joseph L. Hoffmann
Mary Hoffmann
Edward W. Herrmann
Rachel J. Keith
Jayanth K. Krishnan
Timothy A. Lemper
Brian Lewis
Sarah E. Luse
W.K. Luse
Susannah Mroz
Donna M. Nagy
Christiana Ochoa
Aviva A. Orenstein
Else S. Patterson
Justin P. Patterson
Scot Pitkin
Victor D. Quintanilla
Annette F. Rush
Robert L. Rush, Sr.
Ryan W. Scott
Byungki So
Joseph A. Tomain
Susan J. Voelkel
Robert G. Waddle
Shana M. Wallace
Deborah A. Widiss
Gail E. Wright
Associates
Deborah Atlas
Christopher E. Baker
LuAnn M. Baker
Elizabeth A. Beck
John D. Beck
Thomas F. Beck
Elizabeth R. Birch
Michael D. Burelli
Jules H. Cantor
Matthew R. Christ
Christopher G. Coffey
Stephanie J. Coffey
Stephen A. Conrad
Cynthia O. Cook
Steven C. Cook
Kenneth G. Dau-Schmidt
Helen J. Denny
Lucy R. Dollens
Michael P. Dollens
Catherine E. Dyar
Valerie L. Elliott
Jane L. Eslick
Natalie L. Fiacco
Gina-Gail S. Fletcher
Sandra A. Focken
Mike Fogarty
Sandra Fogarty
Pamela C. Foohey
Anita L. Fritz
Sophia C. Goodman
Janet K. Guest
Grayson F. Harbour
Marcie Harris-Hayes
Mike Hayes
Joseph H. Harrison III
Michael A. Hart
Yamini Hingorani
Steven J. Hosler
Michael J. Jeffirs
Julius R. Jerich
Carol S. Johnson
James E. Koran
Mary J. Koran
John W. Leech
Sheila M. Leech
Paul E. Leopold III
Gabriel Levy
Paul A. Logan
Ashley Loving
Rodney Loving
Lisa A. Maciejewski
Margaret Maes
Denise A. Malayeri
Ajay K. Mehrotra
Jeanne C. Meyer
Stephen Miller
Susan Miller
Jennifer L. Morgan
Ann F. Morine
Harry D. Morine
Elizabeth J. O’Donnell
Gloria R. Pienknagura
Jose M. Pienknagura
Janis L. Randall
Jane M. Raybould
Julee A. Reslewic
Larry W. Robbins
Ashley N. Rudisill
Edward Schrager
Susan Schuster
Jennifer Smith
James E. Strange
Jacalyn S. Tejcek
Jack E. Tejcek
Herbert A. Terry
Tracey A. Thompson
Flora M. Valentine
Kenneth B. Valentine
Martha M. VanStone
Frank R. Vaughan
Robert G. Waddle
Drew Waldbeser
Catherine A. Wheatley
Diane E. Wille
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CORPORATIONS, 
FOUNDATIONS, 
AND LAW FIRMS
Gifts from the special friends of the Law School support its many programs.
The following organizations made a direct gift or matched contributions from 
alumni and friends of the school.
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Dean’s Circle Visionaries
AccessLex Institute
Alkermes Inc.
Conservation Law Center, Inc.
Davidson Family Trust
Eugene & Marilyn Glick Foundation Corporation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Jewish Federation of Cleveland
John W. Anderson Foundation
Maurice B. Miller Memorial Scholarship Trust
National Philanthropic Trust
Schwab Charitable Fund
The US Russia Foundation
Dean’s Circle Benefactors
Baker & Hostetler LLP
Benevity Social Ventures, Inc.
Eli Lilly & Company
ExxonMobil Foundation
Faegre Baker Daniels Foundation
Jackson Lewis, PC
Novus Law LLC
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, PC
Saltsburg Fund Charitable Trust
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Dean’s Circle Directors
Bayer USA Foundation
Akzo Nobel Inc
Anurima Deshpande
Amarchand & Mangadas & Suresh A. Shroff & Co.
American Endowment Foundation
American Phytophathological Society
Benevity Social Ventures, Inc
Caterpillar Foundation
Central Indiana Community Foundation
Coridon Law Office LLC
Demarest & Almeida
Donors Trust, Inc.
Ernst & Young Foundation
Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
General Electric Foundation
Greater Horizons
Indiana Continuing Legal Education Forum
Jewish Federation of Greater Indianapolis, Inc.
Jordan & Zito LLC
Leeman Law Office
Lilly Endowment Inc.
Lincoln Financial Foundation, Inc.
Lumina Foundation for Education, Inc.
Malu Limited
Maurer Family Foundation, Inc.
McKinney Family Foundation
Nutrients for Life Foundation
ONEOK, Inc. Foundation
Rhys Corporation
Ruth and Peter Metz Family Foundation
Shook, Hardy, & Bacon LLP
The Kresge Foundation
The National Association of Flour Distribution 
Wabash Valley Community Foundation
Webster Gladstone Foundation, Inc.
Partners
Aon Foundation
Brown County Community Foundation
Caterpillar Charity Trust
Fitzpatrick Charitable Foundation
Global Atlantic Financial Company
Loudermilk And Associates
Marshall, Gerstein & Borun LLP
Mattingly, Burke, Cohen, & Biedern LLP
Roby & Manges Law Firm
The US Charitable Gift Trust
Wells Fargo & Co. Foundation
Associates
ATF Jellison Trust
Bank of America Corp. Foundation
Beasley & Gilkison LLP
Bose McKinney & Evans LLP
Burke Warren MacKay & Serritella PC
Chubb – Philadelphia
Cook Medical Technologies
Ernst & Young
JJC Charitable Trust
Indiana Judges Association
 In memory of Hon. Roger O. DeBruler, Hon. Edward J. 
 Meyers, and Hon. Larry J. McKinney
IBM Corporate Foundation
Mahoney Law Office
McNamar & Associates, P.C.
National Christian Foundation
Northwestern Mutual Foundation
Premiere Healthcare Solutions, Inc.
Procter & Gamble Fund
Raytheon Company
Rosenberg Paschall Johnson LLP
Salesforce.com, Inc.
Sempra Energy
The Boeing Company
Williams Williams & Doxsee
YourCause
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ENDOWED AND 
SPECIAL GIFTS HONOR ROLL
We gratefully acknowledge the donors who honor loved ones, friends, 
and colleagues with gifts to endowed funds. We also thank donors who have
made memorial and honorary gifts.
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Antonio Curiel Memorial Scholarship
Donald J. Polden
Susan Polden
Applegate Public Interest Fellowship Fund
Amy G. Applegate
John C. Applegate
Arnold H. Gerberding Indiana Law Journal Fund
 Gifts made in memory of Miles C. Gerberding, ’56
Greta Cowart, ’85
T. David Cowart
Arthur P. Kalleres Memorial Scholarship
Emmanuel V. Boulukos, ’08
Craig C. Burke, ’94
Sherry A. Fabina-Abney, ’88
Sarah K. Funke, ’94
Philip C. Genetos, ’77
David J. Mallon, Jr., ’85 
Richard J. Thrapp, ’83
Nathaniel M. Uhl, ’04
Germaine W. Willett, ’98
Bernard Harrold Scholarship
Kathleen Harrold in memory of Dr. Bernard E. Harrold, ’51
Brian and Barbara Williams Scholarship
Barbara Williams
Brian P. Williams, ’81
Burchfield Bridge-to-Practice Fund
Thomas E. Burchfield, ’61
Center for Constitutional Democracy
Gary J. Anderson, M.D.
Kathy E. Anderson
Jack A. Bobo, ’96
Pamela S. Coffey, ’94
Theodore C. Curtin
Harry L. Gonso, ’73
Lucy O. Gonso
Jeffrey C. Kessler
Sarah C. Kessler, ’12
Sarah E. Luse
W.K. Luse
Susannah Mroz
Clarine Nardi Riddle, ’74
Joseph A. Tomain
Anne Paramenko Weeks, ’59
David C. Williams
Susan H. Williams
Center for Intellectual Property Research
Anne E. Aikman-Scalese, ’78
Scott A. Allen, ’12
Bruce J. Artim, ’82 in memory of Stephen H. Thrasher
A. James Boyajian, ’10 in honor of Jeffrey J. Zuber
Steven C. Bruess, ’89
Faegre Baker Daniels LLP
Theodore J. Ferguson, ’80
Daniel D. Fetterley, ’59
Daniel M. Gurfinkel, ’87
Bruce C. Haas, ’83
Blake R. Hartz, ’12
Norman J. Hedges, ’98
Howard R. Henderson, ’52
Benjamin R. Holt, ’16
Mark D. Janis, ’89
Jason Liao, ’17
Marshall Gerstein & Borun LLP
Mattingly Burke Cohen & Biederman LLP
Sandip H. Patel, ’96
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP
William F. Thompson, ’67
James L. Vana, ’93
Jennifer A. Vana, ’93
Nathan B. Wenk, ’12
Angela Yoon, ’02
Hongsun Yoon, ’02
James P. Zeller, ‘76
Center for Intellectual Property Research Endowment
Norman J. Hedges, ’98
Center for Law, Society & Culture Fund
Shannon L. Clark, ’95
Laura Foster
David M. Pantos, ’96
Fred O. Towe, Jr., ’75
Charles Whistler Faculty Fellowship
John C. Whistler
Charles Wilson Memorial Scholarship
Augustavia J. Haydel, ’85 in memory of Denise L. Kelly, ’85
Elizabeth Shuman-Moore, ’82
James J. Weber, ’84
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Child Advocacy Program
Karen L. Hsu, ’99
Jeffrey B. Rubenstein, ’83
Rebecca L. Wilkinson, ’83
Class of 1976 Scholarship Fund
Anonymous
Class of 1979 Scholarship Fund
Donald E. Baier, ’79
Elizabeth Domsic Baier, ’79
Darcy J. Chamberlin, ’79
Class of 1997 Scholarship Fund
Troy D. Farmer, ’97
Colleen Kristl Pauwels Memorial Fund
James H. Fariss
Linda K. Fariss
James E. Koran
Mary J. Koran
Margaret Maes
Jennifer L. Morgan
Gerard W. Pauwels, ’95
Frank R. Vaughan
Craig M. Bradley Criminal Law and Procedure Fund
Joseph L. Hoffmann
Mary Hoffmann
Linda S. Hunt
Timothy M. Morrison, ’74
D. Michael Allen Nontraditional Student Scholarship
D. Michael Allen, ’00
David E. Greene & Barbara J. Bealer Scholarship
Barbara J. Bealer
David E. Greene, ’74 
Dean’s Incentive Fund
V. William Hunt, ’69
Robert P, Kassing, ’64
Steven M. Post, ’77
Donald P. Dorfman Scholarship
Donald P. Dorfman, ’57
Douglass G. Boshkoff Memorial Scholarship
Ellen E. Boshkoff, ’90
Katharine Boshkoff
Emma K. Gormley, ’16
Candance A. Grass, ’83
Andreas Hegedus
W. James Hamilton, ’97
Wendy M. Hamilton, ’97
Andrew D. Hendry
Mary Hendry
James T. Larimore
Mary M. Larimore, ’80
David S. Poston, ’65
Susan Poston
David W. Quist, ’85
Carol A. Skinner, ’84
Joel D. Skinner, Jr.
George Stohner
Joseph H. Yeager, Jr., ’83
Elmore Entrepreneurship Law Clinic
Michael E. Flannery, ’83 
Eugene & Jane Fletchall Scholarship
Ann F. Morine
Harry D. Morine
Faegre Baker & Daniels LLP Pro Bono Fellowship
Faegre Baker & Daniels Foundation
Frank Motley Admissions Support Fund
Augustavia J. Haydel, ’85 in memory of Denise L. Kelly, ’85
G.S. Eslick Scholarship
Jane L. Eslick in memory of Gordon S. Eslick, ’63
Gary and Denise Birnbaum Scholarship
Denise B. Birnbaum in memory of Gary Birnbaum, ’76
Gary W. McFarron Intellectual Property Scholarship
Gary W. McFarron
James N. Videbeck, ’73
George N. Lewis M.D. Memorial Scholarship
Elliot R. Lewis, ’87
George P. Smith, II, Distinguished Professor of Law
George P. Smith, II, ’64
Gibson-Wells Scholarship for Excellence
Bonnie K. Gibson, ’78
Jeffery W. Winkler
69
Glenn and Donna Scolnik Clinical Chair
Conservation Law Center Inc.
Harry T. Ice Memorial Fund
Karen E. Arland, ’82
Myra L. Willis, ’81
Harry Pratter Professorship in Law
Philip C. Potts, ’59 
Holly Yoakum Memorial Scholarship
Julia A. Amrock, ’06
Kellie M. Barr, ’06
Rachel E. Clark, ’07
Lucy R. Dollens
Robert E. Downey, ’06
Christina M. Finn, ’06
Marcie Harris-Hayes
Sarah C. Jenkins, ’06
Corey A. Johanningmeier, ’07
Ashley Loving
Lindsay McGregor, ’06
Matthew B. Millis, ’06
Robert J. Monroe, ’06
Andrea Niemeier Gilroy, ’06
Aaron B. Niskode-Dossett, ’07
William A. Ramsey, ’06
Courtney K. Rangen, ’06
Jennifer Richter, ’06
Jennifer L. Schuster, ’08
Susan M. Schuster
Lora S. Smith, ’06
Shana C. Stump, ’06
Alison R. Sutter, ’06
Denise A. Walker, ’06
Jonathan B. Warner, ’06
Robert M. Warner, ’07
Jackson Lewis Labor and Employment Law Scholarship
Jackson Lewis LLP
John F. Kimberling Scholarship
Estate of John F. Kimberling, ’50
Troy D. Farmer, ’97
Justice Juanita Kidd Stout Professorship
Alfred C. Aman, Jr.
Dianne Brown
Kevin D. Brown
Catherine A. Fuentes-Rohwer
Luis E. Fuentes-Rohwer
Charles G. Geyh
Carol J. Greenhouse
Hon. John M. Hamilton, ’86
Dawn E. Johnsen
Julia C. Lamber, ’72
Leandra Lederman
Austen Parrish
Lauren K. Robel, ’83
Kathleen A. Buck Loan Repayment Assistance Fund
Richard A. Dean, ’73
Kathleen St. Louis Professionalism in Law Workshop Series
Kathleen St. Louis, ’84
Kenneth & Louise Yahne Scholarship
Kenneth R. Yahne, ’68 
Louise A. Yahne
H.L. Wallace Teaching Award
Harry L. Wallace
Law Journal Sustaining Fund
Elliott Abrutyn, ’67
Steven M. Badger, ’92
Cyan Banister
Scott Banister
David O. Barrett, ’95
Donald W. Buttrey, ’61 
Larry L. Chubb, ’89
Richard J. Darko, ’68 
Robert A. Dubault, ’95
John Dunlap, ’09
David G. Elmore, ’58
Daniel C. Emerson, ’79 
Robert L. Fonner, ’61
William A. Freihofer, ‘58
Michael P. Gray, ‘76
John R. Hursh, ’10
Christina K. Kalavritinos, ’80
Jason W. Levin, ’83
Susan R. Levin, ’83
David A. Locke, ’95
Kenneth W. Macke, ’75
Joseph H. Marxer, ’87
Doyal E. McLemore, Jr., ’77
Anthony W. Mommer, ’68
James D. Moore, ’77
Janet Ruesch, ’70
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David A. Sidor, ’72
Hon. Sarah M. Singleton, ’74
Hon. Geoffrey G. Slaughter, ’89
Gary D. Spivey, ’70
Evan E. Steger III, ’62
Jay G. Taylor, ’67
Kellye T. Testy, ’91
Tracey A. Thompson
Cliff K. Travis, ’57
John D. Ulmer, ’63
Richard D. Wagner, ’60
Edwin F. Walmer, ’57
Kenneth J. Yerkes, ’83
Law Library Fund
Wayne D. Boberg, ’78
Juliet M. Casper, ’92
Michelle T. Cosby, ’06
Richard T. Dawson, ’70
Kathleen C. Gillmore, ‘72
Rachel Leahey, ’10
Renee M. McDermott, ‘78
Pamela S. Meyer, ’00
Lauren E. Minto, ’02
Lawrence T. Oates, ’87
Rhys Corporation
George P. Smith, II, ’64 in honor of Linda K. Fariss
Ann R. Vaughan, ’78
James H. Vaughan, Jr.
Lawrence Bridge-to-Practice Fund
Grace M. Lawrence
William C. Lawrence, ’79
Len Fromm Emergency Scholarship Fund
Lucas M. Amodio, ’13
Barbara T. Andraka-Christou, ’13
Patricia L. Brotherson
Christopher M. Chamness, ’13
Russell C. Chaplain, ’13
William R. Lafleur, ’13
Michael C. Mattingly, ’13
Leticia C. Mayberry Wright, ’13
Caleb P. Phillips, ’13
Stefanie J. Weigand, ’02
Leonard D. Fromm Memorial Fund
Anonymous
Arend J. Abel, ’86
Magdalena A. Acevedo, ’00
Yvette M. Alex-Assensoh, Ph.D., ’06
Robert G. Andree, ’82
Caridad Austin, ’11
Bryan H. Babb, ’99
Peter G. Bakas, ’82
Jordan K. Baker, ’14
Elizabeth L. Baney, ’07
Nathan D. Baney, ’07
Kellie M. Barr, ’06
Gary S. Batke, ’85
Matthew K. Beardsley, ’04
James F. Beatty, ’84
Benjamin P. Beringer, ’90
Elizabeth M. Bolka, ’14
A. James Boyajian, ’10 in honor of Jeffrey J. Zuber
Robert W. Burt, ’97
Andrew L. Cameron, ’86
Paula F. Cardoza, ’82
Christopher M. Chamness, ’13
Jennifer L. Chelf, ’98
Sylvia Y. Chou, ’91
Rachael N. Clark, ’05
Julie E. Conrad, ’93
Matthew E. Conrad, ’02
Nicole D. Conrad, ’03
Timothy P. Conroy, ’13
Jeffrey Davidson, ’73 
Michael K. Davis, ’87
Sean T. Devenney, ’98
Robert G. Devetski, ’87
Bruce M. Dresbach, ’85
Mark A. Drewes, ’93
Janelle R. Duyck, ’14
Robert W. Eherenman, ’92
Faegre Baker Daniels Foundation
John Fedors, Jr., ’86
Michael E. Flannery, ’83
Rose E. Gallagher, ’99
Phyllisia J. Gant-Reynolds, ’08
Mary K. Glazner, ’02
Dominic W. Glover, ’97
Edward A. Gohmann, ’88
Aaron N. Goldberger, ’99
Jeffrey S. Goldenberg, ’94
Michael H. Gottschlich, ’91
Charles A. Gray, ’14
Carl A. Greci, ’93
Nancy J. Guyott, ’93
Kevin A. Halloran, ’92
Linda P. Hamilton, ’83
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Joseph R. Heerens, ’87
Scott E. Herbst, ’86
William C. Hermann, ’90
Marion P. Herrington, ’85
Jennifer M. Hesch, ’08
Nestor F. Ho, ’93
Michael D. Huber, ’85
Douglas W. Hyman, ’95
Jesse J. James, ’11
Lisa Jordan Jankowski, ’97
Ian G. John, ’95
Elizabeth Stuart John, ’95
Matthew D. Kellam, ’01
Daniel P. King, ’01
Stephan E. Kyle, ’91
Michael B. Langford, ’94
John A. Larson, ’85
Kim M. Laurin, ’87
V. Samuel Laurin III, ’87
James P. Leahey, ’95
Damon R. Leichty, ’99
Michael J. Lewinski, ’85
Corinne E. Lewis, ’85
Tony Ling, ’96
Arthur A. Lopez, ’83
Hon. Susan L. Macey, ’80
Natalie A. Mason, ’91
Peter C. McCabe, ’85
Leslie S. Mead, ’84
Jessica L. Merkel, ’06
Julia E. Merkt, ’81
David C. Milne, ’94
Megan K. Milne, ’94
Janet Min Beach, ’95
Abigail F. Montes, ’02
Martín Montes, ’95 in memory of Rigoberto Montes, Sr.
Vicki J. Moore, ’80
Christian J. Morrison, ’90
Edward B. Mulligan V, ’10
Angela Karras Neboyskey, ’00
David A. Neboyskey, ’00
Amy L. Nefouse, ’91
Robert S. O’Dell, ’87
Timothy J. Ormes, ’87
Patrice A. Ocken, ’87
Sonia D. Overholser, ’88
Marianne Mitten Owen, ’91
Andrew S. Paine, ’98
Carleton P. Palmer, ’99
Maria V. Pangonis Senior, ’85
Nicholas C. Pappas, ’91
Tracy A. Pappas, ’90
Angela J. Parker, ’94
Gilberto R. Perez, ’85
Jeffrey P. Petrich, ’84
Joshlene A. Pollock, ’03
Brian L. Porto, ’87
Jill T. Powlick, ’95
Jamison S. Prime, ’96
Bret D. Raper, ’95
Kevin J. Rapp, ’05
Stephen E. Reynolds, ’08
Jeffrey B. Rubenstein, ’83
Manish S. Sampat, ’97
Stephen E. Scheele, ’96
Michael E. Schrader, ’90
David H. Schwartz, ’95
Michael D. Scott, ’88
Leah L. Seigel, ’14
Akira Shibata, ’98
Naoko Shibata, ’97
Earl R. Singleton, ’86 in memory of Mildred D. Singleton
Ketaki Sircar, ’96
Justin O. Sorrell, ’12
Lauren C. Sorrell, ’12
Madonna K. Starr, ’82
Richard C. Starkey, ’85
Andrea P. Steinhoff, ’05
Terrance Stroud, ’02
Sarah M. Studzinski, ’14
Jennifer Wheeler Terry, ’98
John S. Terry, ’98
Kevin Tessier, ’96
Eric A. Todd, ’93
Jason M. Torres, ’02
Gregory C. Touney, ’11
Alan S. Townsend, ’92
Tracy L. Troyer, ’94
Joan E. Tupin-Crites, ’91
Stephen M. Tye, ’14
Sally J. Vander Ploeg, ’85
J. Brad Voelz, ’92
Daniel J. Wagner, ’04
Mark J. Wassink, ’92
Webster Gladstone Foundation, Inc.
Martha M. Wentworth, ’90
John M. Westercamp, ’14
James L. Whitlatch, ’84
Rebecca L. Wilkinson, ’83
Brian P. Williams, ’81
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Dawn C. Wrona Eby, ’92
Juliana Yanez, ’14
Marilyn Wheeler Pendergast Scholarship
Wabash Valley Community Foundation
Mark S. and Karin Wojciechowski Scholarship
Karin Wojciechowski
Mark S. Wojciechowski, ’81
McLoughlin Family Scholarship
Michael T. McLoughlin, ’72
Susie McLoughlin
Michael and Lori Flannery Business and Law Fellowship
Lori L. Flannery
Michael E. Flannery, ’83
Michael K. Guest Memorial Scholarship
Janet K. Guest
Michael S. Maurer Scholarship
Millard D. Lesch, ’67
Wendy L. Lesch
Michael S. and Janie Maurer Scholarships
Janie K. Maurer
Michael S. Maurer, ’67 
Milt and Judi Stewart Center on the Global Legal Profession 
International Summer Internship Program
Amarchand Mangaldas & Suresh A. Shroff & Co.
Anurima Deshpande
Demarest & Almeida
Jayanth K. Krishnan
Novus Law LLC
Judi A. Stewart 
Milton R. Stewart, ’71
Milt and Judi Stewart Law Professorship
Judi Stewart
Milton R. Stewart, ’71
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart Fellowship in 
Labor & Employment Law
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, PC
Patrick L. Baude Scholarship
Brenda E. Knowles, ’77
Public Interest Law Fellowship
Anonymous
Deborah Atlas
Kevin G. Baer, ’93
Kellie M. Barr, ’06
Matthew B. Barr, ’06
Jeannine Bell
Brian J. Broughman
Burke Warren MacKay & Serritella
Beth A. Burrous
Jules H. Cantor
Martin H. Cozzola, ’15
Imara V. Dawson, ’98
Rachel A. Dawson, ’99
Natalie L. Fiacco
Katharine B. Fischman, ’17
Gina G. Fletcher
Douglas Goldstein
Hon. David F. Hamilton
Grayson F. Harbour
Steven J. Hosler
Daniel M. Kirwan, ’74
Paul E. Leopold III
Gabriel Levy
Denise A. Malayeri
Rachel A. Phillips, ’17
Victor D. Quintanilla
Eric M. Rodkin
Ryan W. Scott
Carol M. Seaman, ’82
Jennifer Smith
Hon. Ellen K. Thomas, ’73
Inge M. Van der Cruysse, ’04
Antonia C. White, ’17
Deborah A. Widiss
R. Neil & Michele Irwin Scholarship
Michele K. Irwin
R. Neil Irwin, ’71 
W. Charles Thomson III, ’75
Rapheal M. Prevot, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Carla D. Boddy, ’95
Augustavia J. Haydel, ’85 in memory of Denise L. Kelly, ’85
Roberta M. Gumbel
Shelia C. Riddick, ’85
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Richardson/Tinder/Logan Scholarship Public & 
Community Service Scholarship
Fred J. Logan, Jr., ’77 in honor of Jeff Richardson
John F. “Jeff” Richardson, ’77 in honor of Tomilea Allison
Robert and Darlene Duvin Scholarship
Darlene Duvin
Robert P. Duvin, ’61
Robert A. Jefferies Scholarship 
Robert A. Jefferies, Jr., ’66
Sylvia M. Jefferies
Robert A. Lucas Endowed Fund
Mark L. Holcomb, ’87
S. Hugh & Samuel Dillin Scholarship
Barbara J. Briggs
Joyce E. Mallette
Malcolm C. Mallette, ’67
Jill T. Powlick, ’95
Philip J. Powlick
Robert G. Waddle
Patricia D. Wright, M.D.
Peter D. Wright
Sidney D. Eskenazi Scholarship
Sidney D. Eskenazi, ’53
Sig Beck Award
Elizabeth A. Beck in memory of Sigmund J. Beck
John D. Beck
Thomas F. Beck
Simmons-Schnellenberger Scholarship
Thomas F. Schnellenberger, Jr., ’79
Jacqueline A. Simmons, ’79 
Social Justice Scholarship 
Anonymous
Stephen F. Burns Professorship on the Legal Profession
Stephen F. Burns, ’68
Stephen H. Paul Scholarship
Deborah L. Paul
Stephen H. Paul, ’72
Stephen Jeffirs Memorial Scholarship
Michael J. Jeffirs
Student Organizations Fund
Lasca M. Alekseevna, ’00
John P. Fischer, ’97 for Williams Moot Court Competition
Robert Henson, ’10 for Williams Moot Court Competition
Timothy A. Lemper for Williams Moot Court Competition
Jeffrey B. Rubenstein, ’83
Laura Thomas, ’00 for Williams Moot Court Competition
Albert J. Velasquez, ’73
Rebecca L. Wilkinson, ’83
Annie R. Xie, ’17
Susan Blankenbaker Noyes JD/MBA Scholarship
Susan Blankenbaker Noyes, ’83
Sydney L. and Pamela Steele Scholarship
Sydney L. Steele, ’64
V. Sue Shields Endowed Scholarship 
Christopher E. Baker
Lu Ann M. Baker
Bryan A. Richards, ’89
Kristine L. Seufert, ’04
Hon. V. Sue Shields, ’61
V. William Hunt Scholarship
Nancy Hunt
V. William Hunt, ’69
Val Nolan Endowed Chair
Ellwood W. Lewis, ’54
Viola J. Taliaferro Family and Children Mediation Law Clinic
Sarah A. Carter
Willard and Margaret Carr Professorship in Labor & 
Employment Law
Margaret Carr
Willard Z. Carr, ’50 
William W. Oliver Chair in Tax Law
Joseph T. Ives, Jr., ’58
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2017 ANNUAL FUND
TOP TEN CLASSES
January 1-December 31, 2017
TOP 10 CLASSES BY DOLLARS RAISED 
Class Year Class Agent(s)  Total
1964 Bob Kassing $ 67,500
1983 Keith White  59,742
1977 Vacant  55,280
1972 Randy Seger  48,045
1978 Jim Kowalik and Ted Waggoner  47,720
1990 Mark Gramelspacher and Ted Stamatakos  45,176
1981 Dave Ferguson and Bill Jonas   39,158
1984 Jim Whitlatch and Stephen Hackman  37,600
1995 Shannon Clark and Matt Furton  32,823
1982 John VanLaere  32,063
TOP 10 CLASSES BY PARTICIPATION 
Class Year Class Agent(s) Participation Rate
1959 Jim Fitzpatrick  43%
1964 Bob Kassing  38%
1953 Dick Rhodes  37%
1957 Don Dorfman  34%
1961 Joe Bumbleburg  25%
1970 Alan Witte  25%
1978 Jim Kowalik and Ted Waggoner  25%
1962 Vacant  24%
1968 Larry Fisher  24%
1960 Chad Songer and Lloyd Milliken, Jr.  21%
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2017 ANNUAL FUND
LAW FIRM CHALLENGE 
January 1-December 31, 2017
TOP LAW FIRMS AND CORPORATIONS BY DOLLARS RAISED 
Firm Law Firm Solicitor(s)  Total
Barnes & Thornburg Randy Kaltenmark and Tim Riffle $ 28,800
Faegre Baker Daniels  Pat Cross and Mark Wright  28,750
Bingham Greenebaum Doll Meg Christensen  16,350
Ice Miller Phil Genetos   14,315
Bose McKinney & Evans Bryan Babb, Bob Kassing, and Lisa McKinney  12,715
Jones Day Greg Castanias  12,100
Eli Lilly & Company Alonzo Weems  10,025
Stuart & Branigin Tom McCully and Marianne Mitten Owen  7,275
Frost Brown Todd Randy Riggs  7,050
Arnold & Porter James Cooper  7,000
TOP LAW FIRMS BY PARTICIPATION
Firm Law Firm Solicitor(s) Participation
Bose McKinney & Evans Bryan Babb, Bob Kassing, and Lisa McKinney  100%
Stuart & Branigin Tom McCully and Marianne Mitten Owen  75%
Hackman Hulett Marvin Hackman  75%
Bunger & Robertson Jessica Merkel  72%
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VOLUNTEERS
In 2017, more than 900 alumni and friends volunteered their time in support of 
the Law School’s initiatives. We are honored to recognize them.
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Joshua W. Abel, ’05
Alan Abes
James H. Abney, ’17
Christina M. Abossedgh, ’15
Hon. Shirley (Schlanger)   
 Abrahamson, ’56 
Brooke Adams
Kenneth J. Adams, ’00
Steven B. Adams, ’84
Adeyemi Adenrele
Samira Ahmed, ’13
Toshiaki Aiba, ’08
Yazeed al Rabadi
Faisal Al-Wazzab, ’08
Matthew Albaugh
Andrew Albright
Nathan D. Alder, ’95
Katie Aldrich
David J. Alfini, ’00
Nicholas B. Alford, ’14
Amir R. Ali, ’11
Larry Allen
Faris Almalki, ’17
Holly L. Amaya, ’08
Drew C. Ambrose, ’16
William J. Anaya, ’81
Gary J. Anderson, M.D.
Jamie Andree
Angela N. Aneiros, ’09
Holly J. Anspaugh, ’16
Haroon Anwar, ’09
Samuel R. Ardery, ’83
Celeste Arduino
Sarah Armstrong
Ian D. Arnold, ’01
Sonia C. Arnold, ’01
David A. Arthur, ’75
Bruce J. Artim, ’82 
Stephanie A. Artnak, ’07 
M.J. “Mike” Asensio III, ’85
C. Anthony Ashford, ’96
Bryan H. Babb, ’99 
Rebecca L. Bailey 
 Jacobsen, ’06
J. Adam Bain, ’86 
Elizabeth L. Baney, ’07 
Rammy G. Barbari, ’14
Hon. Sarah Evans Barker  
Kellie M. Barr, ’06
M. Scott Bassett, ’86 
Jarrett A. Baughman, ’16
Caleb J. Bean, ’14
Stephen W. Beard, Jr., ’98 
Robert H. Beatson, ’13
Alyssa Beattie Rogers, ’04
Kate Beatty
Renee M.T. Beaver, ’08
Alan W. Becker, ’81
Christopher Becker
Lucy B. Bednarek, ’99
Jerilyn Bell
Michele Bendekovic
Anne A. Bennett, ’91 
Maria E. Bennett, ’08 
Micah B. Bennett, ’14
Ian R. Bensberg, ’16
Caitlin Berberich
Benjamin P. Beringer, ’90
Adam J. Berlin, ’99
Martine Romy Bernard-
 Tucker, ’11
Bradley M. Bernau, ’06
Emily Berttucci
Andrew W. Beyer, ’08
Megan E. Binder, ’16
Amanda L. Black, ’15
Kim Blanchet
Nicholas R. Blesch Clark, ’08 
Dave Blickenstaff
Alexandra J. Block, ’13
Christopher A. Bloom, ’75 
Jack A. Bobo, ’96 
Mindy L. Boehr, ’08 
Megan B. Boelstler, ’14
Aleasha Boiling
Nicholas S. Bolduc, ’16
Kasey Bond
Peter Boonjarern
Hannah R. Bornstein, ’07
Sara Yang Bosco, ’83
Ellen E. Boshkoff, ’90
Brian Bouggy
Kellye J. Bowers, ’98
Neal Bowling
Andrew Boxberger
A. James Boyajian, ’10
Eric E. Boyd, ’86
Kevin Boyle
Jenai Brackett
Neal Brackett
Chad J. Bradford, ’02
Julianne Brainard
Richard M. Bramer, ’91
Carly A. Brandenburg, ’07
Robert C. Brandt, Jr., ’02
Bradley C. Brasser, ’00
Rebecca Brawner
Terry M. Brennan, ’95
Elizabeth Brier
Mary Beth (Kleiser) 
 Brody, ’76 
William J. Brody, ’76 
Melanie Broome, ’16
Alan Brown
Darla S. Brown, ’88
Dianne Brown
Hon. Elaine B. Brown, ’82
Kevin D. Brown
Joseph L. Brownlee, ’72 
Amanda Brummel
Carmen L. Brun, ’05
Laura S. Buchanan, ’17
George E. Buckingham, ’63 
Erin N. Buerger, ’16
Lauren P. Buford, ’07
Enkhbold Bukhchuluun, ’12
Joseph T. Bumbleburg, ’61
Matthew E. Burkhart, ’14
Stephen F. Burns, ’68 
Andrew B. Buroker, ’89 
Meghan A. Burton, ’13
Amanda E. Bushemi, ’12
Trish Bushey
Eleanor P. Cabrere, ’93 
Chay P. Cain, ’13
Viki Cain
Brandon T. Callahan, ’14
Thomas D. Cameron, ’11
Nicole F. Cammarota,  ’04
Becky Canary-King
Francesca M. Cardillo, ’15
Johnna K. Carey, ’16
James C. Carlino, ’85
Hon. James M. Carr, ’75 
Willard Z. Carr, ’50 
Jerry U. Carter, II, ’13
Ralph Caruso
Scott Carvo
April Caserta
Kristen D. Casey, ’15
Kyle A. Cassidy, ’11
Gregory A. Castanias, ’90 
Matthew P. Castelli, ’15
David V. Ceryak, ’91
Mary Chavez-Culkins
Alexandra E. Chitwood
Hee Jin Cho, ’00
Margaret “Meg” M. 
 Christensen, ’07
Abigail A. Clapp, ’99
Christina L. Clark, ’08 
David W. Clark, ’05 
Rachael N. Clark, ’05
Rachel E. Clark, ’07
Shannon L. Clark, ’95
Brian P. Clifford, ’06
Christal J. Coakley, ’08 
Pamela S. Coffey, ’94
Shannon M. Cohen, ’02
Jeremy Cole
Rachel E. Collins, ’15
Will Collins
Kiamesha Colom
Daniel O. Conkle
Catherine A. Conway, ’78 
Timothy M. Conway, ’85 
Jessie A. Cook, ’79
James L. Cooper, ’91
John T. Cooper, ’92 
David E. Corbitt, ’97 
Braden K. Core, ’06
Claudia Cortes
Jason W. Cottrell, ’04
Jordan L. Couch, ’15
Greta E. Cowart, ’85 
Amber L. Cox, ’06
Neville Cox
Reid A. Cox, ’00
Gregory B. Coy, ’95
Darren A. Craig, ’04
Robert Croft
Stanley W. Crosley, ’94
Patrick S. Cross, ’93 
Tom Cross
Kathleen B. Cullum, ’16
Michael J. Cunningham, ’89
Hon. Gonzalo P. Curiel, ’79
Dan Currell
Courtney E. Curtis, ’04
James W. Curtis, Jr., ’71 
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Joseph R. Dages, ’11
Proloy K. Das, ’00
Rachel A. Davakis, ’14
Kristen J. Davee, ’14
Lisa D. Davidson, ’98
Amy E. Dawson, ’92
Rian C. Dawson, ’16
Michael T. Deam, ’89
Paul A. Dean, ’98
Shane D. Deaton, ’04 
Laura Debney
Kimberly DeBoer
Kathryn DeBord
Alecia A. DeCoudreaux, ’78 
Thomas E. Deer, ’94 
Donald D. DeGrasse, ’79
Hunter G. DeKoninck, ’15
Ann M. DeLaney, ’77 
Kathleen A. DeLaney, ’95 
Marshall C. Derks, ’93
Erica L. De Santis, ’96  
John C. DeVoe, ’90
Hon. Mary Ellen Diekhoff, ’86 
Lauren E. Dimmitt, ’11
Daniel A. Dixon, ’12
Carrie Doehrmann
Melissa Doell
Adam R. Doerr, ’14
Kyle E. Doherty-Peters, ’13
Lucy Dollens
Sarah V. Domin, ’14
Donald P. Dorfman, ’57 
Jordan R. Downham, ’16
Thomas G. Drennan, ’01
Kiply S. Drew, ’89
Jesse R. Drum, ’13
Erin Drummy
Jason Du Mont
Robert A. Dubault, ’95 
Shakeba DuBose, ’04 
Joseph C. Dugan, ’15
Laura Jane Durfee, ’09
David P. Durm, ’98
Emily Eads
Ross D. Eberly, ’09 
Kelly J. Eberspecher, ’98
Justin M. Edge, ’16
Amanda R. Elizondo, ’11
Michael D. Engber, ’67 
John Erikson
Philip C. Eschels, ’83
Barbara Eustice
Lauren N. Falk, ’15
Ommid C. Farashahi, ’96
P. Stephen Fardy, ’94 
Troy D. Farmer, ’97 
Penelope S. Farthing, ’70 
Darcie L. Fawcett, ’04
Michael Fazio
Jason Feder, ’14
Jill M. Felkins, ’07
David L. Ferguson, ’81
Jim Feroli
Jeremy Fetty
Kyle D. Fields, ’13
Lucas M. Fields, ’12
Courtney Figg
Marc Fine
Christina M. Finn, ’06
Mindy A. Finnigan, ’02
Bradley M. Fischer, ’06
John P. Fischer, ’97 
Anne M. Fishbeck, ’13
Larry R. Fisher, ’68 
Thomas G. Fisher, ’65
Thomas M. Fisher, ’94
James F. Fitzpatrick, ’59 
Scott N. Flanders, ’82 
Michael E. Flannery, ’83 
John S. Fleming, ’12
Hector L. Flores, ’83 
Timothy C. Flowers, ’11
Riley H. Floyd, ’16
Patrick M. Foley, ’13
Robert Foos
Steven D. Forry, ’02 
Daniel P. Fowler, ’95
Sarah Fowler
Michelle C. Fox, ’17
Shannon S. Frank, ’90
Dorothy J. Frapwell, ’73 
Caroline Fredrickson
Thomas G. French, ’16
Eric A. Frey, ’67 
Ross J. Friedman, ’13
James Fry
Luis Fuentes-Rohwer
Kazuo Fukuda
Jeffrey Furminger, ’16
Matthew T. Furton, ’95 
Alexandra Fuson
Matthew S. Fuss, ’16
Thomas P. Gannon
Alex Garel-Frantzen
Robert A. Garelick, ’66 
Kristin L. Garner, ’15
Philip C. Genetos, ’77 
Jacob A. German, ’14
Jackie Gessner
Bonnie K. Gibson, ’78
Dominic W. Glover, ’97
Jane E. Glynn, ’07
Heidi G. Goebel, ’97
Elizabeth Goitein
Harry L. Gonso, ’73
Rainier Gonzalez, ’98 
Ginger Gooch
Cedric A. Gordon, ’13
Jazzmin L. Gordon, ’16
Emma K. Gormley, ’16
Daniel J. Goshorn, ’08
Michael H. Gottschlich, ’91
Morgyn L. Graber, ’16
Mark B. Gramelspacher, ’90 
Carl A. Greci, ’93
J. Patrick Green, ’15
Beth K. Greene, ’82
David E. Greene, ’74 
Lisa Grier
Alex E. Gude, ’09 
Matthew R. Gutwein, ’88 
Francisco Guzman, ’14
Nicholas M. Haering, ’13
Christine N. Habeeb, ’08
Akram Habibullah
Marvin L. Hackman, ’59 
Stephen J. Hackman, ’84 
Mark A. Hagedorn, ’98 
Joshua D. Hague, ’98
Meaghan E.  Haller, ’10
Kevin M. Halter, ’07
Shu Hamba, ’00
Hon. David F. Hamilton  
Thomas M. Hamilton, Jr., ’69  
S. Sean  Hamner, ’16
Kara A. Hancuff, ’07
Hon. Kelsey B. Hanlon, ’12
Jeanette Hanna-Ruiz, ’04
Ryann S. Hardman, ’06
Stephen M. Harper, ’11
Daniel P. Harris, ’84
Herbert D. Hart III, ’77 
Nathan W. Harter IV, ’13
Brian Hartstein
Blake R. Hartz, ’12
Katie Harvey
Salim A.  Hasan, ’92
Eldin Hasic, ’15
Gabriel A. Hawkins, ’02
Augustavia (Johnson)   
 Haydel, ’85 
Leslie B. (Prill) Hayden, ’11
Nancy L. Haynes, ’93
Julie Head
Zachary S. Heck, ’14
Laura N. Heft, ’12
Michael E. Heintz, ’03
Fredric J. Helms, ’73
Marcus Heminger
Jane A. Henegar, ’88
Steven T.  Henke, ’15
Robert Henson, ’10
Mitchell Heppenheimer
William C. Hermann, ’90
Greg Hermanson
Jennifer M. Hesch, ’08 
Kandi Hidde
Jeremy E. Hill, ’99
Michael J. Hinchion, ’80 
Morgan Hirst
Elizabeth  A. Hobbs, ’97
Anthony S. Hobson, ’15
James H. Hoeksema, Jr., ’89
Pamela Hoekwater
Hon. E. Michael Hoff, Jr., ’75
Paul R. Hogan, ’09 
Edward Holloran
Darrick J. Hooker, ’00 
Renea E. Hooper, ’05 
Christopher Edwin Hopkins  
 Gillispie, ’11
Tony Hornbach
Jason O. Howard, ’13
Logan C. Hughes, ’04
Andrew W. Hull, ’86 
V. William Hunt, ’69 
Sarah Hurdle
Ryan M. Hurley, ’03
Jason L. M. Hurst, ’09
Benjamin D. Ice, ’01
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Thor Inouye
Cynthia Y. Irani, ’06
Leigh-Erin Irons, ’03
Michala P. Irons, ’09
R. Neil Irwin, ’71 
Jorge P. Ito, ’89
Debra H. Jacobson, ’05
Alyssa James
Jesse J. James, ’11
Joshua H. James, ’14
Robert A. Jefferies, Jr., ’66 
Chris Jensen
Cara M. Johnson, ’13
Danielle K. Johnson, ’13
Gail Johnson
Leif K. Johnson, ’12
Mark D. Johnson, ’90
Haley A. Johnston, ’16
R. William Jonas, Jr., ’81 
Eric B. Jones, ’16
Gregory J. Jordan, ’84 
Bina Joshi
Caitlin F. Judge, ’15
Thomas K. Juffernbruch, ’95
Anne Junia
Randal J. Kaltenmark, ’96 
Hon. Michael S. Kanne, ’68 
Rachel Kaplan
Jun Ha Kang, ’04
Jonathan D. Karelitz, ’05
Afzal Karim
Robert P. Kassing, ’64 
Matthew D. Kellam, ’01 
Hon. Marc Kellams, ’78
Barbara J. Kelley, ’73 
Matthew J. Kelley, ’08
Jason L. Kennedy, ’96
Sarah C. Kessler, ’12
Paula Ketcham
Rajat Khanna, ’14
Mustafa Khasawneh
Nicholas K. Kile, ’90
Daniel Kim
Jason D. Kimpel, ’99
Ryan J. Kinch, ’09
Anna L. King, ’06
Brandon M. King, ’15
Daniel M. Kirwan, ’74
Randy Kiser
James A. Klimek, ’92
Susan Kline
Erica M. Knear, ’17
Donald E. Knebel
Laura J. Koenig, ’07 
Kristine M. Kohlmeier, ’09
Jeffrey Kosc
Larissa E. Koshatka, ’11
Christopher S. Koves, ’08
James S. Kowalik, ’78 
Marcie Kraft
Scott A. Krapf, ’14
Nicole Krol
Steven Kruzel
C. Raj Kumar
Tara Kurtis
Joshua A. Kurtzman, ’14
Jade A. La Croix, ’16
Julie A. Laemmle, ’14
Seth Lahn
Katie Langlois
Tracy T. Larsen, ’84
Lukasz P. Lasek, ’12
V. Samuel Laurin III, ’87  
Adam Law
Karen Laymance
Stephen W. Lee, ’77 
Andrew D. LeMar, ’03
Timothy Lemper
Millard D. Lesch, ’67 
Stanley M. Levco, ’71
Roger Levesque
Nicholas W. Levi, ’03
Alan A. Levin, ’82 
Jonathan M. Levy, ’13
Branch R. Lew, ’82 
Kimberly S. Lewis, ’15
Bruce Yuan-Hao Liao, ’03
Jason Liao, ’07
Troy D. Liggett, ’09 
Yao Lin, ’02
Lance M. Lindeen, ’11
Ilana L. Linder, ’16
Shou Yeh Tony Ling, ’96
Michael S. Linn, ’16
Randy Liss
Karen A. Lloyd, ’83
Timothy Lohrstorfer
Daniel M. Long, ’96
Robert A. Long, ’71 
Arthur A. Lopez, ’83 
Alan R. Loudermilk, ’85 
Kaarin M. Lueck, ’02
David M. Lundeen, ’04
Thomas C. Lunsford, ’02 
Keith Luse
Susan C. Lynch, ’93 
Duncan A. MacDonald, ’69 
Christopher C. Mackey, ’07
John W. Madison, ’02
Simon I. Malinowski,  ’12
Andrew C. Mallor, ’74
Thomas Yunlong Man, ’97
Hon. Elizabeth (Noyes) 
 Mann, ’76 
Alphonso  Manns, ’72 
E. Diane Marshall
LeighAnn Martin
Joseph H. Marxer, ’87
Daniel P. Matheny, ’16
Katy A. Mathews, ’09
Onica R. Matsika, ’16
Aaron O. Matthews, ’01
Brad R. Maurer, ’99
Michael S. Maurer, ’67 
Todd J. Maurer, ’97
Anita Mauro
Chauncey Mayfield
Erin E. McAdams, ’11
Peter C. McCabe III, ’85 
William A. McCarthy, ’16
Chelsey McCory, ’15
Thomas R. McCully, ’66 
Renee (Mawhinney) 
 McDermott, ’78 
Jenny McGinnis
Lindsay McGregor
Kyle P. McHugh, ’15
Hon. Larry J. McKinney, ’69
Lisa C. McKinney, ’92 
R. Bruce McLean, ’71 
David F. McNamar, ’68
Thomas P. McNulty, ’83
Kathleen K. Meehan, ’15
David A. Meek, ’08
Steven P. Mehr, ’12
Robert S. Meitus, ’00 
Russell C. Menyhart, ’03
Jessica L. Merkel, ’06
Kellie Merkel
Clayton C. Miller, ’93 
Daniel R. Miller, ’89
Radhika Miller
Russell Miller
Sonia L. Miller-Van Oort, ’97 
Lloyd H. Milliken, Jr., ’60 
Derek M. Mills, ’03
David C. Milne, ’94 
Hon. Joshua J. Minkler, ’88
Dana L. Miroballi, ’95
Jason T. Mizzell, ’11
Vincent J. Moccio, ’87
Diana Moers
Angela R. (Moudy) 
 Mokodean, ’09
Jeffrey M. Monberg, ’99
Mariangela Monteiro
Martin Montes, ’95 
Burke J. Montgomery, ’99 
David A. Moore, ’04
Ronald J. Moore, ’95 
Stephanie G. Moore. ’89
Bill Mooz
Molly J. Moran, ’98
Carolyn L. Morehouse, ’99
Kelly Morgan
Timothy M. Morrison, ’74
Kevin Morrissey
Trenton B. Morton, ’12
Aminta J. Moses, ’14
Jerry  Moss, ’62 
Amy Moynihan
Adam C. Mueller, ’05
Edward B. “Ned” Mulligan 
 V, ’10 
Andrew S. Murphy, ’13
Robin Murphy
Julie R. Murzyn, ’97
Jeff Muth
Kellen T. Myers, ’09
Hon. Edward W. Najam, Jr. 
Clarine Nardi Riddle, ’74
Angela K. Neboyskey, ’00 
David A. Neboyskey, ’00 
Amy L. Nefouse, ’91
Mark E. Need, ’92 
Paige M. Neel, ’01
Danielle Nellis
Kyle B. Nelson, ’12
Thomas R. Newby, ’87 
Christine Nichols
80
Micah J. Nichols, ’12
Mary Nold Larimore, ’80 
Parwana Noorzad
Jeffrey S. Nowak, ’99
Henry S. Noyes, ’94 
Emily S. O’Connor, ’15
Joseph D. O’Connor, ’78
Matthew J. O’Connor, ’08
Robert S. O’Dell, ’87
Laura C. O’Donnell, ’96
Taghreed Odeh
Michael J. Ogershok, ’14
Jennifer O’Guinn
Cari Ojala
Megan E. Okun, ’13
Scott Oliver
Justin R. Olson, ’13
Bill O’Neill
Kevin M. O’Neill, ’11
Shiv O’Neill, ’01 
Melissa M. Orizondo, ’16
Kathy L. Osborn, ’99
Adelaida Otero
Andrew D. Otis, ’90 
Marianne M. Owen, ’91
William E. Padgett, ’95
Scott Palmer, ’01
Chan Ho Park, ’04
James G. Parker, ’12
Kenneth L. Parker, ’97 
Nicholas R. Parker, ’16
Adam Parks
Gretchen L. Parrish, ’15
Leslie Parrish
Sandip H. Patel, ’96
Davina Patterson Biddle
Stephen H. Paul, ’72 
Jeffrey M. Peabody, ’08
Brian M. Pearson, ’08
Emily M. Pence, ’13
Andrew Perlman
Michael J. Petro, ’88
Tanya R. Pettay, ’07
Mark J. Phillipoff, ’80 
Scott Phillips
Jeanne M. Picht, ’94 
Christopher A. Pierce, ’12
Kristin M. Pinkston, ’08
Paula E. Pitrak, ’14
Alison V. Podlaski, ’16
John L. Pogue, ’69 
Victoria Pool
Keyonn Pope
Cindy L. Porter, ’85
Steven M. Post, ’77
Gregory W. Pottorff, ’11
Lisa A. Powell, ’84 
R. Anthony Prather, ’83 
Jennifer L. Pratt, ’87
Elissa J. Preheim, ’96 
Matthew M. Price, ’93
Noah M. Priluck, ’11
Jamison S. Prime, ’96
Katherine A. Province, ’13
Seth T. Pruden, ’84
Doris L. Pryor, ’03
Johnny D. Pryor, ’02
Philip M. Purcell, ’85
Rubin Pusha, ’12
Hon. Rudolph R. Pyle III, ’00
Elizabeth A. Quill, ’13
Hon. Lori Quillen
Barath Raman
Tom Rammer
Chad E. Ranney, ’12
Patrick W. Rasche, ’93 
Angie Raymond
Ali Razzaghi
Michael N. Red, ’04 
James Reed
Tasha Reed Outlaw, ’02
Jason R. Reese, ’97 
Jonna L. Reilly, ’03
Owen D. Reilly, ’14
Rachel Remke
Timothy A. Renfro, ’11
Rodney Retzner
Stephen E. Reynolds, ’08 
Richard S. Rhodes, ’53 
Kimberly Richardson, ’06
James G. Richmond, ’69 
Adam J. Richter, ’05
Timothy J. Riffle, ’83 
Randall R. Riggs, ’77 
William R. Riggs, ’63 
Haddy K. Rikabi, ’16
Michael E. Riskin, ’09
Lee Robbins
Laurie N. Robinson 
 Haden, ’98
Justin D. Roddye, ’11
Hon. Jose M. Rodriguez, 
 Jr., ’80
Gerardo Rodriguez 
 Aguilar, ’13
George R. Rogers, ’94
Michael A. Rogers, ’08 
Ezequiel J. Romero, ’13
Hon. Flerida P. Romero, ’55 
Landyn W. Rookard, ’16
Gavin M. Rose, ’06
Michael Rosiello
Alex Rosselli
Lauren Rothfarb
Michael M. Rouker, ’07
Daniel R. Roy, ’99
Jennifer A. Rulon, ’14
Jay D. Rumbach, ’14
Hon. Loretta H. Rush, ’83
Emily A. Salzmann, ’15
Taylor M. Sample, ’15
Marisol Sanchez, ’02 
Rafael A. Sanchez, ’02 
Steve Sanders  
Christopher Saporita, ’03
C. Frazier Satterly, ’10
Matt Schantz
Matt Schappa
Ari Scharg
William J. Schenck, ’94
Todd S. Schenk, ’95
April R. Schilling, ’98
Jessica Schnelker
Thomas F. Schnellenberger,  
 Jr., ’79 
Erin R. Schrantz, ’00
Megan E. Schroeder, ’10
Jacob B. Schtevie, ’07
Blake Schultz
Frederick W. Schultz, ’96
Matthew T. Schulz, ’10
Justin K. Schwemmer, ’14
Brad Schwer
Glenn  Scolnik, ’78 
Ryan Scott
Zaldwaynaka L. Scott, ’83 
David Scriven-Young
Frank  Seales Jr., ’74 
John E. Seddelmeyer, ’74 
Erica L. Seger, ’03
Randolph L. Seger, ’72 
Leah L. Seigel, ’14
Hon. Bruce M. Selya  
Sunrita Sen, ’17
Hon. William K. Sessions
Anne Seurynck
David B. Shafer
Elizabeth Shaffer
Abrahim J. Shanehsaz, ’14
Ozair M. Shariff, ’12
Rebecca M. Sharon, ’16
Charles D. Shaw, Jr., ’14
Kaitlin Sheets
Andrew P. Shelby, ’08
Mike Showalter
Thomas L. Shriner, Jr., ’72 
Michael D. Shumate  
Elizabeth A. Shuster, ’03
Darin A. Siders, ’01
Lauren Siler
John K. Silk, ’79
Eric S. Silvestri, ’13
Jacqueline A. Simmons, ’79 
Drew T. Simshaw, ’12
Matthew F. Singer, ’04
George Sistevaris, ’87 
Scott A. Skiles, ’15
Gayle L. Skolnik, ’82
Allan T. Slagel, ’88 
Hon. Geoffrey G. 
 Slaughter, ’89 
Stephanie N. Slone, ’16
Allison Smith
Freedom Smith, ’04
George P. Smith, II, ’64 
Joseph L. Smith, Jr., ’95
Lucinda Smith
Marie K. Smith, ’15
Michelle Smith
Paul L. Smith, ’99
Hon. Hugo C. Songer, ’60 
Tiffany L. Sorge Smith, ’07
Justin O. Sorrell, ’12
Lauren C. Sorrell, ’12
Jessica G. Sosa, ’11
Julie A. Spain, ’14
James A. Spangler, Jr., ’14
Torrey D. Spink, ’12
Kathleen St. Louis, ’84  
Catherine B. Stafford
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Dirck H. Stahl, ’93
Theodore C. Stamatakos, ’90 
Julie K. Stapel, ’96
Nathan W. Steed, ’08
Justin Steele
Kara Stein
David R. Steiner, ’89
Simone L. Sterling, ’01
Milton R. Stewart, ’71 
Megan H. Stifel, ’04 
Emily A. Storm-Smith, ’15
Bryan Strawbridge
Gregg E. Strellis, ’98
Ruta Stropus
Terrance Stroud, ’03
Taylor L. Struble, ’16
Hon. Frank E. Sullivan, 
 Jr., ’82 
Jamie M. Sutton, ’17
Jordan Szymialis
Valerie M. Tachtiris, ’03
Phil Terry
Thomas R. TerMaat, ’94
Kevin Tessier, ’96
Jeffrey A. Thinnes, ’84
Allison Thomas
Laura A. Thomas, ’00
Patrick C. Thomas, ’13
Milton O. Thompson, ’79 
Sarah C. Thompson, ’17
Katherine M. Thrapp, ’16
David O. Tittle, ’67 
Courtney R. Tobin, ’92 
Joseph Tomain
Brandon W. Toth, ’15
Elizabeth Trachtman Villa
Joel Tragesser
Mario Treto, Jr., ’12
Thomas J. Treutler, ’01
Andrea R. Trevino, ’03
Bonnie Tunick
Jonathan B. Turpin, ’14
Mary E. Tuuk, ’90 
Benjamin M. Urban, ’13
Thor Y. Urness, ’88
Paul E. Vaglica, ’12
Hon. Nancy Vaidik
Rodney E. Van Ausdal, ’82
Jessica L.  Van Dalen, ’10 
Jennifer M. Van Dame, ’15
Inge M. Van der Cruysse, ’04
John W. Van Laere,’82 
Hon. Salvador Vasquez, ’91 
Cody Vaughn
Hon. Albert J. Velasquez, ’73 
Eugene M. Velazco, Jr., ’77
Brian A. Verbus, ’13
Joshua P. Victor
Hon. Jesse M. 
 Villalpando, ’84 
Donald J. Vogel, ’85 
Samantha G. von Ende, ’16
Amy L. VonDielingen, ’05
Amee Vora
Jeremy S. Votaw, ’13
Steven A. Wade, ’94
Jason P. Wagenmaker, ’06
Ted A. Waggoner, ’78 
Bryce A. Wagner, ’09
Laura M. Walda, ’08
Mallori Waliszewski
Trevor W. Waliszewski, ’15
Denise A. Walker, ’06
Laura Walker
Mary Walsh
Judith A. Waltz, ’81 
Yu Chi (Tony) Wang, ’97
Denise Ware
Jonathan B. Warner, ’06
Rochelle A. Warren 
 Gordon, ’10
Alison R. Waske Sutter, ’06
Lisa Watson
Evan D. Weaks, ’16
Jake Webb
Alonzo Weems, ’95
Joel Weinberger, ’15
Martin N. Weiser, ’06
Brent Welke, ’72
Charlotte F. Westerhaus-
 Renfrow, ’92
Ellen H. Weston, ’96
A. “Nikki” Wethington, ’16
Allison E. Weyand, ’12
Ryan C. Wheeler, ’12
Thomas E. Wheeler, ’87
Kevin Whelan
Craig M. White, ’77
Dana White
Keith E. White, ’83
James L. Whitlatch, ’84 
Lora M. Whitticker, ’02 
Nathaniel S. Widell, ’10
Michael D. Wiese, ’13
Sherry Wilds
Andrew J. Williams, ’11
Brian P. Williams, ’81 
Gerry L. Williams, ’95
Kimberli A. Williams, ’15
Maurice L. Williams, ’06 
Onika K. Williams, ’10
Stacee E. Williams, ’96
Therese M. Williams, ’11
Gordon T. Wilson, ’13
Heather L. Wilson, ’97
Julie P. Wilson, ’99 
Andrew H. Winetroub, ’13
Alan C. Witte, ’70 
Mark S. Wojciechowski, ’81 
Brad E. Wolven, ’98
Hon. Diane P. Wood  
Nancy S. Woodworth, ’05
Jamhal L. Woolridge, ’04
Karen E. Wrenbeck, ’12
Jennifer Wright
Mark E. Wright, ’89 
Cathleen D. Wyatt, ’15
Jonathan F. Yates, ’01
Ryan J. Yates, ’10
Mukhit Yeleuov, ’06
Pete R. Yonkman, ’98
Hongsun Yoon, ’02 
Hon. Richard L. Young  
Briana F. Yuh, ’16
Adam D. Zacher, ’16
Fatema Zanzi
Karina Zazueta Esparza, ’14
James P. Zeller, ’76
Mahja D. Zeon, ’14
KIMBERLING SOCIETY 
In November 2009, the Law School honored Jack Kimberling, JD ’50,* for his 
generosity and vision by creating The Kimberling Society: a special group of donors 
who have made arrangements to support the Law School in their estate planning.  
Membership in the Kimberling Society is open to all who make or have made a planned 
or deferred gift commitment to the Law School. This is accomplished by naming 
the IU Maurer School of Law as a beneficiary through a bequest in a will, charitable
remainder uni-trust or annuity trust, pooled income fund, charitable gift annuity, 
life insurance, retirement plan, or other life-income arrangements. Members in the 
Kimberling Society are automatically included in the IU Foundation’s planned giving 
society, the Arbutus Society. 
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We are pleased to recognize and thank the members 
of the Kimberling Society:
Anonymous (6)
John J. Adams
Alfred Aman, Jr., and Carol Greenhouse
Lowell E. and Bonnie F. Baier
J. Adam Bain
Frederick A. Beckman*
Virgil Beeler
Samuel R. “Chic” Born II and Brenda Born
F. Wesley Bowers
Mary B. (Kleiser) Brody
William J. Brody and Bronwen L. Cound
Charles E. and Jean Bruess
Thomas E. Burchfield
Hon. James and Angela Carr
Willard and Margaret Carr
Fred H. and Beth Cate
Charles and Karen Cohen
Richard J. and Betty J. Darko
Richard and Mary Davis
Alecia A. DeCoudreaux and Jose Andrade
Ann and Edward DeLaney
Francina A. and Stephen R. Dlouhy
Clarence and Judith Doninger
Donald P. Dorfman
Robert P. and Darlene Duvin
Mrs. Gordon S. Eslick
Sherry A. Fabina-Abney and Douglas S. Abney 
Scott N. and Linda A. Flanders
Dorothy J. Frapwell
Elizabeth A. Frederick
Hon. Ezra H. and Linda H. Friedlander
Robert and Susan Garelick
Philip and Dorothea Genetos
Bonnie K. Gibson and Jeffery W. Winkler
Frank* and Donna R. Gilkison
Harry and Lucy Gonso
David E. Greene and Barbara J. Bealer
Bernard* and Kathleen Harrold
William C. Hermann
Elwood “Bud” and Carol L.* Hillis
Sarah Jane Hughes and A. James Barnes
V. William and Nancy Hunt
R. Neil and Michele Irwin
Harvey M. Kagan
Arthur P.* and Sue A. Kalleres
Robert P. and Troy Kassing
Barton and Judy Kaufman
James and Diana Kemper
Robert and E. Carol Kixmiller
John Kyle and Marcia Dunne-Kyle
Frederick N. Kopec and Cynthia Kazen Kopec
Linda L. Lanam
Mary N. and James T. Larimore
Douglas and Minda Lehman
Millard D. Lesch
Michael J. and Michaeleen Lewinski
Larry and Sherry Linhart
Robert A. and Susan J. Long
Hon. Susan L. Macey and Matthew G. Parsell
Michael S. “Mickey” and Janie Maurer
R. Bruce McLean and Rachel A. Adams
Thomas R. and Susan C. McCully
Thomas M. and Susan M. McGlasson
Robert H. and Shelley McKinney
Clayton C. Miller
Jeanne S. Miller
P. Michael Mitchell
Jerry and Anne Moss
Byron and Margaret Myers
Hon. Edward W. Najam, Jr.
Rory and Pamela O’Bryan
Peter L. and Sandra S. Obremskey
Stephen H. and Deborah L. Paul
James and Helen Petersen
Jeffrey Petrich and Leslie Mead
Kirk A. and Melinda K.* Pinkerton
Bruce and Linda Owen Polizotto
Timothy J. Riffle and Sarah M. McConnell
Richard S. and Judith Mayer Rhodes
William R. and Gloria A. Riggs
Hugh A. and Debra A. Sanders
Glenn and Donna H. Scolnik
Randolph L. and Mary E. Seger
James A. and Rebecca L. Shanahan
Brian J. and Sarah R. Shapiro
Gene R. and Marguerite R. Shreve
Robert J. and Gayle A. Shula
George P. Smith, II
Richard E. and Carol L. Stahl
Milton R. and Judi Stewart
Hon. Frank Sullivan, Jr. and Cheryl Sullivan
Hon. John D. Tinder and Jan M. Carroll
David O. and Susie D. Tittle
Kenneth L. Turchi
Leslie E. Vidra and Jerry L. Ulrich
Ted A. and Nancy K. Waggoner
Sharon A. Wildey
Margaret A. Williford and Gregory Lyman
Kenneth and Louise Yahne
* Deceased
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Before 1960
McKinney awarded honorary degreee
Robert H. McKinney , ’51, received an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree at 
IUPUI’s commencement on May 12. He is the former chairman and CEO of First Indiana 
Corporation and currently chair of the McKinney Family Foundation, which focuses 
on environmental stability in Indiana. McKinney is a member of the Academy of Law 
Alumni Fellows and former president of the IU Board of Trustees.
Hon. Lee H.  Hamilton, ’56, spoke at DePauw University about “Restoring Civility.” 
He appeared with former Senator Richard Lugar (R–Ind.) and focused on working 
together to improve our democracy.
Elmore family recognized as a 2018 IU Partner in Philanthropy
The Elmore family has been included among the Indiana University Foundation’s 
2018 Partners in Philanthropy. The Elmores have been connected with IU for three 
generations. David Elmore, ’58 (bottom photo), also received his bachelor’s degree from 
IU and is a longtime member of the IUF board of directors. David’s son, DG Elmore, 
JD/MBA ’84, is a member of the Law School’s Business Law Advisory Board. Their gift 
to establish the Elmore Entrepreneurship Law Clinic and Elmore Family Scholarships 
kick-started the Law School’s very successful Matching the Promise campaign. In 
addition to providing their own financial support, David and DG serve as role models 
and mentors to IU students. The third generation of Elmores continues to value the 
importance of IU degrees: Lauren Elmore and Gant Elmore earned their JD/MBAs 
in 2014 and 2016, respectively. The Elmores also graciously support the Kelley School 
of Business.
1960s
Carl E. Ver Beek, ’62, was honored as a Local Peacemaker at the Dispute Resolution 
Center of West Michigan “resolve it!” dinner. Ver Beek was recognized for his hundreds 
of volunteer hours as a mediator for the center, helping people resolve a wide variety 
of disagreements, both at the center and onsite at local courts. Ver Beek is of counsel 
at Varnum in Grand Rapids, Mich. He is a member of the Law School’s Academy of Law 
Alumni Fellows.
James E. Bourne, ’65, has opened the James Bourne Gallery in New Albany, Ind., to 
showcase local artists.
Michael S. Maurer, ’67, has created 25 crosswords that have been published in the 
New York Times. His 25th puzzle also ran in the Feb. 14 edition of the Bloomington 
Herald-Times and was a collaboration with Sen. Joe Donnelly (D–Ind.). 
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Ferguson receives honorary degree
Stephen L. Ferguson, ’66, was awarded an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree 
during Indiana University’s undergraduate commencement on May 5. He is chairman 
of Cook Group Incorporated, a family of businesses focused on medical devices, life 
sciences, property management, resorts, and services businesses. Ferguson is a mem-
ber of the Academy of Law Alumni Fellows and a longtime IU trustee.
1970s
Hon. Ronald S. Reinstein, ’73, who retired after 22 years as a judge on the Superior 
Court of Arizona, and then unretired to become judicial consultant to the Arizona 
Supreme Court, was recently honored with the Chief Justice’s Award for Outstanding 
Contributions to the Arizona Courts. He also was named a Fellow of the Morrison 
Institute for Public Policy at Arizona State University. Reinstein is a member of the 
Academy of Law Alumni Fellows.
Frost Brown Todd has announced that Thomas L. Davis, ’75, was awarded the 
recognition “Lawyer of the Year” for personal injury litigation — defendants by The Best 
Lawyers in America 2018. Davis works in the firm’s Indianapolis office.
O’Neill McFadden & Willett LLP has announced that Kirk A. Pinkerton, ’75, has joined 
the firm’s Schererville, Ind., office as of counsel. Pinkerton focuses his practice in cor-
porate, health care, and tax law. 
DeCoudreaux joins former FLOTUS for Women’s Fund event
Alecia A. DeCoudreaux, ’79, moderated a conversation with Michelle Obama at 
Bankers Life Fieldhouse in Indianapolis. DeCoudreaux is a founding board member 
of the Women’s Fund of Central Indiana, which hosted the event.
Frost Brown Todd has announced that Jeffrey S. Dible, ’79, was awarded the recogni-
tion “Lawyer of the Year” for trusts and estates by The Best Lawyers in America 2018. 
Dible works in the firm’s Indianapolis office.
Academy of Law Alumni Fellows member Milton O. Thompson, ’79, spoke with Bill 
Benner and the Building Owners’ and Managers’ Association of Indianapolis, Inc., at 
the event, “How Sports Built Indy.”
1980s
Governor Eric Holcomb has appointed Corinne R. Finnerty, ’81, to the State Ethics 
Commission. Her term will expire at the end of 2021. Finnerty is a partner at McConnell 
& Finnerty in North Vernon, Ind.
The Indiana University McKinney School of Law awarded Frank E. Sullivan, Jr., ’82, 
the Black Cane Award for Outstanding Professor at this year’s Barrister’s Ball. 
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Philip B. McKiernan, ’83, was recognized by Indianapolis Mayor Joe Hogsett, ’81, for 
his volunteer work with the Indiana 211 Partnership by designating November 29 as 
“Phil McKiernan Day.” McKiernan is a partner at Ice Miller in Indianapolis.
Rush to lead nationwide opioid task force
Indiana Supreme Court Chief Justice Loretta H. Rush, ’83, has been tapped to lead a 
nationwide effort by co-chairing a national task force designed to address the ongoing 
opioid epidemic in the country and its impact on the justice system. The task force 
will meet and employ a number of strategies to achieve its goal, including convening 
representatives from state and federal government and key national organizations to 
share existing strategies, creating partnerships with entities addressing the impact 
of opioids on children, developing guiding principles that state courts can use for 
successful collaboration among treatment providers, and creating a checklist of 
state legislation, policy, and court rules that aid or inhibit response efforts. The task 
force was established by the Conference of Chief Justices and the Conference of State 
Court Administrators. 
M.J. “Mike” Asensio, ’85 and Greta Cowart, ’85, are co-authors of an article published 
in a variety of Bloomberg/BNA’s publications. The article is titled, “When is Your ERISA 
Plan or Flexible Benefit Plan Not Good Enough to Be a Bona Fide Plan?” Asensio is a 
partner at Baker & Hostetler in Columbus, Ohio, and Cowart is a shareholder at Winston 
PC in Dallas.
Illinois Governor Bruce Rauner has appointed Rodger A. Heaton, ’85, as his chief 
of staff.
Lewis Wagner LLP has announced that Michael J. Lewinski, ’85, has joined the 
Indianapolis firm as a partner. Lewinski’s primary practice area involves real estate 
litigation matters.
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP has announced that partner Richard O. Kissel II, ’85, 
is listed in the Private Wealth Law — Indiana category in the recently released 2017 
edition of Chambers High Net Worth (HNW), a publication specifically aimed at the 
international private wealth market. Kissel focuses his practice on the areas of estate, 
business succession and charitable planning and gifting, as well as tax, corporate 
transactions, buy-sell agreements, employee benefits, and other matters affecting 
closely-held businesses. 
Hon. John M. Hamilton, ’86, wrote an article for the Washington Post titled, “No City 
Would Ever Pass This Bill.” Hamilton is the mayor of the city of Bloomington, Ind.
Stuart & Branigin LLP has named Thomas B. Parent, ’86, as the firm’s managing 
partner in Lafayette, Ind. As managing partner, Parent will serve as the chief executive 
officer of the firm, providing primary leadership in the areas of strategic planning, 
financial performance, marketing, client satisfaction and firm governance. The 
core of his practice is representing flagship clients in complex business and real 
estate matters. 
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Elliot R. Lewis, ’87, hosted an event at FARMbloomington to support the Thrive by Five 
campaign, which aims to raise money for early childhood education. Lewis is the owner 
and president of Cedarview Management in Bloomington, Ind. 
Trump nominee confirmed as Indiana US Attorney
The U.S. Senate has confirmed one of President Donald Trump’s nominees, Joshua 
J. Minkler, ’88, as the United States Attorney for the Southern District of Indiana, 
which covers roughly the southern two-thirds of the state. Minkler had been the inter-
im US attorney based in Indianapolis since June 2015 after 21 years as an assistant 
US attorney in the office. 
Patricia C. McMath, ’87, was recognized as a Distinguished Life Fellow by the Indianap-
olis Bar Foundation. The award is bestowed upon individuals who have continued to 
show their dedication to the law over their extensive careers. McMath is section chief of 
civil appeals at the Indiana Attorney General’s Office.
The Defense Trial Counsel of Indiana has named its 2018 officers and directors, with 
those chosen to take office January 1, 2018. Michele S. Bryant, ’88, of Wooden 
McLaughlin in Evansville will continue on the board as immediate past-president.
1990s
Andrew D. Otis, ’90, has joined Locke Lord’s New York office as a partner in the firm’s 
environmental section of the real estate and real estate finance practice group. Otis’s 
extensive environmental experience and knowledge will provide greater depth to the 
firm’s nationwide environmental practice. Otis, who previously served as head of the 
environmental group at a prominent firm, provides clients strategic and cost-effective 
solutions to the remediation, permitting and compliance needs. He advises clients 
in the commodity trading, mining and energy sectors, and he has experience in inter-
national arbitrations involving claims outside the United States. He routinely 
helps clients navigate environmental risks, advising on numerous domestic and cross-
border mergers and acquisitions, financings and real estate developments.
Benesch is pleased to announce that David A. Rammelt, ’90, has joined the firm’s 
litigation practice group, where he serves as co-chair of the business litigation group, 
and chair of the firm’s products liability practice group. Rammelt has joined the firm in 
their Chicago office.
Daniel B. Vinovich, ’90, won a three-way race to be elected as the northern Indiana 
attorney representative to the Judicial Nominating Commission and Judicial Qualifi-
cations Commission. Vinovich will succeed John O. Feighner of Fort Wayne and serve 
a three-year term. A partner at Hilbrich Cunningham Dobosz Vinovich & Sandoval LLP, 
he was president of the Indiana State Bar Association from 2012–2013.
John D. Bessler, ‘91, is the author of a new book, The Celebrated Marquis: An Italian 
Noble and the Making of the Modern World. The book was published in January 2018 by 
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Carolina Academic Press in Durham, North Carolina. It tells the story of Cesare 
Beccaria (1738-1794), an Italian aristocrat and economist who shaped the history of 
law and economics.  Called the Italian Adam Smith, Beccaria taught economics in 
Milan before the publication of Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations.  Bessler’s prior 
book on Cesare Beccaria’s life, The Birth of American Law: An Italian Philosopher and 
the American Revolution (2014), was awarded the 2015 Scribes Book Award, an annual 
award presented since 1961 for the best work of legal scholarship published during 
the previous year.
Philippa M. Guthrie, ’91, joined the Law School for Admitted Students’ Day to share her 
story following law school. Guthrie is corporation counsel for the City of Bloomington.
The Thammasat University Faculty of Law has recognized Ladawan Siamharn, ’91, 
for her professional achievements as a Thammasat Distinguished Alumna. She lives 
in Thailand.
Dentons US LLP partner and US chief innovation officer John R. Fernandez, ’92, was 
recognized by Financial Times as one of the top 10 legal innovators for North America.
Stephen M. Koers, ’92, is vice president and general counsel of Sun King Brewing 
Company, which tied for the 15th on Indianapolis Business Journal’s list of Most Popular 
Indianapolis-Area Attractions. Koers is also a partner at Lewis and Wilkins LLP, where 
he focuses his practice on commercial and business litigation, employment law, and 
business formation and business counseling.  
Westerhaus-Renfrow recognized as distinguished alumnus
Charlotte Westerhaus-Renfrow, ’92, was the recipient of this year’s Samuel S. Dargan 
award at the Barrister’s Ball. The award is given to a distinguished alumnus for contin-
ued involvement with the BLSA and Law School communities.
Anthony R. Jost, ’93, was recognized as a Distinguished Life Fellow by the Indianap-
olis Bar Foundation. The award is bestowed upon individuals who have continued to 
show their dedication to the law over their extensive careers. Jost is a partner at Riley 
Bennett & Egloff in Indianapolis.
In June, Indianapolis-based law firm Wooden McLaughlin announced that one of its 
partners, E. Joseph Kremp, ’94, was recognized in Chambers USA: A Guide to America’s 
Leading Lawyers in Business. Kremp specializes in commercial real estate development 
and investments across all asset classes, including structuring complex joint venture 
relationships, private equity placement, public-private partnerships, and mezzanine 
financings. Chambers guides are the culmination of thousands of in-depth interviews 
by the largest research team of its kind and are trusted globally to objectively rank the 
world’s best lawyers and law firms.
Jeffrey L. Novak, ’94, was named to Virginia Governor-elect Ralph Northam’s transi-
tion team. Novak is vice president and deputy general counsel — ethics and compliance 
at Oath, Inc., a subsidiary of Verizon that houses content, advertising platform, and 
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content delivery businesses that reach more than a billion consumers. Novak chairs 
the Northern Virginia Technology Council TechPAC, sits on the board of the Virginia 
Early Childhood Foundation, and previously co-chaired Virginia Attorney General 
Mark Herring’s transition team.  
The Defense Trial Counsel of Indiana has named its 2018 officers and directors, with 
those chosen to take office January 1, 2018. James P. Strenski, ’94, of Cantrell Strenski 
& Mehringer in Indianapolis, was chosen as treasurer.
Gerry L. Williams, ’95, was a presenter at “Career Crafting: Aligning Your Work and 
Your Passion” in Atlanta. Williams is a partner at DLA Piper and is a member of the Law 
School’s Law Alumni Board.
On June 16, 2017, the DC Court of Appeals appointed Elissa J. Preheim, ’96, to serve 
as an attorney member of the Board on Professional Responsibility, effective August 1, 
2017. Preheim had been a committee member from 2009–2016. She is also a 
partner at Arnold & Porter, where she litigates securities, complex commercial, and 
environmental matters, with an emphasis on securities enforcement, class actions, 
and professional liability. 
The Defense Trial Counsel of Indiana has named its 2018 officers and directors, with 
those chosen to take office January 1, 2018. Robert B. Thornburg, ’96, of Frost Brown 
Todd in Indianapolis, will become the 51st president.
Donna A. Fesel, ’97, was recently appointed to be the associate commissioner for 
employee relations at the New York State Office of Children and Family Services.
Sarah E. Freeman, ’97, served on the IU Wells alumni panel at Harlos House to 
discuss legal careers. Freeman is the commissioner for the Indiana Utility Regulatory 
Commission.
Beard named to senior leadership position for global education provider
Adtalem Global Education, a leading global education provider, announced that 
Stephen W. Beard, Jr., ’98, has been named senior vice president and general counsel. 
He will serve on the company’s executive leadership team, reporting to the president 
and CEO. He will also be responsible for strategic leadership and oversight of all legal 
matters impacting the enterprise worldwide. Beard also served as keynote speaker at 
Duff and Phelps General Counsel Symposium.
Small Business Counsel has launched a business-related educational series entitled 
Amped-Up Business Hour to connect its clients with relevant business information 
and tools in a relaxed setting. SBC founder Philip K. Calandrino, ’98, operates the 
boutique business law firm in Winter Park, Fla. The firm’s practice involves a wide 
array of business litigation and transactional work, but has evolved to focus on preven-
tive law, a specialty that involves working with owners of closely held organizations to 
identify and diminish the impact of personal and business litigation risks associated 
with entrepreneurship. 
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Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP is pleased to announce that Chou-il Lee, ’98, has been 
promoted to partner. Lee concentrates his practice on all matters involving litigation 
and municipal representation in the firm’s Indianapolis office.
Governor Eric Holcomb announced that Fredrick D. Payne, ’98, will become commis-
sioner of Indiana’s Department of Workforce Development. Payne joins the department 
after 10 years with Honda Manufacturing of Indiana.
The Thammasat University Faculty of Law has recognized Nitithorn Wongyuen, ’98, 
for his professional achievements as a Thammasat Distinguished Alumnus. Wongyuen 
lives in Thailand.
Colonel Nick Lancaster, ’99, served as the senior military lawyer in Afghanistan last 
year, leading a team of 75 lawyers and paralegals providing legal advice and guidance 
to commanders across Afghanistan assigned to the NATO Resolute Support and US 
Operation Freedom’s Sentinel missions; he is now the director of the Legal Center at the 
Judge Advocate General’s Center and School in Charlottesville, Va.
2000s
Rhoades McKee elected shareholder Suanne Watt Stay, ’00, to the firm’s executive 
committee for a three-year term. Watt Stay will serve as vice president. The executive 
committee is responsible for the firm’s recruitment of lateral and associate attorneys, 
the expansion and implementation of legal services to key targeted industries and 
practice specialties and the oversight of daily operational management. Watt Stay 
practices in the firm’s Grand Rapids, Mich., office.
Emily L. Matthews, ’01, was a speaker at the Indiana Philanthropy Alliance confer-
ence, “Connected, but Different: Empowering Giving Programs across Geographies.” 
Matthews is manager of the Dart Foundation where she oversees all the charitable work 
of the foundation in mid-Michigan, Sarasota, and in approximately thirty domestic and 
international communities.
Treutler-led panel explores IP in a digital world
Thomas J. Treutler, ’01, moderated a panel and provided closing remarks at a work-
shop on “Intellectual Property Enforcement in a Digital World” in Hanoi. Treutler is 
managing director and partner at Tilleke & Gibbins in Vietnam. He serves on the Law 
School’s Global Advisory Board.
Perkins Coie has announced that Christopher K. Veatch, ’01, has joined the firm’s 
white collar and investigations practice group as a partner in the Chicago office. He 
joins the firm from the US Department of Justice, where he was most recently chief 
of the National Security and Cybercrimes Section at the US Attorney’s Office for the 
Northern District of Illinois. 
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Jonathan F. Yates, ’01, and Jeffrey Furminger, ’16, led a continuing legal education 
session on legal developments in block chains. Yates is a partner and Furminger is an 
associate at Mattingly Burke Cohen & Biederman in Indianapolis. 
The Defense Trial Counsel of Indiana has named its 2018 officers and directors, with 
those chosen to take office January 1, 2018. William J. “BJ” Brinkerhoff, ’03, with Katz 
Korin Cunningham in Indianapolis, was elected as a new board member this year.
Governor Eric Holcomb has announced Amy Conner Cornell, ’03, as his appointment 
to the Wabash County Superior Court. Cornell succeeds Hon. Christopher M. Goff, ’96, 
who was appointed to the Indiana Supreme Court in June. Following her graduation 
from law school, Cornell was a judicial clerk to Indiana Supreme Court Justice Brent 
Dickson and later served as an administrative law judge for the Indiana Department 
of Workforce Development and maintained a private practice. 
Cynthia E. Lasher, ’03, served on the IU Wells alumni panel at Harlos House to discuss 
legal careers. Lasher is a partner at Norris Choplin Schroeder in Indianapolis.
Samuel F. Miller, ’03, has opened Bahou Miller PLLC, a boutique intellectual property 
law firm located in Nashville and Brentwood, Tenn. 
Pryor named US District Court magistrate
Hon. Doris L. Pryor, ’03, has been named a magistrate judge for the US District Court 
for the Southern District of Indiana as a magistrate judge. She will be tasked with 
conducting pretrial matters, evidentiary proceedings, trials, and dispositions of civil 
cases. Pryor will serve an eight-year term and will then be eligible for reappointment 
to successive terms. 
David Y. Lee, ’03, Christopher Saporita, ’03, Matthew Silverman, ’03, and Terrance 
Stroud, ’03, met with current students during a New York City career exploration trip. 
The students got a chance to interact with alumni who serve in government positions. 
Tracy N. Betz, ’04, is included in Indianapolis Business Journal’s Forty under 40 list for 
2018. Betz is a partner at Taft Stettinius & Hollister in Indianapolis.
Nicole F. Cammarota, ’04, will be honored by the Kelley School of Business’s Account-
ing Alumni and Friends Recognition Dinner for her outstanding accomplishments as 
a “Four under Forty” recipient. Cammarota is senior counsel for the IRS Office of Chief 
Counsel in New York.
The Thammasat University Faculty of Law has recognized Siriphon Kusonsinwut, ’04, 
for his professional achievements as a Thammasat Distinguished Alumnus. Kusonsin-
wut lives in Thailand.
Alumni Board member Megan H. Stifel, ’04, presented at IU’s School of Global and In-
ternational Studies during a symposium on Sustainable Development: Cybersecurity.
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Elizabeth M. Green, ’05, was recognized as a Distinguished Fellow by the Indianapolis 
Bar Foundation. Green is a partner at Riley Bennett & Egloff in Indianapolis.
Renea E. Hooper, ’05, was recognized as a Distinguished Fellow by the Indianapolis 
Bar Foundation. Hooper is an associate at Scopelitis Garvin Light Hanson & Feary in 
Indianapolis.
Raquel Ramirez Ray, ’05, served on the IU Wells alumni panel at Harlos House to dis-
cuss legal careers. Ray is deputy prosecutor at the Marion County Prosecutor’s Office.
Steven R. Sharpe, ’05, spoke in a small group session for current Indiana Law students 
interested in a public interest career. Sharpe is a senior attorney at the Legal Aid Soci-
ety of Southwest Ohio.
Karen E. Levy, ’06, was at University of California — Berkeley for the Sociology 
Departmental Colloquium Series. She presented “Data Driven,” her research on the 
US trucking industry and workplace surveillance. Levy is an assistant professor at 
Cornell University.
Yoakum Memorial Scholarship advances public interest law 
Holly Yoakum, ‘06, passed away unexpectedly nearly a year ago, but her memory lives 
on in the countless lives she touched. To honor Holly’s legacy of dedication to public 
interest law, her family, classmates, and friends gave to the Law School a one-time 
scholarship to support a student pursuing the public interest issues Holly cared deeply 
about: domestic violence, abuse, and women’s rights. Now, thanks to a recent gift from 
one of her classmates, future Indiana Law students interested in these issues and in 
public interest law will have the opportunity to follow in Holly’s footsteps for years 
to come. Christina Finn, ‘06, has made a $50,000 gift to establish the Holly Yoakum 
Memorial Scholarship endowment. This gift will allow the Law School to award this 
scholarship in perpetuity, and accept donations on behalf of donors who want to sup-
port students pursuing a public interest law career path, or to commemorate Holly’s 
exemplary life. For questions about the Holly Yoakum Memorial Scholarship, contact 
the development office at lawalum@indiana.edu or (812) 855-9700.
Stephanie Artnak Everett, ’07, spoke at the Law School’s Business Law Society’s 
practitioner speakers’ panel. Artnak Everett is legal counsel at Weston Foods U.S., Inc. 
in Brownsburg, Ind.
Elizabeth L. Baney, ’07, hosted the public interest career conversations for our 
current students on a career exploration trip over spring break. Baney is principal for 
FaegreBD Consulting in Washington, DC. She is vice president of the Law School’s 
Law Alumni Board.
The American Bankruptcy Institute has invited William P. Harbison, ’07, as a guest to 
attend the Hon. Eugene R. Wedoff Seventh Circuit Consumer Bankruptcy Conference, 
where he will be recognized for his service and pro bono work for the bankruptcy judges 
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of the Southern District of Indiana. Harbison is an associate at Seiller Waterman LLC in 
Louisville in the firm’s bankruptcy and restructuring group.
Katz, Sapper & Miller has promoted Chad L. Halstead, ’07, to partner. Halstead 
is a member of the firm’s restructuring and bankruptcy services group and 
regularly guides clients through the development and implementation of tax 
structures from which government incentives can be received on a tax-free or 
tax-deferred basis.
Casey M. Holsapple, ’07, spoke at the Law School’s Business Law Society’s practitioner 
speakers’ panel. Holsapple is senior counsel at Duke Energy Corporation in Plainfield.
Fisher & Phillips LLP, a national labor and employment law firm representing 
employers, announces associate David Amaya, ’08, has been promoted to partner. 
Amaya represents clients in a wide range of industries, including healthcare, retail 
and education. His practice is focused on advising employers in both union and 
non-union settings and defending them in a variety of matters, including discrimina-
tion litigation and wage-and-hour class actions. He has been named to San Diego Super 
Lawyers — Rising Stars every year since 2016.
Cohen & Malad, LLP is pleased to announce Michael W. McBride, ’08, has been named 
partner. McBride focuses his practice on commercial, real estate and business mat-
ters. He is an experienced litigator who has represented individuals and businesses 
throughout state, federal and appellate courts. He serves on the board of directors for 
the Indianapolis Bar Foundation and recently served as the chair of the 2017 IBF Law-
yer Links Classic Golf Outing. He is also on the board of directors for the Brebeuf Jesuit 
Preparatory School Alumni Association, currently serving as the board’s treasurer.
Foster Swift attorney Liza C. Moore, ’08, received honorary membership in the 
Michigan Association of Agriscience Educators (MAAE) at their 98th annual banquet 
on November 8 in Lansing. The MAAE banquet recognized excellent agriscience 
teachers from across the state. Honorary membership in the MAAE is granted to those 
who have made distinct contributions to the progress of agriscience and natural 
resources education. Moore served as the 2015 president of the board of directors of 
the Michigan Future Farmers of America Foundation. She is also the current leader 
of the agribusiness practice group at Foster Swift.
Admitted students hear Reynolds’s career journey
Stephen E. Reynolds, ’08, joined the Law School for Admitted Students’ Day to welcome 
the new class and share his story following law school. Reynolds is a partner at Ice 
Miller in Indianapolis. Reynolds also moderated an internet of things CLE breakout ses-
sion with the American Bar Association’s Section of Litigation at its Corporate Counsel 
CLE Seminar.
Phillip “Rocky” T. Scaletta, ’08, was elected partner at Barnes & Thornburg in 
Indianapolis. Scaletta is a member of the intellectual property department, and his 
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practice focuses on patent preparation, prosecution, and associated matters in the 
electrical, computer, and software arts. 
Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed, P.A. has announced that it has promoted 
Laura M. Walda, ’08, to shareholder of the firm. Walda works primarily in the firm’s 
commercial real estate practice, where she focuses on contract and lease negotiation 
and drafting, real estate acquisitions and dispositions, negotiation and structuring 
of credit facilities, and review of title insurance matters. She also has experience in 
commercial litigation focusing on title insurance matters, landlord/tenant disputes, 
and banking litigation.
Colin E. Connor, ’09, has recently been promoted to partner at Plews Shadley Racher & 
Braun in Indianapolis. Connor practices in a variety of areas, including environmental 
litigation, insurance coverage, and health care.
David D. White, ’09, was featured in a story on Modern Counsel titled “Hiring 
Holistically,” in which he talks about his work at DMG MORI USA as corporate counsel 
and the credit he gives for his time working with Lawyer Metrics and his mentor, 
Professor William Henderson.
2010s
Lewis & Kappes has announced that Tabitha L. Balzer, ’10, has been promoted 
to director. Balzer practices in the areas of civil litigation and utilities in the firm’s 
Indianapolis office.
Jamie L. Burnett, ’10, spoke at the Law School’s Business Law Society’s practitioner 
speakers’ panel. Burnett is legal counsel senior at Anthem, Inc., in Indianapolis.
Samuel C. Giesting, ’10, was elected partner at Barnes & Thornburg in Indianapolis. 
Giesting helps clients implement strategies to protect markets for their products and 
to manage patent risks. 
Sean M. Hirschten, ’10, has recently been promoted to partner at Plews Shadley Racher 
& Braun in Indianapolis. Hirschten practices in a variety of areas including insurance 
coverage, complex litigation, environmental and business services.
Cohen & Malad LLP is pleased to announce that Edward “Ned” B. Mulligan V, ’10, has 
been named partner. Mulligan’s practice includes mass tort product liability litigation, 
personal injury, medical malpractice, and business litigation. He has served on multi-
ple trial teams, secured favorable decisions from multiple state and federal trial courts, 
and served in leadership roles in several multi-district litigations and class actions.
An essay written by Brent W. Thompson, ’10, “Modern Tragedy: Strategic Effects of 
the Sicilian Expedition and the Iraq War” was selected for honorable mention by 
Strategy Bridge in their first annual writing contest. Thompson is an attorney for the 
US Army JAG.
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Van Dalen receives Pro Bono Publico award
Jessica L. Van Dalen, ’10, has been presented with the Pro Bono Publico award by the 
Indiana Bar Foundation. This award recognizes an attorney who has dedicated signif-
icant time to ensure that legal services are available to persons who otherwise could 
not afford them, in an effort to promote a more effective delivery of legal services to 
the public. Van Dalen helps solo inventors, small businesses, and start-up companies 
obtain patent protection on their inventions. She has been involved with the IU Maurer 
School of Law IP Clinic since its inception, helping both the students involved with the 
IP clinic gain experience and the clients seeking patent protection to launch their 
businesses. Through the IP Clinic and the Patent Connect for Hoosiers program, she 
has donated as many as 100 hours of pro bono service in one year. Van Dalen is a part-
ner in the Indianapolis office of Faegre Baker Daniels.
Andrea S. Warren, ’10, was elected partner at Barnes & Thornburg in Indianapolis. 
Warren focuses her practice on insurance coverage matters for policyholders 
and complex commercial litigation throughout the United States. She founded the 
Insurance Coverage Section of the Indianapolis Bar Association and served as chair of 
the 2016–2017 Executive Committee. Warren frequently writes and speaks on emerging 
issues and best practices in insurance coverage.
Alexander J. Platte, ’11, has been included in the 2018 ISBA Leadership Development 
Academy class. Platte is an associate at Rothberg Logan & Warsco LLP in Fort Wayne 
and primarily focuses his practice on corporate structuring, business transactions, 
and estate planning and administration.
Elizabeth Steele Schmitt, ’11, has joined Indianapolis law firm Wooden McLaughlin 
as an associate. Schmitt practices in the areas of insurance coverage, insurance 
defense, business litigation, and asbestos litigation. While studying at Indiana Law, 
she published an article in the Federal Communications Law Journal and participated in 
the Sherman Minton Moot Court Competition. 
Bingham Greenebaum Doll LLP has hired James B. Horrey, ’12, as an associate 
in the firm’s Indianapolis office. Horrey is a member of the firm’s corporate services 
department, where he concentrates his practice on mergers and acquisitions and 
corporate law.
Kevin S. McLaughlin, ’12, served as a coach and mentor at the Grand Rapids Startup 
Weekend. McLaughlin is the founder of Crafted Law and helps businesses by protecting 
them through trademark registrations, clear contracts, and innovative legal strategies.
Pusha recognizes Motley in Indiana Lawyer article
Rubin Pusha, ’12, was featured in an article in the Indiana Lawyer titled, “Legal 
Education Still Struggles to Increase Student Diversity.” Pusha described the support 
he received from then-Assistant Dean of Admissions Frank Motley and how it 
influenced his decision to stay at Indiana University. Pusha is an associate at Barnes 
& Thornburg in Indianapolis.
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The Louisville Voice-Tribune, in partnership with the Community Foundation of 
Louisville, recently recognized Stites & Harbison PLLC attorney Ozair M. Shariff, ’12, 
in the inaugural class of New Voice in Philanthropy 2017. Shariff was among the five 
young professionals honored with this award presented by Delta Dental. They each 
received a $1,000 grant to be given to their chosen nonprofit. Shariff selected the 
Muhammad Ali Center as his grant recipient as he was nominated for his role as a board 
member there. Shariff is a member of Stites & Harbison’s health care service group. His 
practice is devoted to a wide range of issues affecting health care providers. He focuses 
on regulatory, compliance, privacy and data security, physician contracting, antitrust, 
and general transaction matters.
Outside of the firm, Shariff serves the Muhammad Ali Center as a member of its board 
of directors and a member of the curation, education and exhibits committee and as 
the chair of its Collections Committee. Additionally, he serves as a member of the board 
of trustees at the Speed Art Museum, a board member of Doctors & Lawyers for Kids, 
a director at the Pendennis Club, a member of the Community Leadership Council at 
the Falls of the Ohio Foundation, and an at-large member on the Executive Council of 
Indiana University’s national Alumni Association.
Justin O. Sorrell, ’12, has been included in the 2018 ISBA Leadership Development 
Academy Class. Sorrell is an associate at Riley Bennett & Egloff in Indianapolis, where 
he represents and advises clients in several areas of litigation, including worker’s com-
pensation, premises liability, contract disputes, veterinary malpractice, collections, 
and appellate advocacy. 
Lauren C. Sorrell, ’12, has been included in the 2018 ISBA Leadership Development 
Academy Class. Sorrell is a senior associate at Krieg DeVault LLP in Indianapolis, where 
she is a member of the litigation, creditors’ rights, and bankruptcy practice groups. She 
is a member of the Law School’s Young Alumni Steering Committee.
Treto awarded two honors
Mario Treto, Jr., ’12, has received two honors in 2018. He was selected to receive the 
Hispanic National Bar Association’s HNBA Top Lawyers under 40 award. He was 
chosen as one of 33 nationwide to receive the award. He was also named on a list of “40 
Latino Leaders under 40” by Chicago-based Hispanic business publication Negocios 
Now. Treto is the assistant city attorney for the city of Evanston, Ill. He is a member of 
the Law School’s Young Alumni Steering Committee.
Jennifer (Hepp) Bishop, ’13, has recently formed a new firm with two associates, KLB 
Business Law, PC, in Great Falls, Mont. Bishop offers legal services with particular 
emphasis in business entity formation and operation, commercial transactions, real 
estate, estate planning, and probate.
Swanson, Martin & Bell, LLP is pleased to welcome Clement D. Warr, Jr., ’13, as an 
associate. Warr joins the firm’s St. Louis office to focus on asbestos litigation and toxic 
tort litigation.
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J. Mario Arango, ’15, was a contestant on the first season of Telemundo’s show, 
MasterChef Latino. Arango is a law fellow in the IU Office of the Vice President and 
General Counsel and specializes in intellectual property and cybersecurity.
Brian P. Bartish, ’15, has joined the Cincinnati office of BakerHostetler as an associate. 
He focuses his practice on privacy and data security, combining his experience and 
knowledge of business compliance and the technical field to understand his clients’ 
businesses and their privacy implications.
Scott R. Breen, ’15, was featured in the Indiana University School of Public and 
Environmental Affairs Magazine in an article titled, “Sustainability Defined.” Breen is 
a senior coordinator in the US Chamber of Commerce Foundation’s Sustainability and 
Circular Economy Program.
Jordan L. Couch, ’15, has written an article for the American Bar Association titled, 
“Twitter for Lawyers.” Couch is an attorney and the cultural ambassador at Palace Law 
in University Place, Washington.
Bass, Berry & Sims has hired Taylor M. Sample, ’15, as an associate to their 
Nashville office. Sample represents clients in government actions, investigations, and 
related litigation. 
Jarrett A. Baughman, ’16, has joined Faegre Baker Daniels LLP as an associate in 
Indianapolis. 
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP has announced that Cassandra L. Elrod, ’17, has joined 
the firm’s Indianapolis office as an associate. She focuses her practice on intellectual 
property and litigation matters.
Bingham Greenebaum Doll LLP has hired Jessica O. Laurin, ’17, as an associate in the 
firm’s Indianapolis office. Laurin is a member of the firm’s litigation department, where 
she brings experience in tort issues and contracts.
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease is pleased to welcome Eric E. Leist, ’17, to the firm’s 
Columbus, Ohio office. Leist will practice in the labor and employment group.
Ice Miller has hired Vontarez J. Lovan, ’17, as an associate in the business group in 
Indianapolis. Lovan concentrates his practice in the areas of mergers and acquisitions, 
private equity transactions, commercial contracts, regulatory compliance, and general 
corporate matters.
Varnum has hired Justin K. Ooms, ’17, as an associate in the Grand Rapids office. 
Ooms works with the corporate practice team, focusing on mergers and acquisitions, 
business formation, and securities law matters.
Kristin N. Riebsomer, ’17, spoke in a small group session for current Indiana Law 
students interested in a public interest career. She is an attorney at the Legal Aid 
Society of Greater Cincinnati.
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Ice Miller has hired Annie Xie, ’17, as an associate in the real estate group in Indianapo-
lis. Xie assists clients in all areas of real estate transactions.
IN MEMORIAM
Retired Supreme Court Associate Justice Flerida Ruth P. Romero, ’55, died on Friday, 
Dec. 8, at the age of 88. Born in Tondo, Manila, she received her law degree from the 
University of the Philippines College of Law in 1952, and her LLM from Indiana Law in 
1955. Prior to her appointment to the Supreme Court, Romero served as director and 
dean of the UP School of Labor and Industrial Relations from 1962–1963. Romero 
became a special assistant of former President Corazon Aquino following the 1986 
EDSA revolution. She served as secretary general of the 1986 Constitutional Commis-
sion. Aquino then appointed Romero to the high court as a replacement of Associate 
Justice Abraham Sarmiento in 1991. Romero retired on Aug. 1, 1999 after reaching the 
compulsory retirement age of 70.
Frederick F. “Buck” Thornburg, ’68, age 77, died on September 19th, 2017. He was 
born February 10, 1940 in Mishawaka, Indiana, to James Fletcher Thornburg and 
Margaret Major Thornburg. He is survived by his wife, Patricia Malloy Thornburg, and 
four children: Dr. James Brian Thornburg, Christopher J. Herndon, C. Kevin Thornburg 
and Christian Sean Thornburg, as well as by 14 grandchildren whom he dearly loved. 
His sister and brother-in-law, Karin and William Brown, and brother and sister-in-law, 
James O. Thornburg and Mary Dunbar, also survive him. 
Thornburg’s career history and contributions to the community left a distinguished 
mark in the fields of law, industry, and academia. He was a member of the Phi Gamma 
Delta Fraternity and graduated from DePauw University with a BA in Economics and 
immediately after served two years as a teacher and coach in Colombia as a Peace 
Corps volunteer. Thereafter, he continued his educational endeavors as an honor stu-
dent at the Graduate School of Economics and Finance at the University of Notre Dame, 
followed by a JD, magna cum laude, from the Maurer School of Law. While in law school, 
he was admitted into the Order of the Coif, held the Charles Halleck Scholarship, and 
was elected associate editor-in-chief of the Indiana Law Journal. After serving as law 
clerk to the Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, 
Hon. John S. Hastings, ’24, Thornburg practiced law for several years as an associate 
and partner with the multistate law firm Thornburg, McGill, Deahl, Harman, Carey and 
Murray (now Barnes & Thornburg). 
Transitioning into the corporate world, he served on the board of directors and was the 
executive vice president and chief administrative officer of the Wackenhut Corpora-
tion, a multinational New York Stock Exchange company with operations in 66 coun-
tries and approximately 88,000 employees worldwide. After retiring from the business 
world, Thornburg focused on academia, serving as vice president of institutional 
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advancement and general counsel for St. Thomas University, where he successfully 
directed the university’s legal affairs and managed the rebuilding of its athletic, 
development, alumni, and public relations departments. 
During retirement, Thornburg remained an active volunteer and was honored for 
15 years of service to the Miami-Dade County School System. His service included 
chairing the budget and finance committee for several years and serving on it for 
more. He also chaired the ethics committee during a period of investigations of the 
school system and served as the vice chair of the Citizens Advisory Board for the 
South Florida-based PBS radio and television stations. Most important, Thornburg felt 
that retirement allowed him to spend time with his wife and large brood of children 
and grandchildren. Above all, they are his greatest and enduring legacy.
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WAYS TO GIVE
There are many ways to support the Law School’s annual fund — the Fund for Excellence. For further information, 
please contact Stephanie J. Coffey, annual fund director, at (812) 856-2793 or (877) 286-0002. 
Gifts by check
Send your check, payable to the IU Foundation/IU Maurer School of Law, to:
Indiana University Maurer School of Law
Indiana University Foundation
P.O. Box 6460
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6460
Gifts by credit card
To charge your gift using Visa, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover, call the IU Foundation at (800) 558-8311. 
Or visit our website, law.indiana.edu/ways-to-give, which will direct you to our secure giving page.
Gifts by electronic transfer
Your gift to the Law School can be deducted automatically each month from your checking account or credit card. 
For more information, call the IU Foundation at (800) 558-8311 or visit their website at myiu.org/give-now
Gifts of securities
The Law School welcomes gifts of securities and appreciated stock. To arrange your gift, call the IU Foundation 
at (800) 558-8311.
Law firm and corporate matching gifts
Matching gifts can double or triple your investment. Please contact your Human Resources department to request the 
necessary forms. To find out whether your organization has a matching program, go to matchinggifts.com/IUF
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